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AKE YOUR 
FIRST STEP 

TOWARD 
A CAREER 

IN THE 
ISIC BUSINESS. 

□ Highly selective, two-year training 
program 

□ Campuses throughout North America 

AWARD 
NOMINATED 

RECORDING SCHOOL 
OF THE YEAR 

1989 AND 1990 

6464 Sunset Blvd., The Penthouse, Hollywood. CA, 
U.S.A. 90028 (213) 467-6800 
112 East 3rd Ave., Suite 305, Vancouver, B.C., 
Canada V5T 1C8 (604) 872-2666 
410 Dundas St. East, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada M5A 2A8 (416) 966-3066 
440 Laurier Ave. W.. Suite 200. Ottawa. Ontario 
Canada KIR 7X6 (613) 782-2231 
451 St. Jean St., Montreal. Quebec, 
Canada H2Y 2R5 (514) 845-4141 

□ Current theory mixed with practical 
hands-on training 

□ Modem state-of-the-art 24-track 
recording studios and digital audio labs 

□ All classes taught by qualified, working 
professionals 

□ Job placement assistance 

□ Financial assistance available 

_ 

TRFBAS 
inSTITUTi OF RCCORDinG ARTS 



TO THE 
COMPETITION, 
THESE ARE NOT 
DRUMSTICKS. 

THEY’RE 
MEASURING 

STICKS. 

When you’re trying to create a great drumstick, 
it’s only natural to use Pro-Mark as a guideline. 

Pro-Mark’s ideas and designs. And while all this 
is very flattering, they still have yet to manufacture 

After all, Pro-Mark makes the highest quality, best a stick worthy of the Pro-Mark name. 
selling drumsticks in the world. 

Our sticks have become so popular and trusted by 
drummers, that many manufacturers have tried to copy 

And they never will. Because even though we 
taught them everything they know about quality 
drumsticks. We didn’t teach them eveiything we know. 

ft ® 

ppo-mspk 
• The World's (Hass Drumsticks 

Calato Distribution, 1-8407 Stanley Ave., Niagara Falls, ON L2E 6X8 1-800-828-1601 



DEDICATED TO 

EXCELLENCE IN 

MUSIC INDUSTRY 

EDUCATION 
HARRIS 

INSTITUTE 

FOR 

THE 

The Faculty The Courses 

Mike Balogh 

Eddy Baltimore 

Joe Bamford 

David Basskin 

David Bendeth 

Rob Bennett 

Todd Booth 

Rick Clarke 

Kitty Cross 

Brian Daley 

Scott Eldridge 

Brant Frayne 

Joe Fried 

Don Garbutt 

Joseph Gault 

Yuri Gorbachow 

David Greene 

Mike Greggs 

John Harris 

Liz Janik 

Dimitri Komessarios 

Eugene Martynec 

Doug McClement 

Mark McLay 

Scott McCrorie 

David Merrick 

Roland Parliament 

Martin Pilchner 

James Porteous 

Sheila Posner 

Scott Richards 

Debbie Rix 

Tom Rogers 

Bob Roper 

Don Sinclair 

Ted Southam 

Matt VanderWoude 

Walter Woloschuk 

Howard Zerker 

Music Industry Merchandising 
Audio Electronics 
Tour&Venue Management 
Music Business Law 
Artist & Repertoire 
Concert Promotion/Production 
Composition & Arranging 
Video Editing 
Live Sound/Lighting Design 
Print Production & Packaging 
Music Video Production 
The Film Industry/Screenwriting 
Music Video Production 
Digital Synthesis/MIDI 
Graphic Design 
Audio Post Production 
Audio Post Production 
The Booking Agency 
The Art of Management 
Broadcasting Arts 
Video Post Production 
Digital Audio/Signal Processing 
Studio Orientation 
Live Sound/Lighting Design 
Audio Post Production 
Music Publishing/Contracts 
Advertising Arts 
Acoustics/Studio Design 
Audio Post Production 
Accounting Principles 
Music Marketing/Record Dist. 
Media & Music 
Producing/Engineering 
Artist & Repertoire 
Music Industry Mathematics 
Print Production & Packaging 
Rock History/Music Theory 
Music Video Production 
Music Industry Accounting 

The Programs 

Harris Institute for the Arts offers full and part-time programs in the b u si n esi 
technical and creative aspects of music Comprehensive one year Diplom 
programs in Producing/Engineering (PEP) and Recording Arts Managemer 
(RAM) start in October, February and June. The Faculty is comprised of 3 
active industry professionals and the facility includes The Technical Trainin 
Centre, a fully equipped 48 track recording studio. The Programs culminât 
in the formation of production and management companies as well a 
Internship Placements at studios and companies within the industry. Financié 
assistance may be available to qualified students Harris Institute is registered 
and approved by the Ministry of Colleges and Universities and is a membe 
of the Better Business Bureau. Our objective is to provide the best tramei 
people in the world to the Canadian Music Industry. 

The Producing/Engineering Programcoverstheart,technology and business 
of recorded music production and is designed to equip the graduate to ente 
the broadest range of music recording careers. 

Commencing: October, February and June 
Duration: 12 Months (901 hours) 

Tuition: S7,840 00 

& 
§ RAM £ 

The Recording Arts Management Program covers the music industry 
management functions and is designed to equip the graduate to enter the 
broadest range of management careers within the music industry. 

Commencing: October, February and June 
Duration: 12 Months (904 hours) 

Tuition: S6,978.00 

The following industry funded scholarships are awarded to students 
achieving academic excellence. 

CARAS (Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences) Academic Scholarship 
CMPA (Canadian Music Publisher’s Association) Songwriting Scholarship 

HITS (Harris Institute Teacher's Scholarship) 
R. Richard Hahn Academic Scholarship 

CJEZ-FM Academic Scholarship 

To receive a copy of our syllabus or to arrange for a tour of the facility 
contact: 

The Registrar, Stan Janes 
HARRIS INSTITUTE FOR THE ARTS 

296 King Street East 
Toronto, Canada M5A 1K4 

Phone:(416)367-0178 



SLOAN 
46 

The whirlwind success of these Halifax 
grunge-rockers has peaked with their 
signing to Geffen Records. Smeared. 
the band's first album release seems 

destined to prove that there's a lot of 
raw talent hiding out in this country's 

smaller cities. 

by Tim Arsenault 

DECEMBER 1992 • VOLUME XIV. NUMBER 6 

51 

FUTURE 
BEAT 

Drums are the focus as Canadian 
Musician holds a round-table 
discussion with eight established and 
up-and-coming Canadian Drummers, 
and spotlights some of the latest 
percussion gear. 

by Barbara Stewart 

42 

LESLIE SPIT 
TREEO 

The talented Toronto-based 
songwriters give a personal account 
of their experiences with the recently 
released Book of Rejection, including 
some lyrical insight into a somewhat 
controversial, radio-unfriendly tune. 

by Shauna Kennedy 

THE JEFF 
HEALEY BAND 

Feel This is the band's most ambitious 
effort to date, having been recorded 
in their own private production facility. 
CM gets a first-hand account on the 

tracking of this latest release from 
band members as well as one of the 

project's engineers, 

by Richard Chycki 

36 

DEPART IVI N 
El FEEDBACK 
¡0 UPFRONT 

Where to Find Vintage Guitars, More A&R, Breaks 
for Musicians, Event Schedule. 

PRODUCT REPORTS 
Sabían AAX Cymbals; Tube Works RT-2100 
Combo; Mesa/Boogie Dual Rectifier Solo Head; 
Hughes & Kettner Tubeman. 

[0 PRODUCT NEWS 
ED MARKETPLACE 
□ SHOWCASE 

Kathleen Yearwood, Chocolate Bunnies 
From Hell, Brass Bikini. 

I\/I 
B Guitar Lee Warren 
El Keyboards Denis Keldie 
FEI Bass Adrian Davison 
Fl Percussion Andy Stochansky 
ED Brass Chase Sanborn 

[0 Woodwinds Terry Basom 

RI Vocals Harry Hess 
0 Writing Doug Blackley 
0] MIDI Paul Lau 

03 Live Sound Al Craig 

El Recording Eric Abrahams 

Fyl Business Martin Gladstone 
COVER PHOTOS: COURTESY OF FORTE RECORDS 



Our New 
Business Major 
Will Be Music 
TolöurEars. 

Today's international music industry is a multi-billion 
dollar enterprise powered by creative combinations of 
music talent, music technology, and music business skills. 
And you can play a major part in it - if you have the 
right education. 

That's why Berklee has created its new Music Business/ 
Management major. With our new major, Berklee is the 
only music college to offer a single program that integrates 
music and business studies for today’s contemporary music 
industry. It will empower you as a professional musician. 
It will provide you with the abilities needed in today’s cor¬ 
porate world of merchandising, publishing, and recording. 

Now, more than ever, Berklee means business when it 
comes to music. If you mean business, too, call Berklee 
College of Music: 1-800-421-0084, ext. 9808, or return this 
coupon for admissions information about our Bachelor’s 
Degree and Professional Diploma Programs. 

Berklee College of Music Please send me information about: 
Office of Admissions, Dept. 9808 _Berklee College of Music admissions 
1140 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02215 _Music Business/Management major 

Name_ 

Street _ 

City_State_Zip _ 

Country_Telephone_ 

Instrument_ 
(Please indicate "voice" 

if applicable.) 
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SELECT HICKORY DRUM STICKS 

IN THE HANDS OF 
CANADA’S TOP DRUMMERS 

Vico Rezza 
GINO VANELLI 

CT. BRECHTLEIN D GZ5B LONGSHOT 

c SA m c SR :n 
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Distributed Exclusively in Canada by RODAM DIST. LTD 
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91 Pelham Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6N 1A5 Tel: (416) 652-2142 /(416) 656-8462 Fax: (416) 656-8695 



Tech 21 presents 

variety of applications, SansAmp 
is designed for recording direct to tape, 

mixdowns, and live performances as 
an outboard processor, a pre-amp, and 
as a "monster direct box" through a P.A. 

Sounds good on paper? 
Prepare to be convinced! 

7 J 
the II. S. A. by J VvII 1 

1600 Broadway, NY, NY 10019 
(212) 315-1116/Fax: (212) 315-0825 

f^E^A^ 
A Question of Gcnbcr 
1 am a female, first year vocal student at 
Red Deer College. 1 am interested in 
learning more about the music industry in 
Canada, and especially about women in my 
field. I will be applying for a Women’s 
scholarship in February. 1993 which 
financially aids the advancement of women 
in certain female-deficient fields of study 
and employment. 

1 have found a growing number of 
chauvinist men in my program of study 
here at the College, as well as in the cities of 
Los Angeles. Edmonton, Calgary and 
Vancouver. It disturbs me to know that 
there are so many archaic values still alive 
and well in this business. 

1 was hoping you would be able to direct 
me to or place me in touch with women in 
all aspects of the music business, including 
recording studios and companies. Any 
assistance would greatly aid my application 
as I am having severe difficulties finding 
any information at all on women in music. 

I genuinely appreciate any efforts made 
on my behalf. Thank you very much. 

Cherina Sparks 
Red Deer, AB 

* Ed: As a woman in this field myself. / 
tend to question your perception of women 
in music. While it is true that discrimination 
does exist here (as well as in all career 
areas — and not only against women), f 
think that ify ou look a bit harder, you 'll 
find that there is indeed a great number of 
women working in Canada 's music 
industry. 

As a vocal student. ! 'm sure vou ve 
heard ofA nne Murray, k.d. lang. Loreena 
McKennitt, and Joni Mitchell to name but a 
few. Women hold important positions in 
virtually all of the major record companies 
in Canada, and there is an increasing 
number in the fields of recording, radio, 
video and related technologies. Ify ou look 
at our magazine 's masthead, you 'll see that 
is true here as well. 

Dispelling chauvinism lies with both 
genders. To be successful anywhere you 're 
got to be able to either ignore or rise above 
someone else 's ignorance, especially if that 
is based solely on gender or race. 1 've 
never been prevented /ron; doing anything 
because / 'm a woman — and !'ve never 
allowed my gender to become a barrier to 
my goals. You 'll find that mindset is the 
common thread among the women who 
work in all areas of this industry. Once vou 
become confident in your own abilities, 
gender shouldn 't be an issue at all — the 
less you yourself look at it as a 
"handicap ", the less others will too. 
There are many womens organizations 

you can contact for information. Two good 
ones to get you started would be the 
Association of Canadian Women 

Composers. 20 St. Joseph St.. Toronto. ON 
M4Y U9 (416) 239-5195; and Canadian 
Women in Radio and Television (CWRT), 
95 Barber Green Rd.. #104, Don Mills. ON 
M3C 3E9 (416) 446-5353. FAX (416) 
446-5354. And don"t overlook the manv 
other associations and organizations in the 
music industry, as they can be very valuable 
sources of information. Best of  luck with 
your endeavours. 

Shauna Kennedy 

Praise for our Pcm^! 
Thanks very much for that lovely review 
(Showcase, Oct. ‘92). Needless to say. it 
will be a glorious addition to the promo¬ 
package for our forthcoming four-song tape 
(we are currently completing the pre-
production stage). 

Of course, any praise we get is 
encouraging, but more importantly, we 
really feel that you understand what we're 
trying to do. We especially appreciated your 
“?” regarding our style of music. 

Terror of Tiny Town has strived for 
undefinability since day one, yet most 
people still feel the need to label. You 
didn't. You’re a credit to your profession. 
If you’re ever in Vancouver, please don’t 
hesitate to look us up. 

Geoff Berner 
Terror of Tiny Town 

TRamR You HamR Fams! 
* Ed: Back in our April '92 issue, we ran a 
letter requesting support for a 
commemorative stamp of Hank Williams 
Sr. Cathy Malfatti recently wrote us to let 
us know that they have established the 
Hank Williams Sr., International Society & 
Fan Club (c/o Mary Wallace. PO Box 280, 
Georgiana, AL 36033) with full approval 
of Hank Williams Jr. and Merle Kilgore, 
and that already they have received in 
excess of61.000 votes for a Hank Stamp 
(that 's more than Elvis got)! 

The Hank Williams Senior commemora¬ 
tive stamp project is doing very well and we 
are hoping for an announcement soon. I 
would like to thank you, the fans, for your 
support! 

We are still asking for your letters of 
support for this project. 

Please mail them to: The Citizens Stamp 
Advisory Committee, c/o Stamp 
Administration and Advisory Branch, 
Washington, DC 20260-6753. 

Cathy Malfatti 
Eureka, CA 

Write to Vs! 
Address your letters to FEEDBACK, 

co Canadian Musician, 
6'7 Mowat Are., #350, 
Toronto, ON M6K 3E3 



Canadian Music Week 
R C H 

Make the commitment 
Canadian Music Week. 

■dm TORONTO 
CANADA . Be part of 

w 
AWARDS 

Canada’s music business is worth well over a billion dollars a year. That includes record sales, concert grosses, and performing 
and mechanical rights income from home and abroad. 

Now, for a single week, it’s possible to meet the entire Canadian industry—record companies, manager 
radio, television, and the artists themselves—at one time, in one place. To top it all off, there’s the 
opportunity to attend the annual Juno Awards, televised live to millions from coast to coast. 

Welcome to Canadian Music Week: March 11-21, 1993. 
Organized by THE RECORD, Canada’s weekly music business information source, and Chart 

Toppers, the country’s leading promotion company, ('.anadian Music \\ eek consists of a series of events 
designed to maximize the contacts you can make, and minimize the time you could waste. 

From the opening night party to the finale of the Juno Awards, Canadian Music Week is both a tribute 
to a growing industry, and your most important opportunity to be part of it. Make your commitment now. 

MM 
MUSIC BUSINESS SEMINARS 
I -
MusiCan ’93 offers 
practical help in 
accessing the 

MlM 
THE RECORD'S MUSIC INDUSTRY 

THE RECORD’S 
Music Industry 
Conference and 
Awards 1993 
This year’s music industn profes¬ 
sionals' meetings arc held at the 
Westin Harbour Castle Hotel, 
March 18-20. High-profile guest 
speakers and panelists will be 
announced in January, 1993. As 
always included in the conference 
f ull package will be The Record's 
Awards Banquet. 

industry 
Designed especially for professional 
songwriters and musicians, Musican 
also attracts the newly-initiated. 
These seminars and workshops arc 
scheduled for March 20 K- 21 at 
Westin I larbour ( Castle. 

CMX: Canadian 
Music Exhibition 
finds its feet 
I nder the same roof as the two 
conferences—on the same 
weekend—now delegates will enjoy 
the benefits of an exposition of the 
latest products and equipment of 
interest to the industry and the 
enthusiast. Westin Harbour Castle, 
March 20&21. 

Canadian Music 
Festival ’93 
puts spotlight on 
new domestic 
talent 
A line-up of Canada's best bets will 
be showcased in venues around 
Toronto over the ten day period 
leading to the Juno Awards. 

Yes, I’m coming 
• FULL PACKAGE (Early Bird Rate: payment before December 30, 1992) $325.00 + GST. Please bill me 

Includes The Record's Music Industry Conference/Awards Banquet/MusiCan/CMX 93/Showcases 

• MUSICAN PACKAGE (Early Bird Rate: payment before December 30, 1992) $60.00 + GST. Please bill me 
Includes Musican/CMX 93/Showcases 

Name (for badge)____ 

( X >m pany___ 

Title/Occu pation_ 

Address _____ 

Ci ty__ 

Province/State_ 

Postal (lode/Zip___ 

Phone _ 

Fax____ 

Primary Business 
Manager 
Producer 
Agent 
Record Co. 
Retail 
Other 

Publisher 
Songwriter 
Musician 
Radio 
Media 
Manufactui ing 



LOOKING/F 
A VINTA 
GUITAR? 

Montreal, 
continued. . . 

Music. 90 Harbord St.. 

Sound. 226 Preston St.. 
ON KIR 7R2 (613) 594-

• Used 
Ottawa. 
5449. 
• Ring 

London Smith Discs (LSD) 
464-810 West Broadway 
Vancouver. BC V5Z 4C9 
(604) 879-7625, FAX (604) 873-4718 
A&R/Artist Development: Brian Watson 
Style of music accepted: all styles 

Hypnotic Records 
96 Spadina Ave., 9th Floor 
Toronto, ON M5V 2J6 
(416) 362-8839. FAX (416) 847-9379 
VP of A&R: Daryn Barry 
Style of music accepted: all styles 

BMG Music Canada Inc. 
151 John St., #309 
Toronto, ON M5V 2T2 
(416) 586-0022, FAX (416) 586-0454 
VP of A&R: David Bendeth 
Style of music accepted: all styles 
* Please do not send unsolicited demo materials 

Justin Time Records Inc. 
5455 rue Paré, #101 
Montreal, PQ H4P 1P7 
(514) 738-9533, FAX (514) 737-9780 
A&R: Denis Bamabé 
Style of music accepted: Jazz, Blues, Gospel, 
Rock, Pop 

• Music Mania, 331 Emery St., 
PQH2Y IJ2 (514) 363-6771. 
• Song Bird Music & Trading 
Centre, 388 Gladstone Ave., Ottawa. 
ON K2P 0Z1 (613) 594-5323. 
• Song Bird Music, 791 Queen St. 
W., Toronto. ON M5B IY4 (416) 
368-5415. 

instruments that fit that description. 
If you’re intersested in attending or participating 
in a Vintage Guitar show in Toronto, or would 
like to be on a mailing list for receiving updates 
and information on vintage guitars, please call or 
write to: Ed McDonald, PO Box 135, Pickering, 
ON LIV 2R2 (416) 420-6380, FAX (416) 420-
9582. 

Stores to Visit for 
Vintage Guitars 

Toronto, ON M5S 1G5 (416) 
924-3571. 
• The Twelfth Fret. 2229 Danforth 
Ave., Toronto, ON M4C 1K5 (416) 
694-8162. 
• Encore Music Exchange. 40 
Danforth Rd.. Toronto. ON MIL 
3W4 (416) 691-2686. 

Recommended 
Reading 
Ed McDonald has recommended a 
number of books for those interested 
in researching vintage instruments. 
Most of these books can be obtained 
by mail-order through The Music 
Book Store, 23 Hannover Dr., #7, St. 
Catharines. ON L2W 1 A3 (416)641-
2612, FAX (416) 641-1648. 

The Fender Guitar 
Ken Archer 
The Gibson Guitar #2 
Ken Archer 
American Guitars 
Toin Wheeler 

Guitar Identification 
A.R. Duchossoir 
Gibson Electrics 
A.R. Duchossoir 
The Fender Telecaster 
A.R. Duchossoir 
Gruhn’s Guide to Vintage Guitars 
George Gruhn 
Rickenbacher Guitars 
Richard Smith 
The Gibson Super 400 
Van Hoose 

More A&R!!! 
Last issue’s Upfront listed a number of A&R people in 
the Canadian music industry to send your demo tapes 
to. We’d like to give you a few other contacts that 
were not included in that list: 

Vintage instruments are being 
increasingly sought after by 
musicians. 

Canadian Musician spoke with Ed 
McDonald, an avid collector of vin¬ 
tage instruments who offered some 
tips for those of you who arc thinking 
of looking into the past to find new 
instrument sounds. 

Information fllert 
• Often, the best way to find out about 
vintage equipment is through word-of-
mouth. Ask people who own vintage 
gear who their contacts are — they 
may be able to put you in touch with 
someone who can get just what you’re 
looking for. 

• Most music stores have an informa¬ 
tion exchange board — check them 
regularly for news on used vintage 
gear. Even if a piece of gear listed for 
sale isn't what you want, the person 
who posted the item could turn out to 
be a valuable source of information. 

• Become as educated as you can about 
the gear you're planning to purchase 
— and this means to be aware of things 
like serial number runs on certain in¬ 
struments. the type of hardware that 
should be present on an original, what 
type of finish the instrument should 
be, etc. There are many older instru¬ 
ments that have undergone extensive 
(and often debilitating) modifications 
that will detract from its market value. 
Know what to check for and how to 
spot any modifications when you're 
inspecting an instrument before you 
go slapping down top dollar. 

• You can never be too safe — inspect 
serial numbers to ensure they haven’t 
been tampered with. and. if in doubt 
— check with the police department 
and music stores (they often keep 
records of stolen gear) to find out if 
there are any reported lost or stolen 

MUSICIAN 
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Rane equipment is uniquely 

engineered with the same 

meticulous craftsmanship, 

perfected through continu¬ 

ous technological innovation. 

It takes great skill and 

experience to create the 

distinctive flavor and power 

of a fine musical instrument. 

To accurately preserve the 

full richness of complex 

acoustic timbre is the most 

demanding challenge of 

audio reproduction. That’s 

why discriminating artists 

and engineers have come 

to appreciate the audible 

difference in Rane gear: 

Purity. By design. 

PURITY 
BY DESIGN 

Now Distributed in Canada Exclusively By: 

omnimedra 
9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, PQ, H9P 1A3 
(514) 636-9971 Fax: (514) 636-5347 
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digidesign 
SPiCTPAL IBM 

STRUCTURED FOR STORAGE 

Dyna I ek Automation Systems Inc., 
15 Tangiers Road, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M3J 2B1 
Tel.: (416) 636-3000 Fax: (416) 636-3011 

Sani Ash 

New York, NY 
(212) 719-2640 

Manny's Music 
New York. NY 

(212) 819-0578 

Gand Music 
Chicago, II, 

(708) 446-4263 

Goodman Music 
N. Hollywood. CA 

(213)845-1145 

Direction Sound 
Los Angeles, CA 
(310) 276-2063 

Westlake Audio 
Los Angeles, CA 
(213) 851-9800 

West L.A. Music 
Los Angeles. CA 

(213) 477-1945 

Ace Music Center 
N. Miami, FL 
(305) 891-6201 

YRS MIDI Systems 
Fern Park. FL 

(407) 331-6333 

Richard Audio 
Montreal. PQ 
(514) 733-5131 

Adcom Electronics 
Toronto, ON 

(416) 251-3355 

Saved By Technology 
Toronto, ON 
(416) 928-6434 

Steve’s Music 
Toronto, ON 
(416) 593-8888 

Annex High Tech 
Vancouver, BC 

(604) 682-6639 

Sound Technology 
Letchworth, IK 
(0462) 480-000 

Soundware 
Aarhus, Denmark 
(086) 11 89 12 

Creative Software 
Oslo, Norway 
(02) 64 14 30 

Ceritec 

Utrecht, Holland 
(030) 316 353 

And Music 
Wiesbaden, Germain 
(0611) 928 050 

M. Casale Bauer 
Bologna. Italy 
(051) 76 6648 

SCV Audio 
Paris, France 

(0148) 63 22 11 

Giant Electronics 
Bienne, Switzerland 
(032) 22 52 78 

The Right Connections 

' / Macintosh 

AKAI / 
professional / 

AATARI 
CENTRE 

I 
i 

SRoland 
* 



A History of Marshall 
Mike Doyle 
The Ultimate Guitar Book 
Tony Bacon 
Martin Guitars 
Mike Longworth 
The Fender Stratocaster 
A.R. Duchossoir 
Electric Guitars Made in Germany 
Norbert Schnpel and Helmuth Lemme 
The Tube Amp Book Vol. 3 
Aspen Pittman 
The Tsumura Collection 
Akrira Tsumura 

Magazines 

• Vintage Guitar Magazine. PO Box 7301. 
Bismark. ND 58507 (701 ) 255-1197. FAX 
(701) 255-0250. 

• 20th Century Guitar. 135 Oser Ave.. 
Hauppauge. NY 11788 (516) 273-1674. 
FAX (516) 483-4101 

Breaks 
... Wanted the world's WORST guitar 
player (we're not joking)! Rochester's infa¬ 
mous House of Guitars is once again hold¬ 
ing their annual international search for the 
most obnoxious, searing, and just downright 
awful guitar player out there. I think we all 
know someone who should be entering this 
contest. The contest is open to players (or 
should we say anti-players) from around the 
world, and the grand prize includes a $400 
electric guitar plus amp; an instructional 
guitar video (you need it); an opening club 
appearance in front of someone else's audi¬ 
ence (you don't have your own); and a re¬ 
cording contract with Mirror Records which 

includes 75 copies of your very own release 
to force upon relatives, friends and enemies. 
The winner will also be granted a solo (so 
low ) performance in a House of Guitars TV 
spot and a one-way bus ticket to Canada (if 
a Canadian wins, we're told that a round¬ 
trip bus ticket w ill be awarded). This is the 
real thing folks, so don't practice — send a 
tape of your worst playing before Decem¬ 
ber 31. 1992 to: “I'm the World's Worst 
Guitar Player” c/o House of Guitars. 645 
Titus Ave.. Rochester. NY 14617(716) 544-
3500. 

. . . On Sunday. November 29. 1992. 
Canadian Musician magazine will take 
a look at the independent music scene and 
go through the recording and marketing 
process step-by-step with PRODUC ING 
AND MARKETING AN INDEPENDENT 
RECORD, a one-day seminar, taking place 
from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. at Toronto's Royal 
York Hotel. 

The panelists assembled for the day are 
at the top of their fields, and include 
seminar moderator Brian Allen. V.P. of 
A&R for Attic Records; top producers 
Chris Wardman and John Switzer; Jean 

Ghomeshi from indie 
success Moxy Fruvous; 
Juno Award winning art¬ 
ist Loreena McKennitt 
and indie publicist Anya 
Wilson among others 

The sessions will cover 
budgets, recording, master¬ 
ing, manufacturing, distri¬ 
bution. selling the product, 
promotion and publicity, 
shopping an indie record, 
and will include discus¬ 
sions of success stories like 
Loreena McKennitt and 
Barenaked Ladies. 

A cocktail reception at the end of the day 
gives attendees the opportunity to speak one-
on-one with the panelists, and a TASCAM 
Portable Recording Studio will be given 
aw ay as a door prize. 
Registration for PRODUCING AND 

MARKETING AN INDEPENDENT 
RECORD is S75.00. For information, con¬ 
tact Canadian Musician at (416) 641-3471. 
FAX (416) 641-1648. Credit card holders 
may register by calling 1-800-265-8481. 

. . . The Axemen Cometh, the ultimate 
guitar and bass workshop, will be presented 
by Canadian Musician and Musicians In¬ 
stitute on its new date. Sunday. February 
21.1993, and its new location. The Phoenix 
Concert Theatre in Toronto. This one day 
event will feature clinics by some of the best 
guitarists and bassists in North America, 
focussing on technique and performance. 

Featured clinicians include G.l.T. instruc¬ 
tor Roy Ashen. B I T. instructor Dale Titus 
and new Triumph axeman Phil X. who has 
also played alongside Aldo Nova and Jon 
Bon Jovi. One lucky person will win a mu¬ 
sician's tour of Hollywood, including round¬ 
trip airfare, one week's accommodation, and 
study sessions at Musicians Institute. For 
more information, contact Canadian 
Musician at (416) 641-3471. 

... If country music's your forte, and you're 
interested in breaking into the American 
music market, you might be interested in 
the services the Western Canadian Country 
Music Songwriters Association (WCCMSA) 
offers. This non-profit organization offers 
consultation as w ell as song placement serv¬ 
ices within many U.S. publishing compa¬ 
nies w hich cater to country music. For mem¬ 
bership information, send S5.00 (deductible 
from membership fee) to: WCCMSA. PO 
Box 3836. Regina. SK S4P 3R8. 

. . . Musicians in Newfoundland should 
be aware that the recently founded Music 
Industry Association of Newfoundland & 
Labrador (MIANL) is actively seeking 
membership. The Association has a pub¬ 
lished newsletter and w ill be sponsoring a 
series of seminars workshopsand showcases 
throughout the year. For more information, 
contact: MIANL. 120 Duckworth St.. St. 
John's. NF A1C IE8 (709) 754-2574. ■ 

EVENT SCHEDULE 
Producing and Marketing 
an Independent Record 
Toronto, ON 
November 29, 1992 
(416) 641-3471 

C1NARS International Exchange 
for Performers 
Montreal. PQ 
December 1-4, 1992 
(514) 842-5866 

Midwest Band and Orchestral Clinic 
Chicago. IL 
December 15-19, 1992 
(708) 729-4629 

East Coast Music Awards 
and Conference 
Halifax. NS 
February 11-14, 1993 
(902) 423-6376 

The Axeman Cometh 
Toronto, ON 
February 21, 1993 
(416) 641-3471 

The Record Industry Conference 
Toronto, ON 
March 18- 20, 1993 
(416) 533-9417 

MusiCan '93 & CMX '93 
Toronto, ON 
March 20-21. 1993 
(416) 533-9417 

The Juno Awards 
Toronto. ON 
March 21, 1993 
(416)485-3135 

Music West 
Vancouver. BC 
Max 7-9, 1993 
(604) 684-9338 

Musicfest Canada 
Edmonton, AB 
May 12-16. 1993 
(403) 234-7376 
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TUBE WORKS RT-2100 MOSVALVE 
& REAL TUBE OVERDRIVE COMBO 

The designer/innovator of low operating 
voltage tube equipment. B.K.. Butler, 

practically pioneered tube pedals like the 
Tube Driver and Tube Works pedals. He has 
since branched out into rack units and full 
fledged amplifiers. The RT-2100 is a single 
12 combo that combines Butler’s proprietary 
tube technology with another of his 
industry successes, the MosValve power 
amplifier. 

The dual tube compact combo comes 
with a rugged grey Ozite exterior and 
front metal grille to withstand years of 
use. The speaker is front mounted for 
added projection: Tube Works speaker 
is stock and a Celestion is optional. 

What’s In It? 
Two channels worth of controls fill the 
front panel to the rim. EQs for both 
channels centre at 3.5 kHz. 800 Hz. and 
150 Hz for the hi/mid/low controls 
respectively. These controls are passive 
in nature, like most tube amps out there, 
but are actively summed to the active 
master. Apparently, active masters 
allow for zero crosstalk between 
channels. Gain and master controls 
allow for a variety of crystal clean to clipping 
settings. 

The overdrive channel has much more 
gain than the clean channel, especially when 
the Stack control is engaged. That control 
adds more gain and fatness to the signal via 
tube #2: it’s footswitchable so that, in effect, 
you have a quasi third channel in operation. 
All other controls are the same as the clean 
channel. Amp inputs have 8dB difference 
in gain, but they are separate active entities 
that could be strapped together for even more 
gain, should that be desired. 

The two channels share a fully-buffered 
effects loop with adjustable send and return 
levels. The front panel Effects Mix control 
allows the user to dial in the amount of effect 
while maintaining a direct-through signal. 
Generally, this type of signal pathway 
maintains better signal integrity. By cranking 
the mix control to all-effect, the loop 
functions like a standard signal break loop. 
The onboard spring reverb circuit uses the 
same Accutronics spring tank as used in 
Fender amps and is claimed to be similarly 
voiced. The final master feeds the MosValve 
100 watt output section. 

Other features incorporated into this unit 

include a “continuous anti-feedback circuit" 
that reduces amplifier squeal for overall 
louder operating levels. The pair of 12AX7 
tubes use a low plate voltage (more on this 
shortly) for a purported extended tube life. 
DC heater current also reduces hum and 
internal noise further. 

Check 1 ... 2 ... 
The MosValve power amplifier is im¬ 
pressive and LOUD. When comparing tube 
and solid state amps of the same output 
rating, it is usual to find the tube amp sounds 
way louder than the solid state unit. Output 
of the RT-2100 fell only a little short and. 
when driven into clipping, exhibited rather 
friendly clipping overdrive characteristics. 
The reverb was bright and crisp, as Tube 
Works stated. 

Before we dive into the preamp section, 
a small blurb on tube technology is in order. 
Most tube amps like Boogies. Marshalls, 
Fenders, etc., all use a relatively high 
voltage (200-300 VDC) on the plates of the 
preamp tubes. That voltage affects the 
headroom (input signal before clipping) and 
hence, the overall feel and sensitivity of the 
distortion character. Conversely, low voltage 
on tube plates will yield less headroom and 
typically loses much of that touch sensitive 
distortion that has popularized tubes over 
the years. And so we begin here with the 
RT-2100. The clean channel yielded a full, 
rich clean sound. As the preamp level was 
increased to the onset of clipping, the 
resulting overdrive was somewhat abrupt in 

character with a touch of rizz. The same 
effect happened in the high gain channel, 
too. The EQ and balance are there, and 
the Stack control adds a nice amount of shred 
to the signal, but the attack characteristics 
and upper harmonics of the distortion 
seemed a tad harsh. 

Outro 
In conclusion, the sound of the RT-

2100 can be likened to a very good solid-
state design overall, falling a hair short 
of capturing all that makes tubes special 
for guitarists. But if you're not into 
lugging a 10-ton tube stack around to 
your gigs, this Real Tube/MosValve 
combo is feature-packed and offers a 
good $SS-to-feature ratio in a well 
built, very portable package. 

For more information, contact: Tube 
Works, 8201 E. Pacific PL. #606. 
Denver. CO 80231 (303) 750-3801. FAX 
(303)750-2162. ■ 

Richard Chycki is a freelance guitarist and 
engineer in Toronto who has recently 
completed the latest Jeff Healey Band album. 
Feel This, with producer/engineer Joe Hardy. 

Manufacturer’s Response 
As the sole designer of all Tube Works 
equipment, I appreciate your subjective 
comments. Leading guitar virtuosos such 
as Steve Morse and Fred Newell who 
presently use this amp have all commented 
about its extremely wide range of tonal 
possibilities. 

It is capable of creating virtually any 
sound you’re looking for from classic to 
contemporary. The voicing of the amp is 
based upon my Real Tube overdrive pedal, 
which Billy Gibbons has described 
personally to me as the "finest overdrive 
ever made". My innovation of low-voltage 
tube techniques have made it possible to 
reduce overall noise, microphonics and the 
unreliability that everyone knows are 
common to tubes. Most artists have found 
the headroom is quite sufficient after 
getting to know the amp. 

Your readers should know that the RT-
2100 comes in four versions: RT-2100 R 
(2 space rackmount); RT-2100 (traditional 
combo head); RT-2112 (1x12" combo); 
and RT-2124 (vertical 2x12" combo). 

B.K Butler. President. Tube Works 



AT LEAST 
YOU CAN 

SOUND LIKE 
YOU HAVE A 
CONTRACT 
WITH A 

BIG LABEL. 

Just plug in AR Powered Partner’ 570 
speakers. Great dynamics give your 
music the hearing it deserves. Clear, 
distinct highs from a 1" fluid-cooled 
tweeter (invented by AR). Tuneful, 
powerful bass out of a 5" woofer. 
The amp in each speaker pumps 

45 Watts peak. That's serious power. 
Just as serious as you are about 
your music, in the studio or on the 

road. Check the specs. 

Powered Partner 570 
Specifications 

System Type: 
2-way, powered, acoustic suspension system; 

die-cast aluminum enclosure 
Source Requirements: 

Line or headphone output from tapedeck, 
mixer, preamp, etc. 

Controls: 
Volume, Low frequency boost/cut. 

High frequency boost/cut 
Drive Units: 

Fully shielded 5" polypropylene woofer 
and 1" liquid cooled tweeter 

Amplifier Performance: 
Each unit delivers 35 Watts (RMS) and 

45 Watts peak output 
Frequency Response: 
40 Hz. to 20 kHz — 3db 
Crossover Frequency: 

5000 Hz. 
Power Requirements: 

AC: 110 volts 60 Hz. and DC: 9-25 volts, 
12 volt nominal 

For a dealer near you, 
call 1-800-268-1172 

Superior Sound Simplified 
© 1992 Acoustic Research 

MESA/BOOGIE 
DUAL RECTIFIER 
SOLO HEAD 

If for some reason you’ve been living in a cave for the past 20 years or so. you 
may not know of Boogie’s etched-in-stone 
reputation for consistently delivering cut¬ 
ting-edge guitar amplification. And the 
Dual Rectifier Solo Head is another in 
Randall Smith’s (Boogie’s founder and de¬ 
signer) long line of successful designs des¬ 
tined to become a staple in guitarist’s arse¬ 
nals everywhere. 

Checking Out The Goods 

richness is especially noteworthy when 
using a point-of-clipping type of tone. The 
solid state diodes do not sag (voltage-wise) 
and yield a brighter, more aggressive at¬ 
tack. There is not another amp that allows 
you to so easily select between the two sup¬ 
ply types and it is a true innovation in de¬ 
sign. Another complement to the power 
supply section is the inclusion of a variac-
like Spongy/Bold switch that reduces inter¬ 
nal operating voltages and lessens the out¬ 
put from 100 watts down to about 75 watts. 

At first glance, the Rectifier 
is blatantly classy and 
robust-looking with its 
chromed chassis and, dig 
this, real leather covering. 

Two channels, a Vintage¬ 
voiced Orange channel and 
the ultra-ripping Modern 
Red channel, sport exter¬ 
nally identical controls — in 
action — the feel and voic¬ 
ing are very different. No 
numbers here, just dial in 
tone by ear. A single Loop 
Active Master control 
(essentially, a front panel¬ 
mounted effects return 
level) allows the user to conveniently boost 
overall output level post effects, avoiding 
the need to modify your effects/amp gain 
structure. Smart thinking. The front of the 
Rectifier also comes with an armour front 
upper panel —just in case any subversives 
launch a STGM (Surface-To-Guitarist-Mis-
silc) at you during a performance. 

The rear panel reveals a little more about 
this very different beast. A quad set of 6L6s 
and a pair of 5U4 tube rectifiers reside im¬ 
mediately behind the heavy aluminium pro¬ 
tective bar (no wimpy screens here). You 
don’t need any tools to secure the bar; that’s 
a small point, but it reinforces the detail 
with which this amp was thought out. The 
5U4s arc particularly significant in that it is 
possible to select between solid state 
diodes or the tube rectifiers in the power 
supply — hence the amplifier name. At 
mediocre operating levels, the difference 
between the two is next to unnoticeable. 
But crank things up. and the softer, more 
compressed tonal characteristic of tube rec¬ 
tifiers comes into play, if selected. This 

A quartet of 6L6s has 
a distinctly round charac¬ 
teristic tone. For those that 
prefer the shredding tone 
of EL34s, instead of us¬ 
ing another amp. Hick the 
rear panel bias switch over 
to EL34 and the amp is 
appropriately biased for 
EL34s. LEDs clearly indi¬ 
cate bias selection. Pop in 
your EL34s. 

The effects loop can be 
set to turn on for either or 
both channels via a rotary 
switch. There is also a set¬ 
ting for activation via a re¬ 

mote switch — useful for footswitching and 
automated set-ups (channel switching is 
possible this way. too). A send level 
optimizes the output level sent to a particu¬ 
lar effect for maximum S N performance. 
As mentioned previously, when the effects 
loop is engaged, the Loop Active Master on 
the front panel is used to set overall level. 
For those players whose rig is complex 
enough to use slaving, an adjustable slave 
output is also provided. 

The Vintage Orange channel can be 
switched from "clean" to “variable hi-gain”, 
allowing a range of tones from crystal clear 
to ultimate, warm distortion. The test model 
I received was the latest update that low¬ 
ered the noise floor in clean mode. A slight 
amount of noise was present, but defi¬ 
nitely within reason. If you prefer the char¬ 
acteristics of either the Vintage or Modern 
voicing and wish you had two variable 
channels of either, wish no more. Using a 
patented system called Channel Cloning, 
it is a simple task to make the Vintage 
Channel a Modern voice channel and 
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dite Sound ílun^osicentent Jlandbook /Gdry DâVÍS A Rdlph ¡Ollcsl 
Covers all aspects of designing and using audio amplification systems for public address and musical perform¬ 

ance. Features both audio theory and practical applications of theory. This revised edition features 40 new 
pages on topics such as MIDI, Synchronization and an Appendix on Logorithms. 

HL023 . $42.95 

Jlandltook tyoi Sound CncyneeM.'. Th? N?IV Audio Cyclop?did, S?COIld 
This standard reference for sound and acoustical technology has been updated to include the latest technologi¬ 
cal advancements, such as MIDI, cinema sound, transformers and compact discs. Here is a comprehensive 
work that offers the professional information and technology in a single authoritative resource. 1500 pages. 
Hardcover 

HS013.$124.95 

Sound Sif^íemCncfinee^, S?cond Edition /Cdro/yn Ddvis A Pon Pdvisl 
This comprehensive text will provide you with useful information for the day-to-day work of designing sound 
systems, with an in-depth coverage of subjects. 633 pages. Hardcover. 

HS011. $69.95 

dadio Syilenti. and JuitaUadon /Philip Giddings/ 
Here is the premiere handbook for audio engineers and technicians everywhere. Written and designed as a 
practical reference guide, this text teaches the fundamentals of audio-system powering, grounding, wiring and 
installation. 574 pages. * 1990. Hardcover. 

HS002..$31.95 

dlandlMoh 0^ Sound Student EbeÀújn /¡ohn Edr^l?/ 
The most up-to-date information on the practical and theoretical aspects of sound reinforcement. Detailed chap¬ 
ters include electrical, acoustical and psychoacoustical fundamentals, high-, low-, and mid-frequency systems, 
loudspeaker arrays, theatre sound overviews and more. 347 pages. Hardcover. 

EL002 . $44.50 

Mic^pkonei — 3rd Edition /Mdrtin Clifford/ 
This outstanding guide offers sound technicians all the information that they need to choose the proper micro-
phone and operate it effectively for truly professional quality sound, whether recording indoors or out. It explains 
how easy it is to get better stereo, achieve special effects, make a speaker intelligible to his audience... how to 
record almost anything! 352 pages. * 1936. 
TB012.$22.95 

Credit card holders can order immediately by calling 1 -800-265-8481, Visa, Mastercard, American Express accepted 
For information on any of these books or to place an order, call: 

The Music Bookstore ■ Phone (416) 641-2612, FAX (416) 641-1648, or mail coupon below 

QTY CODE TITLE PRICE 

Name_ 

Address_._ 

City._ 
Prov/State_Zip-
Phone ( )-FAX ( )-
Enclosed is my payment for $_ 
Charge to my: □ VISA □ Mastercard □ American Express 
Card No. _Expiry Date_ 

BOOK TOTAL S 

Add 10% Shipping 
(Min. $2.00) 
Sub Total 

Add 7% GST 

TOTAL PAYABLE 

Signature_ 

COMPLETE AND RETURN TO: The Music Bookstore. 23 Hannover Dr., #7, St. Catharines ON L2W 1A3 
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Please make cheque payable to The Music Bookstore 



VALVESTATE OF THE ART 
VALVtSTATl-A triumph of Tethnology 

All guitar players want to give full expression to their cre¬ 
ativity. This requires a special "chemistry" between the 
player, the instrument and the amplifier. 

Valvestate employs innovative Marshall technology to 
provide the warmth, dynamics and the superb tone necessary 
to fulfil this sensitive guitar to amplifier reaction. 

By producing that "responsive feel", capable of expressing 
whatever guitar style you desire, Valvestate amplifiers have 
rapidly become the most popular choice worldwide. 

Stereo Chorus 
The new 8240 Stereo Chorus adds a further dimension to 

Valvestate. 80 Watts of stereo Marshall power in this classic 
2x12 combo, give the "spatially enhanced" Chorus a 
panoramic spread. When combined with the in built stereo 
spring reverb the sound comes alive, ringing with incredible 
depth and clarity. 

Bright transparent clean sounds can change from crisp 
country to smooth jazz. Crunch sounds roll from soft and 

Please rush me my FREE copy of 
the new Marshall 30th Anniversary 
commemorative catalogue. 

bluesy to hard and heavy, with massive 
stereo projection. 

Our expertise in overdrive 
brought to Valvestate the wide 
sweeping "Contour" control, 
giving instant mid-band shift 
where it matters most. We also 
included a selection switch to 
instantly take you from rich 
sustaining lead to the most 
severe drive imaginable. 

On clean, crunch or 
full overdrive this Stereo 
Chorus combo flows 
with tonal class. 
If you appreci¬ 
ate real tone, 
Valve state will 
take your 
breath away. 

Exclusive Canadian Distributor: Kaynotes Inc. 2165 46th Ave., 
Lachine, PQ H8T 2P1 

Name. 

Address. 

. Code. 
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Credit card holders can call toll free at 1-800-265-8481 

Code 

Fax 

Address 

City 

Prov/State 

Phone 

Address 

City 

Prov/State 

Phone 

(Please check one) 

Inside Canada (Add 7% GST) 
□ 1 yr. $16.00 Q 2 yrs. $28.00 □ 3 yrs. $28.00 □ 5 yrs. $56.00 

Outside Canada 
11 yr. $21.00 □ 2 yrs. $38.00 □ 3 yrs. $53.00 □ 5 yrs. $81.00 

□ New Subscription □ Renewal 

and send a gift subscription to 
Name 

Complete and mail or fax to: 

Canadian Musician. 23 Hannover Dr.. Unit 7. 
St. Catharines. ON L2W1A3 (416) 641-3471, FAX (416) 
641-1648. 

This year, give your friends a gift they can use 
and enjoy all year. A subscription to 

Canadian Musicianwill give them a wealth 

of information on the latest in musical 

instruments, artist columns, and features. 

As our special gift to you, when you buy or 

renew your subscrition at the regular price, you 
can give a friend a one year subscription at half 

price. 

Hurry, and we ll include a gift card and a 

complimentary copy in time for Christmas. 

Enclosed is my cheque or money order for $ 
Charge to my Q  VISA Q MasterCard Q American Express 

Card # 

Expiry Date 

Signature 

Code 

Fax 

Start or renew my subscription to 
Canadian Musician 

Name 



You can touch music. 
You can touch music. 
In this world there are certain things that you are strictly 
forbidden to put your hands on. Sound is no longer one 
of them. 
Why? The SY35 has Vector Synthesis. It gives you hands-
on control of the music you make by giving you hands-on 
control of two different types of sound. With a touch of the 
Dynamic Vector Controller you can mix, stir, warp, and 
blend as many as four different voices at once. 
What are you blending? All those sampled live sounds that 
you absolutely have to have (there are 128 of them) like 

pianos and strings and brass. And all the synthesized waves 
that you just plain want (there are 256 from which you can 
choose). 
Oh yes, the SY35 has MIDI capability, an easy edit mode, 
an ultra-sensitive keyboard and of course, our distinctly 
superior sound quality and playability. It is, after all, a 
Yamaha. 
You need more information? Contact Yamaha Canada 
Music, Combo Dept., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, ON 
MIS 3R1 (416) 298-1311, 
FAX (416) 292-0732. The SY35. 



MESA/BOOGIE DUAL RECTIFIER SOLO 
HEAD continued 
vice versa in the Modem channel via a single 
rocker (no pun intended) switch. 

A quick look inside the amp revealed an 
exceptionally clean, well-laid-out design. All 
caps are fully reinforced and precision metal 
resistors were used throughout. As well. 
Boogie's use of “inverted PC board" assem¬ 
bly gives the structural integrity that circuit 
boards offer, combined with ease of parts re¬ 
placement should it ever be necessary. And 
not that you should have to think about it. if 
you ever blow a tube, you'll be glad to know' 
that it won’t take one of those rugged porce¬ 
lain sockets with it. 

The accompanying speaker cabinet, also a 
leather covered gem, comes packed with four 
Celestion Vintage 30 speakers. Two amps can 
connect to the single box for a single cabinet 
stereo rig as desired. It has an armour option 
as well, should you feel the need to have mili¬ 
tary hardware with happening speakers in it. 

I'm All Ears 
First, the Vintage channel: The distortion was 
exceptionally creamy and palatable, just as the 
channel name implies. By incorporating the 
tube rectifiers and the spongy setting in the 
power supply, it is possible to get positively 
soulful tones. And anti-metalheads, take note: 
the lightly clipped tone is as brown as a 30-
year old page in rock ’n' roll history. 

The Modem channel boasts much more ag¬ 
gression and attack than its counterpart. 
Dialing in maximum gain coupled with solid 
state diodes and Bold power setting, it was 
easy to get searing rock tones that were well 
balanced and articulate. No overdrive devices 
of any kind were needed with this amount of 
intense saturation. By activating the Red-to-
Vintage switch on the rear panel, both pres¬ 
ence controls operate in tandem for some in¬ 
teresting tonal shades. 

The variance in the power supply settings 
really shone through when the amp was played 
VERY loud. Be aw are of this — you may not 
w ant to mic up this amp for apartment record¬ 
ing and try to work that power supply. The 
Rectifier is incredibly touch sensitive. Play¬ 
ing the Vintage channel lightly and or slightly 
backing off the guitar's volume cleaned up 
the sound completely except for a very gentle 
bite on only the hardest transients. Because of 
this touch sensitivity, two channels are ample 
— even for those players looking for a w ide 
spectrum of drive who have turned to pro¬ 
grammable preamps in the past. Experienced 
Boogie users, w ho are hopelessly addicted to 
their ubiquitous five-band EQ. will find that 
the tone controls sufficiently alter the amp's 
tonal characteristics but they remain within 
a range of good, balanced tone. 

With so much emphasis placed on the 
power section. I was a little concerned to find 
two things missing from the power tube sec¬ 
tion. Boogie’s latest rack power amps have 
fuses on the cathodes of the power tubes; that 

safety has been overlooked here. It's no secret 
that power tubes short and fail, considering 
the ever-increasing volatility of tube suppliers 
and their products. Should a power tube ever 
fail, it would be preferable to lose a fuse than 
chancing the loss of a critical component in 
the amp. As well, this amp comes pre-biased 
for both 6L6s and EL34s. If you prefer to use 
say, American 6CA7/EL34 rather than Czech 
EL34s, there will be a small mismatch. Al¬ 
though not overly serious, such a conscien¬ 
tious amp design should allow' exact tweakage 
for optimum performance. 

Final Word 
This amp ain’t for the weak-hearted nice guy 
player. It can rip out a listener’s guts and 
smilingly hand them back on an armoured 
platter. However, tamed, the Rectifier will de¬ 
liver warm, round tones with excellent touch 
sensitivity. 

Clearly, this amp will suit an extremely 
wide spectrum of players from the thrashiest 
of metalloids to the mellowest of backstreet 
blues aficionados and everything in between. 
With the ability to clone channels and to select 
between power supplies, output tubes and two 
different channel voicings, the possibilities are 
next to endless from a single amp. An excep¬ 
tional winner, all the way. 

For more information, contact: Mesa/ 
Boogie. 1317 Ross St.. Petaluma. CA 94954 
(707) 778-6565. FAX (707) 765-1503. ■ 

Manufacturer’s Response 
First, my compliments for capturing the 
very essence of the Dual Rectifier. Players 
today are looking for a new breed of am¬ 
plifier that combines contemporary per¬ 
formance with a good portion of innova¬ 
tion. We’d like to think that the Dual Rec¬ 
tifier is an answer to their calls. 

With regards to amp biasing, it has been 
my experience in the past, way back when 
1 was servicing Fenders, that power tube 
bias voltage was set all over the place. 
More correctly, the bias was set to the 
same value but varying line voltage was 
the culprit. We’ve found that by setting up 
optimum conditions at the lab and creating 
fixed bias circuitry to best match the tube, 
the bias voltage would fluctuate relative to 
the plate voltage and the tubes would be 
much happier. Tubes from various manu¬ 
facturers do have small differences in bias 
requirements. However, because they are 
a certain tube type, say a 6L6, the tubes 
must conform to a tolerance window for 
the bias voltage. That amount of latitude 
will pose no problem to the performance 
of various power tubes in our amplifiers. 
Your point about the cathode fuses is well 
taken. 

Randall Smith. President. Mesa/Boogie 
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HUGHES & KETTNER 
TUBEMAN 

Sometimes, carrying a full rig to a quick 
session or expanding your gear with 

more amps is an unnecessary, cumbersome 
event. But you need authentic tube sound, 
so pedals or practice-type headphone amps 
just won’t do. Enter the Tubeman. Housing 
a single 12AX7. the Tubeman boasts tube 

sound in a versatile, pedal format package. 

Specifications 
Roughly the size of one of those ol MXR 
green analog delay units — but more ta¬ 
pered, the Tubeman houses a complete 
preamplifier. 

Preamp gain/drive is set via the gain and 
four-position voicing switch. This switch 
offers settings appropriately called Jazz, 
Funk, Blues, and Rock. Post tube is the 
bass/mid/treble tone controls and the Mas¬ 
ter volume. A mid-boost switch is also pro¬ 
vided. Although the Tubeman is touted as a 
four-channel preamp, its format would 
more accurately be defined as a four-voice, 
single-channel unit, as there is only a single 
set of controls in series surrounding the 
tube. Hence, you must re-adjust the con¬ 
trols when switching voices. 

Three 1/4" outputs gamer the rear panel, 
each with a specific application. The 
Booster Out is voiced to connect to the in¬ 
put of a guitar amp. Pressing the front by¬ 
pass allows the straight guitar signal to pass 
through to this output. All other outs mute 
on bypass. The Line Out is designed to di¬ 
rectly connect to a power amplifier, the unit 
then acting like a full-fledged preamp. The 
Recording Out has Hughes & Kettner’s 

popular Red Box circuitry to simulate a 
4x12 cabinet miked up. The Tubeman uses 
one of those wall wart external AC adapters 
that, like Huey Lewis’ records, nobody 
seems to like but they’re everywhere. To 
maintain a high voltage for the tube, the 
unit incorporates an ingenious voltage 

invertor circuit to feed the tube 
with a healthy 250 VDC. That 
is crucial to the tube's sonic per¬ 
formance. 

Taking a quick peek inside, 
the Tubeman is remarkably 
rugged. Everything, except the 
footswitch, is mounted directly 
to the PC board, minimizing 
noisy cable runs. One word of 
note — the tube is mounted side¬ 
ways beneath the main PC board 
and is pretty well a service call 
should it fail. And. contrary to 
popular belief, those little 
preamp tubes do fail. 

Listening 
My first test was to plug its Line 
Out into the power amp sections 
of both my Boogie Mark IV and 
my modified Marshall 50. This 

is the first tube pedal that I've heard with a 
real authentic preamp sound. 1 had no prob¬ 
lem emulating the Marshall preamp at all. 
The Jazz and Funk settings were reminis¬ 
cent of switching the bright switch off and 
on respectively. The clean sound seemed a 
little thin when compared to both guitar 
amps but it would still be quite useful. The 
Rock mode was rather blistering, much like 
cranking a Tube Screamer on my Marshall. 
Noise was negligible even when the gain 
was maxxed. One of the most difficult du¬ 
ties for any amp is to reproduce an element 
of touch sensitivity when the unit is lightly 
clipping. The Tubeman did not disappoint 
in this area. The tube power amp certainly 
helped. 

Test #2 involved using the Tubeman as a 
booster and as an extra voice for a single 
channel amp. Keeping the Marshall in a 
semi-distorted mode and engaging the 
Tubeman in distorted Blues mode yielded a 
warm, creamy distortion tone with no un¬ 
pleasant artifacts. Setting up both the 
Boogie and Marshall for a cool, clean sound 
and then running the Tubeman as a "distor¬ 
tion" pedal yielded somewhat less than ad¬ 
equate results. It required a lot of EQ fid¬ 
dling on both the amp and the pedal, and 



HUGHES & KETTNER TUBEMAN 
continued 

although you could hear that the distortion 
character was hidden somewhere in there, 
the EQ curve never sounded quite right, 
compromising both the amp’s sound and 
the Tubeman's sound. 

Finally, the Tubeman was directly con¬ 
nected to a recording console. First a word 
about direct recording. There's a ton of stuff 
happening when you shove a mic in front of 
a cab. Ambience, amp and mic capsule 
compression, proximity effects — they all 
contribute to the final sound on tape. That 
said, adding a little compression, extra low-
end and room to the sound gave convincing 
results. Very stack-like. Those slightly dis¬ 
torted tones we were discussing before 
seemed to lack a bit of oomph when the 
Tubeman ran in this mode, but that is to be 
expected. An XLR would have been a wel¬ 
come addition here. H&K recommends 
plugging headphones half way into the Re¬ 
cording Out jack. This proved to be clumsy. 
The Tubeman could not drive the phones 
with any sort of volume without the output 
stage (solid state) being driven into clip¬ 
ping. High-impedance phones would work 
better. A separate headphone driver would 
have worked best. 

Bottom Line 
Hughes & Kettner have put substantial de¬ 
sign consideration into the Tubeman. It 
makes a quick, effective means to get your 
ideas to tape without the hassle of setting 
up your entire rig and blasting the neigh¬ 
bours at 3 a.m.. A formidable preamp in a 
pedal box format, it could easily add on as 
another pre to a mono-preamp system. And. 
w ith its tough construction, you can be as¬ 
sured that it will last for a long time. 

Recommended. 
For more information, contact: B&J Music. 
469 King St. W.. Toronto, ON M5V 1K4 
(416) 596-8361, FAX (416) 596-8822. ■ 

Manufacturer’s Response 
Thanks for the positive review in which 
Richard emphasizes that in spite of its very 
compact size, Tubcman is a “complete 
preamplifier” that's “formidable”, “tough” 
and versatile. 

As is clear from the review, this ain’t no 
“stomp box”, but something much, much 
more: a professional tube preamp in a radi¬ 
cally multi-functional package. Unlike a 
stomp box, Tubeman possesses a true 
hardware bypass, allowing the guitar sig¬ 
nal to come through in its original purity; 
Tubeman also has a special matching filter 
at its output so that it doesn't sound like a 
stomp box at all, but like an additional amp 
channel. Tubeman is for every guitarist 
who seeks a final measure of control over 
his guitar tone in any situation. This 
preamp is so compact that it fits inside a 
standard guitar case, so you can always 
have it at your side and be ready for any¬ 
thing. 

Since submitting the product for review, 
we changed the designations of the three 
output jacks from “Recording Out/Line 
Out/Booster Out” to read “To Mixer/To 
Power Amp/To Guitar Amp”. One final 
point: yes, high-impedance headphones 
(e g. Walkman MDR-032) produce plenty 
of volume, particularly in the blues and 
rock channels. Thanks again for the good 
word. 

Lee Liebner, Director, 
Hughes & Kettner. Inc. 

SABIAN AAX CYMBALS 
luf./ÍHrl^êÍocltaebiktj, 

Iwas leafing through some magazines a couple of years ago w hile waiting at my 
doctor's office, w hen something caught my 
attention. A product report for the "Miata" 
car. written by none other than Laurie 
Anderson. The whole time while reading 
the review. 1 kept questioning whether she 
had actually driven the car, or whether the 
article she had written was just another 
"piece” of her imagination. 

My questions were answered when 1 was 
asked to “road test" the new machine 
hammered AAX cymbals by Sabían, and 
yes — I in fact did run through the whole 
gamut and tested each and every one of 
them (as any of my neighbours within a 
five-mile radius w ill attest to). 

There are three different cymbal ranges 
in the AAX series — Metal. Stage and 
Studio, and they are basically designed as 
their titles go. The Metal cymbals are 
designed for monster drummers; the Studio 
arc thinner, clearer; and the Stage a nice 
medium. On top of this are the splashes, 
which were a particular favourite of mine. 
I have alw ays found that w ith a good splash 
cymbal, a drummer can fill in the spaces or 
play melodically on them between a groove 
without it being oppressive or sounding 
busy. I found both the 10" and 12" AAX 
Splash to be excellent, with just the right 
amount of tone and snap. 

After having the opportunity to play all 
of the cymbal models in the AAX line. I 
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SABIAN AAX CYMBALS 
continued 

wouldn't suggest that a 
drummer just go out and 
purchase all of the cymbals 
from, say, the Studio range. 
I guess that from the start. I 
realized that by combining 
these cymbals (some from 
the Stage subseries, a few 
from the Metal subseries, 
etc.). I would end up with 
the best cymbal array for 
my own personal taste, and, 
quite frankly — these were 
some of the best cymbals 
I've heard! 

It would be very hard to choose my top five 
cymbals because they all have different strong 
points, but I will mention a few of my 
favourites: 

'•Metal" Hi Hats 
These are a solid pair of hi hats! Their dynamic 
range is what suprised me the most. Yes. you 
can BIG STICK these guys and you'll 
probably tire a lot faster than they will — but 
these cymbals can swing both ways and 
respond to a sensitive style of playing as well. 
For great all-around hats, these are it. 

While testing out the rest of the Metal line, 
I found some of it a bit too heavy — whether 
I was really wacking them or not. This is all a 
matter of personal taste, but I gave it my best 
shot and slammed the hell out of the things 
( I swear to God the foundations of my house 
moved)! The 20" Crash is so heavy in fact, 
that I used it for a ride for a rehearsal and it 
wasn't bad at all. The real Metal Ride cymbal 
is heavy and dark, but I liked it. If you’re 
looking for a ride that dies soon after you hit it 

this is for you. The Stage and Studio Rides 
are both thinner, brighter and will sustain 
longer, which brings me to another one of my 
faves in the AAX line . . . 

“Stage” Ride 
Although it was difficult to choose a ride that 
suited my needs the best, the Stage Ride 
certainly got my vote for the best “all-around" 
ride in the AAX line. What struck me first 
about this cymbal was just how much life and 
brightness it had. but cut below the mark 
where it would start bothering me. 

I should mention now that the finish on 
these cymbals is impeccable — I'm sure that 
this has a lot to do with the fine sustain they 
exhibit. 

The Crash cymbals were easy to choose 
from ( 1 already let you know about my hearing 
loss after testing the Metal Crash). I found 
both the Stage and Studio Crashes to be 
excellent. Once I got used to the weights and 
sustains of the various models. I found I could 
easily manipulate them to get exactly the 
response 1 wanted, and it was because of this 
that they became easy to love. 

Sabian has obviously gone to town in 
developing the AAX cymbals, and have put 
out some great models. But. as I mentioned 

earlier — go to a store and try out the entire 
line, because the Metal cymbals that you like 
may not be for the next guy. or vice versa. 
I would also strongly suggest that you 
consider mixing cymbals from the various 
categories when purchasing — kind of like 
having a well-rounded diet of Stage, Studio, 
and Metal — I can’t think of a better meal for 
any drummer. Dig in! 

For more information, contact: Sabian 
Ltd., Meductic, NB EOH 1L0 (506) 272-2019. 
FAX (506) 328-9697. ■ 

Andy Stochansky drums on Bob Wiseman 's debut 
and follow up albums. He is presently touring 
and recording with Meryn Cadell. Ken Myhr and 
The Full On Band and U.S. recording artist Ani 
DiFranco 

Manufacturer’s Response 
AAX has met with incredible response 
because it gives drummers the greatest 
possible control over their cymbal sounds, 
a fact noted in the reviewer’s line "... I 
could easily manipulate them to get exactly 
the response 1 wanted.” 

This is because most cymbals must be 
played at a particular volume to produce 
their best sound. When played louder and/ 
or faster, that sound changes, usually for 
the worse; all control over the cymbal is 
gone. AAX beats that problem by retaining 
its highly musical sound — and control — 
at all volumes and tempos — from soft to 
loud, slow to fast. Basically, the sound 
remains the same, only the volume 
changes. A light stroke on even the Metal 
models will produce the full fundamental 
sound of the cymbal. Play it full out and 
that sound is magnified into massive 
volume. In the thinner Studio and Stage 
models, some tonal wash will develop 
when they are played at the high end of 
their volume scale, however, this will 
remain in tune with the fundamental sound 
of the cymbal, so there are no conflicting 
overtones. AAX cymbals are priced in line 
with Sabian AA models, and there is no 
extra charge for Brilliant Finish. 

Wayne Blanchard 
Manager. Marketing Communications. 

Sabian Ltd. 
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Learning the Ropes ... 
A local music store passed my name on to a band needing a lead 
guitarist. I was thrilled — my first gig! Just show up and play. No 
sweat! 

I’d immersed myself in Clapton, Hendrix, and Rory Gallagher, 
and was keen to jump in. With my guitar, amp, tie-dyed jacket and 
Vox wah-wah pedal in tow, what else could I need? 

How about some licks by Scotty Moore and James Burton?!! 
Yes — unbeknownst to me, this rock band was an Elvis tribute 

Consistency is the key, and it can apply in many different ways, 
the obvious ones being pitch; dynamics; tone; and timing. On one 
hand, it could involve “pushing the envelope” of your abilities every 
time you perform — a good example would be guitar-whiz Danny 
Gatton. It could even mean playing an entire show “carbon-copy”, 
night after night — imagine being a house player for a musical like 
Cats, or Les Miz . . . 

Well, just when I felt sure of the things I’d learned and safe in 
that knowledge. I was faced with the opportunity of working with 
a major artist. One audition and three rehearsals later, we began 
touring. 
Learning the Ropes, Part 2 
Suddenly, ideas and concepts that rarely surfaced as conscious 
thought, became part of my daily work routine. 

Repertoire: Obviously, I had to learn a whole lot of songs very 
quickly, and of course, as accurately as possible — giving due 
consideration to which instrument I’d be playing. 

Set Flow: I saw that a great deal of thought goes into creating 
“set lists”. Songs are chosen for their tempo, key, groove, overall 
impact and even regional popularity (not necessarily in that order 
or just by those criteria). Even the length must be carefully 
considered to suit a given performance time. They are chained 
together to give a desired flow, allowing specific breaks for related 
anecdotes, and indeed to let the audience digest the show. 

Instrument Changes: These must happen within a heartbeat. I 
play six instruments in one show (pedal steel. Dobro, acoustic, 
electric, tic-tac bass, and electric E-flat tuning), and have had to 
learn routines to facilitate these changes; a sequence of moves, 
patch changes, etc. that happen in a very specific order — if not, all 

Restraint: Another important element. As players, it’s natural 
that we all want to wail, to cut loose, to light the Flaming Gong! 
But this show is focused on the singer and the songs (read lyrics). 
Our task is to support the vocalist in the best way we can. There are 
“windows of opportunity”, allowing us to solo in our own style, 
and when that window opens, we must leap through fearlessly. 
Until then though, stay cool! 

So where does the bondage and discipline come in, you ask? 
Well, it’s easy to see that in working within the confines of a show 
like this, you could feel cramped or stifled — that your artistic 
integrity has been compromised . . . that you're in bondage. 

I prefer to look at it as a form of discipline, where concentration 
and focus are paramount. It is trying to produce your best show 
every time you walk on stage. Our shows vary from 20 minutes to 
90 minutes, and the trick is to come out of the gate running every 
time — no exceptions, no excuses. 

I’ve been fortunate enough to meet many successful players, 
and there has been a common trait in all of them, beyond “licks, 
looks and luck”. They all have a clear understanding of their role in 
their show, and they have the drive to fulfil that purpose consistently. 

But this business is in a constant state of flux, so if you intend to 
make it your career, you must be prepared for change. 

Be flexible, adaptable, and above all — have a REALLY LOUD 
AMP... ■ 

Lee Warren splits his time 
between Toronto. ON and 
Nashville, TN. He is cur¬ 
rently touring with the 
Michelle Wright Band, who 
were recently named Back¬ 
up Band of the Year at the 
1992 Canadian Country 
Music Awards. Lee was also 
nominated in the All Star 
Citation category for Steel 
Guitar. 

act! Start sweating now . . . 
Needless to say, I left that night with a new understanding, and 

new sidebums that endure to this day. 
That was some 20 years ago, and since then I’ve played in many 

different bands, hosted jam-sessions, played on a few recordings, 
and generally “done the do”. All in all. I’ve managed to make a 
comfortable living working around Toronto, playing both original 
and cover material. This often meant working with several bands at 
once, which required some creative scheduling, reliable substitute 
players, telephone hustling and lots of cooperation. 

Yet through all this, gigs would vary considerably — some nights 
were great, others were dismal. I always hoped for the perfect 
combination of players, songs, audience, divine inspiration — even 
the alignment of the planets, if it would help. Some things shouldn’t 
be left to serendipity — an obvious concept for the overlooked. A 
quality performance is best achieved through consistency. 

hell breaks loose! When the drummer’s 
count is done, you'd best have the right 
hat on! 

Attitude: This plays a huge role. Have 
one ... a good one, and treat every show 
like it’s the Big Show (I learned that one 
from an old pal — thanks, Brad). 
Aggravation: Be prepared for 

frustrations — shows where you have 15 
minutes turnaround time, for instance. No 
sound check, just set up. tune up and play. 
You may be tired, you may be hungry, 
but like Nigel Tufnel says . . . you're 
professional, you’ll rise above it! 

CANADIAN MUSICIAN 



W hen I first started playing in bands, many eons ago, there was 
no such thing as a keyboard player. You were either a piano 

player or an organ player. If you were an organ player (or organist), 
the choice of instruments available was divided into two catego¬ 
ries: portable and not-so-portable. 

Of the portable variety, by far the coolest looking and sounding 
was the fabulous Vox Continental, with its chrome ‘Z’ legs, red top 
and colour-reversed keys. It had a wonderfully shrill sound that 
could easily cut through the most leaden wall of thrashing guitars 
and drums, and featured prominently in many hit songs of the day, 
like “House of the Rising Sun” and “96 Tears” to name but two. 
Another popular portable organ was the Farfisa, which had some¬ 
what of a fuzzier sound, and graced the likes of “Wooly Bully”, by 
Sam the Sham and the Pharoahs. There were lots of others to choose 
from as well, like the Acetone, the Hohner Symphonic, and the 
totally groovy Gibson Kalamazoo, organ of choice for Ray 
Manzarek of the Doors. 

The classic sound of these organs, especially the Vox, made some¬ 
what of a comeback during the “New Wave” era of the late seven¬ 
ties and early eighties, thanks to people like Elvis Costello and the 
B-52s, prime examples being “Pump It Up” and “Rock Lobster”, 
respectively. This sound is still popular today in “Tex-Mex” bands, 
like the Texas Tornadoes. 

In the not-so-portable category of organs, the overwhelming 
favourite was the mighty (and mighty heavy) Hammond, in its many 
different incarnations, including the LI00, Ml00, A100, M3, C3 
and by far the most popular, the legendary B3 (the one with the 
legs). Almost always, these were played through the equally legen¬ 
dary Leslie rotating speakers. One notable exception was John Lord 
of Deep Purple, who chose to play his C3 through a twin Marshall 
stack, with truly frightening results. 

One particularly noteworthy example of the non-Hammond va¬ 
riety of not-so-portables was the Lowrey organ used by Garth Hud¬ 
son of The Band, in their early recordings. These sounds and the 
way he used them still impress me for their sheer uniqueness. Check 
out Music From Big Pink, if you can find a copy — it’s a rare gem. 

These classic organs can be a great deal of fun to play, and a 
wonderful source of unusual sounds, but owning one is a lot like 
owning a vintage car — parts and servicing can be hard to come by 
as well as expensive. There are a number of fine new keyboards 
and MIDI modules that are capable of recreating these sounds in a 
more-or-less realistic manner, however, real die-hard Hammond 
jockeys will tell you that they play differently (and usually harder) 
on a real Hammond. It’s an attitude, like the attitude you get when 
you get behind the wheel of a ’59 Cadillac with the top down. 

Now that you’re plugged in and ready to rock, what happens 
now? 

Organ playing in popular music over the past twenty-five years 
or so has run the gamut from the sublime (“Whiter Shade of Pale”) 
to the wildly excessive (virtually anything by Keith Emerson, Rick 
Wakefield or Patrick Moraz in the seventies), to the downright 
funky (anything that Art Neville or Billy Preston played on). 

As far as the type of organ sound I choose for a particular song, 
the two main factors I consider are what the rest of the band is 
doing rhythmically, and where their instruments are in the frequency 
range. If the guitarist, for instance, is playing something really 
bright and rhythmical, I will usually go for a smooth pad with a 
warm transparent kind of sound. Any of the old records by Booker 
T. and the M.G.s demonstrates the natural affinity between a 
Hammond organ and a Fender Telecaster. 

In Rhythm and Blues music, quite often the organ serves the 
same purpose as a horn section, by accentuating passages with chord 
stabs, (ie: “Shotgun", by Junior Walker and the All-Stars.) In much 
early reggae music, the role of the organ was to provide both a 
rhythmical pulse, and to fill the space between the extreme bass 
and the usually bright-sounding guitar. The 1972 soundtrack al¬ 
bum, The Harder They Come, is chock full of classic reggae organ. 

VITAL 
ORGANS 

Toronto-based Denis Keldie has 
played and recorded with a diverse 
range ofa rtists including Etta James. 
The Lincolns. Lava Hay. Ian Thomas 
and the Boomers and Crowbar. He 
is currently recording with Danny 
Brooks and The Band 's On Fire. 

Sometimes, especially in heavier rock music, the organ and guitar 
will double each other to create particularly huge and nasty riffs, as 
can be heard in the ever-delightful “Smoke on the Water”, by Deep 
Purple. Another technique, which requires very little in the way of 
actual musical talent but is guaranteed to impress an audience, is 
the one involving using the organ as a percussion instrument, slap¬ 
ping and pounding the keys in wild abandon. To pull this off con¬ 
vincingly, you need a strong keyboard stand ( if if s not a Hammond), 
and above all, you have to look cool. One of my favourite solos of 
this type was the one that Goldie McJohn flailed out on 
Steppenwolf s “Magic Carpet Ride”. 

In a recording situation, quite often, organ tracks are an after¬ 
thought, put on last to fill out or fatten a track. Such was the case 
when Ian Thomas called upon me to play some Hammond tracks 
on the What We Do album by the Boomers. Since there was already 
some pretty involved interplay between the guitar tracks and not a 
whole lot of time, I had to approach the tunes cautiously and intui¬ 
tively. Most of the tracks were done in one or two takes, with only 
a rough chord chart as a guide, and it worked very well. When the 
pressure’s on, it’s best to rely on your musical instincts. Some¬ 
times too much thinking can interfere with the creative process. 

In situations where you only get one organ track, usually you 
have to combine several different techniques and tonal changes. 
There is a new approach to recording organ tracks, involving layer¬ 
ing different parts, using different tones, Leslie speeds, etc., and 
then mixing it all together, which I first heard on the Storyville 
album by Robbie Robertson. When I was called to play some organ 
tracks on the last Lava Hay album, Bill Dillon, the producer, used 
the same technique. I played several wildly different tracks, which 
were mixed together in a truly unique way. 

Organs can, at their best, be the musical glue that holds every¬ 
thing else together, and I’ve always felt that learning things off of 
records is a great way of 
learning the basics and 
nuances of the instrument. 
And the bottom line always 
seems to be that if something 
sounds and feels right, then 
it probably is right. 

Oh yeah, and if you end 
up buying a real B3, don’t 
call me to help you move it. 
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I have been asked on numerous occa¬ sions, who inspires me to play the bass 
in such an unorthodox fashion. The music 
is out there, but it’s not being played on the 
bass guitar. 

There are no rules. If you like a particu¬ 
lar piano piece, adapt it to the instrument of 
your choice. The more likely the instru¬ 
ment, the more interesting it sounds. Go 
where no man has ever gone before ... play 
“Hell’s Bells” on a harpsichord or “Tiptoe 
Through The Tulips” on the tuba. Who says 
you can’t? 

The instrument of my choice just hap¬ 
pened to be the bass. My inspiration comes 
from classical, contemporary, jazz and 
popular culture. I don’t think I’ve ever tried 
to pick up other bassists’ licks, 1 find that 
fully orchestrated pieces are more challeng¬ 
ing to tackle. 

1 recently recorded the theme from The 

Simpsons (which will appear on my third 
album due to be released Dec. ’92). With its 
galloping tempo and multiple voices, it was 
a challenge — but a lot of fun. 

The bass instrument, for too long, has 
been viewed as an automatic “handicap”. 
Due to the fact that generally basses have 
only 4 strings, most bassists are ecstatic if 
they can “sort-of’ tackle a grade two piano 
piece — WHY? If we can send a man to the 
moon, then we can at least open our minds 
to a new and more in-depth approach to an 
unexplored instrument. It’s time to remove 
the training wheels and try to balance alone 
out there, like our big brother the guitar. 
The bass is now a solo instrument. 

1 am often asked if I compose for a tech¬ 
nique or devise a technique for the sake of 
the composition. The composition, for me, 
is the framework and the technique only 
helps me move from section to section with 

fluidity and, if desired, maximum speed. 
On occasion, I will discover a cool tech¬ 
nique that 1 just want to use everywhere, 
but thankfully, these pieces come together 
and almost write themselves, demanding 
new techniques at every turn. 

Bassists always want to know which bass 
I use, and if it has any special features on it 
which make my technique easier. The Lado 
“Zapper” bass, which I helped to design, 
accommodates all my technical and sound 
requirements. I definitely require as straight 
a neck as possible. The string height must 
be consistent from the first fret to the 
twenty-fourth, and cross-string equality is 
essential, you don’t want one note always 
dominant over the rest. I try to make my 
high end as powerful and prevalent as my 
low E. In certain pieces, you might want to 
build up emotion in the higher registers, 
using dynamics and vibrato and needing a 

consistency from end to end. 

Adrian Davison is presently working on his third album due out this December. Bass Symphony and Mens Rea. (his first and second 
albums) and his Instructional Video are still available. 

In pieces like “Mezcal” (on 
my second album Mens 
Rea) or “Playing With Pain” 
(from my first album, Bass 
Symphony) the consistency 
from high to low was cru¬ 
cial to get across the melody 
and accompaniment while 
maintaining the bottom end 
(all of which, at any mo¬ 
ment can take the lead, or 
remain part of the accompa¬ 
niment). 

The sound of the bass is 
crucial for me. Just because 
it’s called a “bass" doesn't 
mean you play with your EQ 
boosting the lows and the 
world’s largest woofers 
blasting out notes. The bass 
instrument, with its natural 
overtones and abundant har¬ 
monics, make the potential 
for this instrument bound¬ 
less. It doesn’t matter what 
your playing style is, as long 
as you open your mind and 
allow your playing to evolve 
to your full potential. Don’t 
let anyone tell you how or 
what a bass should sound or 
be played like. ■ 
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Mí E. EtAT 
M ost drummers know how difficult it 

is to put feeling into words. On one 
hand, you desire the articulation to be 

you do. and you find yourself uttering 
those three words “I’m a musician", instead 
of "I'm a drummer”. 

able to get across the spirit, the sweat, the 
“feeling” that occurs when your eyes are 
closed and you're drifting, riding on top of 
that sound like the smoothest train you’ve 
ever been on. And, on the other hand, you 
secretly don’t want to. for fear of suddenly 
becoming too conscious of this thing you’ve 
been doing all your life as a drummer with¬ 
out really thinking about it. 

The day will come, however (if it hasn’t 
already), when you will have to answer to 
yourself about who you are. Perhaps it will 
happen when someone asks you what it is 

Putting feeling into practice can be as 
difficult as putting it into words. When I 
sat down to write this column, it opened up 
a lot of thoughts on how I view w hat it is I 
do within the w hole musical picture, and how 
the importance of “feel" makes the differ¬ 
ence between my being a “drummer” and 
being a "musician". I’ve found that placing 
more emphasis on "feel" in your playing can 
be simply achieved by letting that goal be¬ 
come part of all the other things you must 
be conscious of in your drumming. 

FLLLjNç \ViT-U 
Time and time again (pardon the pun), you 

will be under the gun from the rest 
of your band members 
for either speeding up or 
slowing down. There are 
a few simple things I’ve 
learned that can really 
help in this area, and bet¬ 
ter enable you to “feel” 
the music. 

First off, try to record 
every gig that you play 
on tape so that you can 
analyze your perfor¬ 
mance. When listening 
back, listen carefully to 
your meter, and try to 
figure out where it is that 
you are likely to take off or 
pull back. Is it in the solo sec¬ 
tions, where everything is 
getting exciting, or are you 
taking off from the beginning 
of the song, leaving the vocal¬ 
ist sounding like an auction¬ 
eer? 

There is a method that I use 
on stage which really helps a 
lot in achieving the right tempo. 
Before the song starts, sing the 
chorus to yourself (do this while 
people are clapping for the tune 
you’vejust finished). This should 
not only help your meter, but 
should also put you in the proper 
mindset for the piece. Relax! 

Andy Stochansky drums on Boh Wiseman's dehut and 
followup albums. He is presently touring and recording with 
Meryn Cadell. Ken Myhr and The Full On Band and U.S. 
recording artist A ni DiFranco 

It was an eye-opening experience for me 
to watch Tony Williams sit at his drumkit, 
quietly singing the head of each tune to him¬ 
self before counting the band in — taking 
as much time as he wanted! Tony Williams 
is a moulder. He can take a piece of existing 
music and construct it into something so in¬ 
teresting by using dynamics and his incred¬ 
ible sense of feel: whereas other drummers 
would just play the time. Make sure your 
bass player knows how you are feeling the 
piece of music. It’s amazing how many pro¬ 
fessional bands I see where the bass player 
and drummer have not done their homework 
and sound like they’re in two different 
bands! 

FLLLiNÇ &Y tAR. 
I am as much amazed by speed metal drum¬ 
mers as I am by someone like Manu 
Katche's (Peter Gabriel) intricate melodic 
patterns. A wide variety of tastes help. 

Listen to who you are playing with and 
try to bring out something in the song that 
will strengthen the composition as opposed 
to strengthening your biceps. Pretend that 
the song is complete without you. Then , if 
something is necessary from the drum kit 
— do it. People will be throwing the word 
“sensitive” at you in no time, and you'll soon 
be wishing you were in a metal band again. 
I find what helps a lot for me, particularly 
when working with a singer/songwriter as I 
often do, is the "hot potato” game. Keep a 
low volume time when there is singing, 
and accent in between the lines. It’s very 
much akin to a great conversation — when 
someone is talking, don’t interrupt. 

W/IT-U çlitó 
You can’t buy it or learn it. Having guts 
means not being afraid to take chances. The 
best musicians in the world all took chances 
— it’s one of the things that made them what 
they are. If you play it safe, yes, you’ll 
probably get work ... so what? You get 
work, and then you die. Explore that 
feeling in your gut when you’ve found 
something new and you’re pushing your 
creative capabilities to the limit. Have a 
happy flight. 

P. S. : Do / have all these points down perfectly? If 
I did, 1 would switch occupations. Remember to 
enjoy the journey getting there! ■ 
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You can probably effect the greatest 
change in your sound production, in the 

least amount of time, by working on your 
playing posture. The job we are asking our 
fragile little lips to do is much more 
strenuous than anything they were designed 
for. Therefore, we must use our bodies to 
help out as much as possible. We all know 
that we must support from the posterior up 
through the diaphragm, but it is all too easy 
to get lazy on this point, thus shifting 
unnecessary burden onto the chops. By 
always adopting the correct posture when 
playing, we will remind ourselves to 
maintain this essential support. 

Proper posture is really a matter of 
common sense. When standing, the feet 
should be slightly spread, knees slightly 
bent, and the spine should not be bent 
backwards at a severe angle (this last fault 
can be found in many trumpet players). The 
elbows must be away from the body, and 
the horn should be held up at an angle 
approaching horizontal, though this will 
vary from player to player. It is safe to say 
that most developing trumpet players, and 
even many fine ones, reduce the resonance 
and certainly the projection of their sound 
by pointing the horn downwards. This is 
particularly prominent in classical players 
(who may develop it due to the common 
requirement of soft, isolated entrances). 

Everyone’s high school band director 
harped on the brass to get them to hold their 
horns up. and there is a good reason for this. 
Stand in front of a brass player and listen to 
the difference in sound when they point the 
horn down, or into the stand, and then with 
the bell pointed right at you. You will hear 
not only an increase in volume, but an 
improvement in sound quality and crispness 
of attack (to find the proper horn angle for 
you, see the exercise below). 

The best sitting posture is a debatable 
issue, but 1 feel the _ 
best support is 
achieved by sitting 
on the edge of the 
chair, feet firmly 
on the floor, and 

Chase Sanhorn is a free¬ 
lance trumpet player and 
teacher in Toronto. He has 
toured with Ray Charles, and 
is currently active as a jazz and/ 
or lead trumpet player. 

with your back -
clear of the chair. When reaching for the 
high register, you should feel as if you are 
about to stand up from the chair, with the 
synchronous firming of the posterior and 
diaphragm. As with the standing posture, 
the elbows should be away from the body, 
and the horn should be held up. 

Exercise: 
To determine the correct head and neck 
position, with the logical alteration of the 
horizontal angle for your horn, play a series 
of 25 Gs on the top of the staff. While playing 
them, slowly raise your head, along with 
your horn, from a downward pointing 
position, up past horizontal, to the point 
where the sound starts to choke up. 

What you are doing in this exercise is 
opening and closing the throat aperture. 
Move the angle up and down until you can 
pinpoint the position where the sound is the 
most open. This is the proper angle for your 
horn (don’t confuse the angle of your head 
and neck, which affects the throat aperture, 
with the pivot angle, wherein the horn itself 
must move slightly up and down to play 
different registers — in effect, transferring 
weight slightly onto the top or bottom lip 
to maintain the correct alignment of 
embouchure, teeth and jaw). You should 
make a habit of performing this exercise 
several times during the daily practice 
routine until this angle becomes second 
nature. 

Once you have adopted the proper posture 
with your horn up, you must deal with the 
music stand, and position it or yourself, or 
both, in such a way that it will not interfere 
with your horn angle. My favourite position 
is to have the stand off to one side, leaving 
the horn free to project wherever I point it. 
and leaving both pages of the music 
unobstructed. This also lets me play right 
into the mic, if there is one. Unfortunately, 
there often isn’t enough room to facilitate 
this position. In this case, I set the stand low, 
point the horn over it. and read down through 
my arms. 

You will be putting in many hours of work 
trying to develop an open, freeblowing 
sound. Why let it get choked off by an 
obstructed throat, or buried in the music 
stand? One of the advantages of playing the 
trumpet is that you normally won’t have to 
sit in front of one. (It can be a revelation 
when you do find yourself in front of other 
trumpets in the band. The sound is quite a 
bit more intense than in our normal 
comfortable position behind the mouthpiece! 
It may explain the slightly dazed look that 
can often be observed on the faces of 
trombone players.) Rest assured, however, 
that any discomfort felt by those in front of 
you will soon be replaced by admiration for 
the glorious sound emanating from your lips. 
Let them hear your princely call! ■ 



REEDS & LIGATURES 
The search for an “ideal” reed is endless, 

although an awareness of some basic 
principles can make the task more productive. 
It is a highly personal matter, and only the 
person who is to play it can make the final 
selection. It also takes experience to judge 
how a reed might sound to others, because 
vibrations not heard by another person are 
transmitted through the player’s upper teeth 
to the car. 

There are variables which determine how 
a reed responds, such as the player's 
embouchure, the mouthpiece, humidity, or the 
type of ligature being used. 

If a player takes in too little mouthpiece, 
the reed cannot vibrate fully, thereby giving a 
mush sound, while too much mouthpiece 
makes the reed hard to control, and may have 
a harsh sound. If the mouthpiece has a large 
tip opening, reeds have to be softer. Metal and 
hard rubber mouthpieces have a different 
response, although the sound can be very 
similar. Humidity also has an effect. When the 
air contains a lot of moisture, reeds tend to 
respond slower, whereas dry air tends to make 
the reed brighter and more responsive (this is 
one reason why 1 don’t throw reeds away. If 
they don’t work in the summer, they may work 
great in the winter when heating tends to dry 
out the air). Ligatures also have an effect, but 
I will discuss that later in this column. 

The strength (a measurement of cane 
density) of reeds is marked on the box and the 
reed, but that can vary tremendously from reed 
to reed. Most brands are classified by strength: 
1; 2; 3; 4; and 5 according to the resistance of 
the tip to bending as measured by a standard 
reed gauge, with number I being the softest 
and number 5 being the hardest. In addition, 
some brands use the designations “soft", 
’medium soft", "medium", "medium hard" and 
"hard". These measurements are made when 
the reed is dry and unplayed, and are only an 
indication of the resistance of the tip and not 
the general shape of the vamp. Each reed has 
its own characteristics as does a fingerprint. 
Even two reeds cut from the same piece of cane 
vary because the grain changes throughout the 
stalk of cane. 

I recommend buying reeds by the box so 
you can compare and grade them yourself. I 
usually throw all the reeds from a new box 
into a bowl of water for about five minutes 
before I play them. Reed warping is caused by 
both an uneven grain and a lack of proper 
soaking, and it is not good to play on a warped 
reed as it has more of a tendency to split. I 
place the reeds on a piece of plate glass and 
then play each reed, good or bad. for two or 
three minutes. Reeds tend to last longer if not 
overplayed at first. 1 let them dry on the glass 
and do the same thing for the next three or 
four days. Then. 1 start picking the best reeds 
and putting them in order, good to bad. I 
usually polish the bottom of the reeds (the flat 
side that is against the mouthpiece), with wet/ 

dry sandpaper (400 grit). 
This sandpaper works well wet or dry, but 

for this purpose, dry is fine. It is the black 
sandpaper used by auto body shops to smooth 
car finishes and can be purchased in any 
hardware store. I lay the sandpaper on glass 
and place a soaked reed (never work on dry or 
warped reeds) on the sandpaper. Place as many 
fingers on the reed as will fit and move the 
reed in a circular motion. It will pull at first, 
but as the bottom is polished, it will move 
freely. Be careful not to apply too much 
pressure on the tip of the reed. 

Polishing the bottom of the reed makes it 
more responsive and can remove the airy or 
fuzzy sound left by the machines during reed 
production. The reed tends to warp after being 
played for awhile so polishing again will help 
this problem also. Do not use this method to 
try to make the reed softer, as the tip will 
become thin very rapidly and the reed will die. 

I usually try to have four or five good reeds 
going all the time and 1 rotate them each time 
I play. The embouchure tends to alter itself to 
accommodate a reed as it gets softer, so I avoid 
this by rotating. 

There are two main styles of reeds, 
American and French. The French style of reed 
has more cane left in the area of the reed known 
as the heart. This tends to give a darker sound, 
which may not be desired by jazz or pop 
players, but can certainly be overcome by 
using a smaller-chambered mouthpiece. It is 
important to use a brand of reed that matches 
the shape of the tip of your mouthpiece. The 
American style is quite flat across the heart, 
and tends to be brighter. I don’t recommend 
to my students using the American style of 
reeds on the clarinet. There isn’t enough heart 
in this style of reed to function in the high end 
of the clarinet, and the resulting sound will be 
harsh and brittle, if anything comes out at all. 
Sax players seem to like this style, mainly 
because of the brighter sound. 

I have put together a list of reeds used by 
myself or players I have worked with. They 
arc, in random order: 

Rico 
Rico Royal 
Roy Maier 
LaVoz 
Brillhart 
Raffult 
Hemke 

Mitchell Lurie 
Mitchell Lurie Premium 
Vandoren 
Selmer 
Olivieri (clarinet only) 
Lamode 

Rico offers a Plasti-cover reed. This reed is 
enclosed in a thin black plastic film which adds 
an extra bright edge to the sound and retards 
moisture absorption. Synthetic Reeds have 
been around for some time. Two I can think 
of arc Brillhart Fibercane — made of a fibre 
plastic which resembles cane; and Beri a 
clear plastic reed that works surprisingly well. 
Great for a doubler that has to pick up a horn 
that has been sitting for twenty minutes. 

Ligatures 
This is of course, the device that holds the reed 
to the mouthpiece. It is important to use a 
ligature that fits the mouthpiece. Ligatures 
effect response by the method it uses to seat 
the reed on the mouthpiece; and tone color — 
by the amount of contact is has with the reed 
and material it is made of. 

It really varies with individual tastes. 1 don’t 
care for cloth ligatures because I find the sound 
is dampened, although many players say it 
improves response. I think one of the better 
ones on the market for clarinet is the Bonade, 
and for saxophones, the Winslow. 

I feel the more advanced players will notice 
the difference, whereas younger players arc still 
getting the embouchure together and may not 
be sensitive enough to differentiate between 
ligatures. 

One thing to remember is to never screw the 
ligature too tight — the reed needs only to be 
held in place. A tight ligature can cause the 
reed to warp. Some European players prefer 
using string to the traditional ligature. You 
won’t find them putting the string on too tight! 

A test to see if the reed is properly seated is 
to put your hand over the butt end of the 
mouthpiece and instead of blowing, apply 
suction on the reed and mouthpiece. The reed 
should stay closed against the mouthpiece for 
a few seconds, then open with a pop. This 
shows a good seal between the reed and 
mouthpiece. If this doesn’t happen, the 
response will suffer. Try moving the reed 
around on the mouthpiece, and check it again. 
If this doesn’t help, polish the bottom of the 
reed as described above. Usually this fixes the 
problem. 

Here are a few ligatures that are popular. 
Try them out, you might hit on something that 
really completes the set-up you have been 
looking for: 

Bonade (clarinet) 
Rovner 
Winslow 
Harrison 
Sumner 
Lyben 
Gigliotti 
Selmer (stock) 
Leblanc (stock) 

B.G. 
Charles Bay 
Vandoren 
Stanton 
David Hite 
Johnson 
Otto Link 
Portnoy 
Berg Larson 
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In this column, I’ll touch on a few different 
vocal areas. First off. I’d like to talk about 

backing vocals. For many bands much like 
mine, backing vocals play a very large role 
in defining a sound, feel or direction. If you 
look back at some of the popular bands of 
the last few decades, you’ll find that more 
than just a few of them used vocal harmonies 
as their “trademark” or “signature” sound. 

Some bands that 1 grew up listening to 
which heavily influenced me were Queen, 
Boston. Eagles and Def Leppard. I’ve been 
recording seriously for about ten years. In 
that time, one of my main goals in life has 
been to achieve that “wall of vocal sound” 
(I know, what a goal in life — I should get 
out a little more!). 
After logging many hours of ex¬ 

perimentation in order to achieve that sound. 
I’ve come across a few things that may help 
you out. First is the importance of choosing 
your harmonies. Many people have the 
misconception that any and every song can 
have millions of harmonies plastered onto 
it. This may be true in theory, but every 
song should be treated differently. Backing 
vocals should be used to enhance a song 
(mainly a chorus) — not to spice up a lifeless 
melody or lyric. A good test that I, and many 
singer/songwriters use is to play and sing 
the song with just an acoustic guitar or piano, 
and judge the melody and music in this state. 
If what you’re hearing sounds great, this 
proves that it stands up on its own and can 
only get better from there. After many hours 
of working out the rough edges of a song, 
you're now ready to put down the vocals. 

Ask yourself if you’ve thought about the 
things that make a vocal work, or are you 
just singing a bunch of words to fill in the 
holes ( like many of us have done at one time 
or another)? Does the vocal build nicely? 
Many times when singing a song, by the 

end of the first verse I have sung my brains 
out. hit the highest note I could hit. totally 
exhausted the melody and squeezed in far 
too many words. As a song builds, the vocal 
should do the same. There’s no point in 
blowing it all before the first chorus because 
you have nowhere to go from there. This 
style of singing can tend to be boring after a 
while for the listener. 

Good dynamics are also a very important 
part of any song and vocal. The reason 1 
keep talking about songwriting and singing 
in the same breath is because to me. they go 
hand in hand. You can’t have one without 
the other if you expect the whole package to 
be viable. 

There are some other things to think about 
in “the big picture”. Are you singing the 
songs or playing the kind of music you can 
do best? So many times I hear a group or 
vocalist jumping on and off of any 
bandwagon of styles, in hopes of getting 
lucky and maybe having direction just fall 
out of the sky. 

I’m not saying limit yourself to one kind 
of music or don’t experiment — but I’ve 
seen so many people over the years that don’t 
know what they want to do, and waste 

you won’t be doing it for long (it sounds 
like I should be a rock psychiatrist!). 

In the past. I’ve had many people ask me 
how to get a big “wall of vocal sound” when 
recording backups. There are no easy step-
by-step instructions for anything this 
complicated. What I can tell you is that you 
don’t need a million singers to achieve a 
large sound when doing a cluster of 
harmonies. 1'11 sing all the parts twice for a 
natural chorusing effect (this really thickens 
up the sound). Also, try to sound different 
from harmony to harmony. This adds other 
textures to the overall sound of the part, as 
opposed to it all sounding like one guy trying 
to sound like more. And if this doesn’t work, 
get a million people together (pay them all 
union scale) and get them to scream on the 
count of four. Good luck! 

Once again, I always like to remind people 
that what you’ve read here, or anywhere else 
forthat matter, should not be taken as gospel. 
Music and the recording of it has far too 
many variables and eccentricities to even 
try to generalize it. So take the information 
that pertains to you — work with it, and 
hopefully it will work for you. ■ 

precious years on something they 
never wanted to be in the first place. 

So, to a singer or artist, my best 
advice is to do whatever kind of 
music makes you happy, and don’t 
ever change it for anyone but 
yourself. By doing this you’ll either 
make it one day or you’ll have had 
a great time trying. I think you'll 
see how the other approach has its 
drawbacks. There are so many 
negative things about the music 
industry that if you can’t go out 
there every night and truly love 
what you’re doing — I guarantee 

Hany Hess is lead vocalist 
and principal songwriterf or 
Harem Scarem. He runs his 
own 24 track studio where 
he records Harem Scarem 
and dozens of other artists. 
Harry 's vocal chops can be 
heard on the band's debut. 
Lee Aaron ’s Some Girls Do 
album and countless demo 
recordings. 
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T his is the first of a two-part column on methods of structuring 
creative processes. Part one will deal with organizing the 

writer by setting concrete goals & directions (in a hypothetical 
project). Part two will deal with organizing the studio in a way 
which allows the creative writer to spend his time writing rather 
than wasting time dealing with technology. 

A lot has been written lately about breaking through creative 
boundaries. The topic abounds in everything from music magazines 
to “Creative Cookery", with emphasis on ways to jolt oneself out 
of ruts by breaking out of personal boundaries into a new freedom. 
Well, I’d like to take a different stance on the issue; I’ll discuss 
ways in which setting up boundaries can help enhance both your 
creativity and your productivity. 

What is a boundary? A boundary is a set of limits, imposed 
either externally or internally. The limits imposed are either 
“hardware" physical limits, or “software” mental limits. “Software” 
limits may arise from deliberate, conscious choice (motivated 
from either internal or external sources), or they may be the result 
of totally unconscious assumptions that, in effect, do the choosing 
for you. Either way. the boundary sets limits as to what belongs 
within the chosen set of variables, with all else simply not belonging. 
This narrowing of the field of variables is a useful tool indeed to 
the creative individual. 

When a person approaches an issue that requires a solution, such 
as creating the right music to a set of lyrics, there is an infinite 
range of potential paths that can be taken. There are so many 
possibilities that a person can be swamped with indecision. This is 
the infamous blank page syndrome, the writer’s block, the moment 
that the beginning composer/artist dreads. The best way 1 know of 
proceeding from here is by recognizing that the problem in fact is 
the lack of boundaries. A set of boundaries allows one to focus his 
energies fully within an area that he has decided holds the best 
solution. This narrowing of focus is not a restriction of creativity, 
as you, yourself set the boundaries. It is instead, a way of maximizing 
your power by diffusing it absolutely as little as possible. This is 
not the time to be breaking boundaries, this is the time to be setting 
them up! 

Let’s assume that you have just been handed the script to The 
Sandman. It’s your job to come up with the right musical approach 
to make the overall project as strong as it can be. It is also your job 
to come up with the finished tapes. The first thing you must do is 
set boundaries. Here's how: 

1 ) Read the script, looking for emotions, setting, and any obvious 
clues as to style. Think; feel. Pay attention to any sound clues in the 
script as well, for they must must coexist with the ambient sound. 
Visualize the lines being spoken (or sung) over different styles of 
music. Make up a list of possible approaches, excluding everything 
that you do not think worth considering. Repeat. 

Following these directions will give you a “short list” of possible 
approaches to the “problem”. The “short list” is a set of trial 
boundaries. 

2) Decide which style or approach in your “short list” is the best. 
In my business, this is where I go and present my ideas to the 
director, who together with me decides on which direction to 
choose, a workable set of boundaries to work within. Of course, if 
I did not have to mesh my chosen approach with that of another 
artist, I could simply choose the approach that seemed best after 
shortening my list as far as 1 could. Either way, the first goal is to 
come up with a workable general approach to the problem in a set 
of boundaries that makes sense to work within. Once you have this, 
you can then make a great number of other decisions fairly quickly, 
through the setting up of a whole group of newer, subsidiary 
boundaries. 

3) Look at the practical side of your task within the creative 
boundaries that you have set. 

The first thing to do here is to choose your instruments. If your 
choice for The Sandman involved music ranging from symphonic 
to twisted voices and sounds from dissassembled pianos, then you 
had better make sure that you can really get all of those instruments 
(and performers), or else you need new boundaries fast! Look at 
your deadlines. If you have chosen acoustic instruments, you must 
leave time for the performers’ pails to be copied & arranged. If you 
do not have much time or budget, the best choice may be to use a 
mostly electronic score, perhaps enhanced with featured live 
instruments. This boundary must be set now, or you will be wasting 
your time considering options that are not within your final 
boundaries. If you need to hire people or rent equipment, make the 
arrangements now, as later you will not have time. If equipment 
rentals cannot be guaranteed for the time that you need them, then 
you must again set new boundaries, even returning all the way to 
step one if you need to. There is no point wasting time writing 
music for an orchestra that cannot be recorded on deadline. Grit 
your teeth and set new boundaries with a different ensemble that 
can do the job on time. 

4) When this process is complete you are ready to begin 
composing your score. 

Most composers today use some form of electronic assistance 
such as the ubiquitous MIDl-studio, even if only to allow them to 
hear draft versions of what will later be performed by live musicians. 
The problem with such a set-up is that it is easy to be distracted 
from the creative process by having to deal with technical matters. 
If you want a scraped piano sound next, you had better have one 
you can access in four seconds, or you will lose your concentration 
as you look for cables, sounds, or even equipment that you don’t 
have! Computers, however, are 
very good at keeping track of 
things — provided they are 
given a set of very clear 
directions to start with. It is 
possible to set things up so that 
your set-up is working for you 
rather than against you, and 
that is what we’ll cover next 
issue in “Creativity and the 
Cyborg". ■ 

Doug Blackley is a soundscore 
composer and sound designer 
whose work has received numerous 
theatrical awards and nominations. 
He is based in Edmonton. AB. 
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B n this age of bandwagon stardom, mediocre melodies and 

ho-hum musical equipment, people are crying out for something 
fresh and new. You have a unique vision — a dream that rises 

above the predictable and forces the world to pay attention. The 
new DPM ’ 2si, from Peavey Electronics, represents the raw. 

powerful core of modem synthesizer engineering — the perfect 
musical tool in shaping your dreams. Contained within the 2si's 

simple chassis are 8 Megabytes of internal ROM samples; 3(10 
internal programs; a 16 track, 80,000 note sequencer; and full 

32-voice poly phony, all bridled by an extended 76 note 

velocity sensitive key board. Of course, there’s plenty of room 
for human imagination. The 2si has more than twice the 

horsepower of the DPM 2. and new factory sounds that will 
amaze the most discriminating professional. 

But. even with all this power and diversity, the DPM 2si is 
surprisingly friendly. Its ease-of-use and attractive interface make 

it a joy to own. And with the Peavey “obsolescense is obsolete” 
commitment, your future will continue to look bright. 

Power up to a new level in high performance keyboards. 
And let the world hear you at your best! 

The DPM 2si from Peavey... 
Your one-way ticket to the top! 

The DPM2si 

For complete Peavey keyboard information and software upgrades, 
pick up the latest edition of Key issues at your local Peavey dealer. 

The Monitor Magazine by Peavey is a publication filled with the latest information that musicians want to know.To receive 4 issues for only $5 
(pnce gcxxi in U.S.A, only) send check or money order to Monitor Magazine. Peavey Electronics. 711 A Street. Meridian. MS 39302-2898 

Peavey Electronics Corporation Z711 a Street I meridian ms 39301 I Telephone <601 i 483 5365 fax 484-4278 1 992 
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IN THE STUDIO WITH 

xJEFF 
I- HEALEY 

Few bands can boast of such an intricate self-made in¬ 
frastructure as The Jeff Healey Band. Since the band's 
inception at a 1985 jam at Grossman's Tavern in 
Toronto, the band has met with critical acclaim and 

has since gone on to sell over 3.5 million units world-wide 
with their first two releases. See The Light and Hell To Pay 
respectively. They've used that success to expand Forte 
Records, their own record and management company, and 
build their own private production facility — Forte Sound 
Studio. It is here The Jeff Healey Band's third release, entitled 
Feel This, was spawned. 

All of The Jeff Healey Band members agree that tracking 
Feel This in their own studio (and abandoning the large scale 
corporate recording approach where dollars fly by the minute 
and botched takes cost), allowed the band the freedom to de¬ 
velop the project fully without time constraints. "Having our 
own production facility was just the next logical step in the 
development of The Jeff Healey Band as a whole." bassist Joe 
Rockman commented. Indeed, the JHB office began as an 
office in the corner of drummer/manager Tom Stephen's apart¬ 
ment and has now grown to a substantial consolidated 
organization in a single complex. "Part of the problem with 
the last two albums was getting a good place to hammer out 
ideas, record them, and mould them," Rockman continued, 
"We would have to jam out some ideas and zip into a studio to 
record them and get out again, always under the financial 
gun. At Forte Sound, we have the option of using the area as a 
recording, rehearsal, or pre-production area with plenty of 

latitude to deal with schedule changes and technical prob¬ 
lems. We mixed the album at Sounds Interchange, but we felt 
that the most vital part of the creative process should be done 
in privacy under our own roof. At first, we didn't have plans 
to record the album in our place — but the studio designer, 
Martin Pilchner of Pilchner and Associates, did a number of 
great sounding rooms here in the city and our place was putting 
out some great sounding demos of our work. It was simple to 
expand it that one step further to make it viable to record the 
album here." 

The Jeff Healey Band is not the first Canadian band to de¬ 
velop a studio for their own use. Metalworks, a studio owned 
by the rockers Triumph, is another perfect example of a studio 
that began as a band-only establishment that went commer¬ 
cial. "What you hope for is that the money you dump into an 
album will return to you on the success of that album," Jeff 
said, "Instead of dumping money into someone else's studio, 
we dumped that money into our studio. The optimum work 
conditions we created contributed to a higher music quality 
and that's what sells records." 
Memphis-based producer/engineer Joe Hardy became 

involved with the project, a large factor in the fresh sound of 
Feel This. He has worked previously with Z.Z. Top, Steve Earle, 
Tom Cochrane's latest success, and Colin James amongst oth¬ 
ers. Jeff commented on Hardy's involvement: "Joe (Hardy) 
had a special chemistry that integrated very well with all of us 
— actually helping to push us to a higher performance 
plateau. We were asked to contribute to a release called 



The Last Temptation of Elvis for the Prince's Trust while we were 
out on tour with Little Feat about three years ago. As it turned 
out, we had a day off in Memphis and our record company 
asked us to go to Ardent and we worked with Joe Hardy for 
the day, prior to any other Canadian band working with him. 
We enjoyed working with him, and had considered him to 
join us for the Hell To Pay album, but our schedules didn't 
match up. We had all but forgotten about him until Joe 
(Rockman) told us that Hardy was in town mixing something 
for the Leslie Spit Treeo, and suggested that we bring him by 
to check out the studio. We had such a great afternoon to¬ 
gether; it was obvious that the chemistry was there. We ap¬ 
proached him about a co-production situation and he was 
happy about it." 

Tom interjected more about Hardy, "He's a master of song 
and instrument structure. Hardy made us look at arrange¬ 
ment relative to the song and each other more carefully than 
we ever have before. That resulted in JHB being more solid 
than ever before." 

With respect to co-production, the band wished to experi¬ 
ment with more sophisticated production techniques but, at 
the same time, not diminish the importance of song quality. 
Healey cited that taking an arena rock route would make that 
occurrence a likely possibility (i.e.: make things so big and 
huge that the sound overwhelms the listener). "We tried to 
make things large," Healey commented, "but not exagger¬ 
ated. I'll record guitar parts until there are no tracks left, given 
the opportunity. I've been doing that since I was a kid — you 

know, ping-ponging back and forth on a two-track until the 
first track has vanished into a degenerated noise obscurity. 
But with Feel This, we managed to get a good blend of size and 
content thanks to the band, Joe (Hardy) and you (Richard 
Chycki). 

"With all due respect to our past producers, any band with 
more than a half-ounce of musical integrity will input to a 
situation sufficiently to help guide the overall outcome. As we 
have matured, it became apparent that we had a fair bit to 
contribute to our own destiny and we should be acknowl¬ 
edged for that. Joe Hardy agreed." 

Listening to the new record, songs like "My Baby's Lookin' 
Hot" and "Cruel Little Number" have a distinctly mainstream 
approach, dispelling the rumours of JHB being a blues band. 
The band maintains that they've always been diverse musi¬ 
cally, but the blues aspect has always seemed to stick with 
them. Healey thinks that the band is about as close to the blues 
as Mozart is. Hell To Pay was a definite move in the opposite 
direction, i.e.: toward mainstream, albeit too much in retro¬ 
spect says the band. Feel This is a blend of those two approaches. 
"We've taken advantage of our own personal and musical 
development since we came together as a band," Tom Stephen 
added, "and applied that to this record. This is our most col¬ 
laborative effort to date. That includes input from within the 
band and our use of outside writers as well. The conditions 
under which we recorded were more comfortable than ever 
before, which reflects in our performance. With input from 
Tom Petty, Stevie Salas and Wil Jennings, combined with the 



JHB 
available technology, Feel This is our most 
accessible, developed release to date." 

Also featured on Feel This is the first 
appearance of Amanda Marshall, 
Forte Records' other signing. She was 
brought in to sing backgrounds on 
several cuts and is presently working 
on a release of her own. Healey had 
heard about her through an ex¬ 
girlfriend's sister-in-law. She was per¬ 
forming at Grossman's, coincidentally 
where JHB formed, on Healey's 24th 
birthday. The band went there to cel¬ 
ebrate and were blown away by her per¬ 
formance. Joe Rockman approached the 
band about managing her when JHB was 
out on tour with Bonnie Raitt. They be¬ 
gan working with Marshall on a consul¬ 
tation basis which eventually blossomed 
into a full scale management situation. 

When asked of the band if the final 
product matched their vision of Feel This 
— a resounding "YES"! Jeff adds: "The 
three of us have really grown and we all 
have very different ways of approach¬ 
ing a situation, a different means to the 
same end, if you will. We all compro¬ 
mise in order for us to be fully satisfied. 
But like in any good marriage, its not a 
solo project. It's the Jeff Healey Band, and 
band means exactly that." 

HANDS-ON INSIGHT INTO THE 
TRACKING OF FEEL THIS. 
A quick explanation is in order here. 1 
became involved with the Jeff Healey 
Band during the pre-production phase 
of the project as engineer. When Joe 
Hardy entered the scene to produce and 
engineer the album, I stayed on-staff as 
second engineer. As a result, I have a 
very close first-hand account of the tech¬ 
nical goings-on behind the making of Feel 
This. 
Forte Sound Studio presently cen¬ 

tres around an Amek Angela 36"x 
24 "console and Studer A80 deck. For 
Feel This, a Studer D800-48 digital 48 track 
deck was brought in. The deck served 

largely as a monitor console, with Neve 
and Raindirk strips processing the 
signal to tape. Monitors are SOTAs and 
NS-10s. 

DRUMS 
Recording thl 
drums proved ta 
be a unique expel 
rience as they! 
were recorded in 
the foyer of the| 
Forte complex. 
This allowed us_ 
to capture the fabulei ambient charac¬ 
teristics of the oblong-shaped foyer, as 
well as the other rooms of the building 

THE BOYS AND THEIR 
JEFF HEALEY 

2 Fender Strats w/Evans pickups 
Squire Strat w/ Evans pickups 
Les Paul custom - stock 
Gibson SG 
Gibson ES-125 Nashville tuning 
Fred Gabersek Custom Guitar 
1951 Martin D18 
Danelectro Tenor Guitar 

Mesa/Boogie Mark IV combo 
Marshall 1959 Mark II Lead Head w/6550 tubes 
Marshall JTM45 Head (original) w/EL34s 
Marshall JCM800 100 watt Head w/EL34s 

Marshall JMP 1959 100 watt Head w/EL34s 
Fender Bassman Re-issue 
Fender The Twin Combo 
Orpheum Combo 
Gibson Les Paul Jr. mini combo 
Fender 412 w/ Electro-Voice EV12 LSIIs 
Marshall "Tall Boy" 412 w/Celestion G12Ms 
Marshall JCM800 412 Cabinet w/Celestion 

G12M70S 
Marshall SE100 Speaker Emulator 

Korg A3 Processor 
BossGE7 Equalizer 
Boss CS3 Compressor/Sustainer 
Ibanez TS9 Tube Screamer 

A SERIOUS SET-UP. 

Free '92 NewsBeat catalog, contact: 
SABIAN Ltd., Meductic, N.B, Canada EOH 1L0 
Tel: (50«) 272-2019, Fax: (506) 272-2081 

The best in professional Euro-style cymbals for the cost-conscious, serious 
player. B8 Pro delivers tonally tight bright penetrating sounds. 

Set up with B8Pro Performance sets (Medium 14' Hi-Hats, 16' Crash, 20* Ride), 
and you can play the best at prices much less than you imagined. 
B8 Pro Performance Set Check it out 

Rob Affuso 
(Skid Row) 

Serious Professional. 



and ... the elevator shaft. Close mies for 
drums included Sanken CU-41s, 
Sennheiser 421s, B&Ks, AKG 451s, 

Crown PZMs, 
and Shure 57s. 

Miking up the 
elevator shaft 
gave us a very 
pipe-like ambi¬ 
ence, especially 
effective for kick, 
with its thunder¬ 
ous subsonics. 
The elevator was 

lowered to with-in six feet of the floor 
and the top half of a mic stand was 
gaffered to the underside steel supports 

of the elevator. A Crown SASS dual PZM 
was attached to this stand. The elevator 
was powered back up and locked at the 
top of the shaft. Don't try this at home. 

About 75 feet away from the kit, the 
kitchen U87s stole the show. Mostly tile, 
the polygon-shaped room provided 
a bright, well-diffused ambience. 
Campbell, the resident cook for the du¬ 
ration of the album and undisputed King 
of Garlic, had to cook out during drum 
tracking. These mies also proved useful 
for capturing slightly more esoteric 
sounds to tape including birds, leaf blow¬ 
ers, and the occasional Greek salad. 
Other ambience miking included a 
Sanken CU-44x at the top of the stair-

TOYS ... IN THE STUDIO 
Ibanez TSI 0 Tube Screamer 
Boss CE5 Chorus 
Boss DD3 Digital Delay 
Boss PSM5 Effects Loop System 
DOD WahA/olume Pedal 
MXR Noise Cate/Line Driver 
Sans Amp 

JOE ROCKMAN 
Fender "Mary Kay" Bass w/ Kubicki Electronics 
Fender Semi-Acoustic w/Piezo and Standard 

Pickups 
Fender "20 ton" Bass — Solid Rosewood Body 

w/ 59 Precision Neck 

Richard Chycki Tube Direct Box 
Fender 410 cabinet w/EVs 
Fender 115 cabinet w/EV 
Gallien-Krueger 800RB Head 
SPL Vitalizer 

TOM STEPHEN 
Ayotte 20" Kick 
Ayotte 14" Snare 
Ayotte Tom -10“ 
Ayotte Tom -12" 
Ayotte Tom -14" 
Ayotte Tom -16“ 
Sabian Cymbals 

Mesa/Boogie MK IV Combo 

well, a dome-shaped, glass-filled area. 
"I've never had such a great time as I 

did recording this album," Tom com¬ 
mented. "Recording at our place was so 
relaxing, and the technology we used 
gave us the confidence to really stretch 
our limits." 

BASS 
Rockman was isolated in the studio dur¬ 
ing the recording of the album. All of his 
tracks were cut with either of three 
Fender basses from his selection of seven. 
All tracks were recorded direct and via 
amp. The direct channel was through a 
tube buffered direct box, designed and 
built by yours truly. The Mesa/Boogie 
Mark IV powered 410 and 115 Fender 
boxes loaded with EV speakers. We 
miked them up with a tube 47 and 
Electro-Voice RE20. 
Joe adds, "To work around Jeff's 

meaty guitar tracks and tenor guitar 
work, I opted for a thick, wide tone rather 
than a punchy, cutting track. We would 
have ended up interfering with one an¬ 
other and nobody would be happy. This 
way, I laid down a stronger foundation 
underneath everybody." 

CUITAR 
Loud. That's the first word that comes to 
mind when recalling Healey's formida¬ 
ble set-up for Feel This. Healey's guitar 
first ran through his effects pedals and 
then through the Korg A3. From the D.I. 

AAX STAGE. 
AN END TO COMPROMISE 

HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE 

From one extreme to the other, 
playing live demands total response 
from your cymbals. 

When you're on stage, you can't 
afford to compromise on dynamics, 
tone, power and control. So don't With 
AAX Stage, you get it all, 
plus studio quality sound! 

SABIAN AAX Stage. Put an end to 
compromise forever. Check it out 

Steve Ferrone 
(Eric Clapton) 

No Compromise. 

Free '92 NewsBeat catalog, contact: 
SABIAN Ltd., Meductic, N.B„ 
Canada EOH 1L0 

Tel: (506) 272-2019 
-3^^ Fax:(506)272-2081 



JHB 
output of 
the A3, the 
signal was 
gated and 
split out to 
my Boogie 

Mark IV, The Twin, the JTM45, the 1959 
Mark II, and the Fender Bassman. 

Other amps, as listed in Healey's set¬ 
up, were substituted occasionally. The 
Mark IV also drove the Marshall Tall Boy 
cabinet for that extra low frequency 
response that Jeff really favours. We 
used an assortment of mies including 
Sennheiser 409s, 421s, Shure SM7s, 
Sanken CU-41s, and U87s to capture 
guitar tones to tape. Rockman occupied 
the studio while the band recorded 

at high volume close by the amp with 
the guitar. At the same time, he hates to 
wear headphones and, to me, control 
room recording was the only logical an¬ 
swer. Did it work? Jeff answers: "I used 
to be adamant about maintaining physi¬ 
cal proximity to my amps for that sus¬ 
tain. But you've since convinced me that 
hooking up a ton of amps loud enough 
will work and nothing, not even sealed 
walls, will stop it (laughs). In fact, the 
guitars sound better than they ever have 
before. I really enjoyed it. And the fact 
that I got a chance to not wear head¬ 
phones and have a few laughs with Joe 
(Hardy) and you made things go real 
easy." 

VOCALS & ACOUSTIC GUITARS 
A relatively simple setup, the CU-44x ran 
through a single Neve strip, then an 
Expressor and a little aural exciter. A U87 
was substituted for omni-specific appli¬ 
cations (the CU-44x is strictly cardioid). 

TRACKING 
For those unfamiliar with the D800-48 
eck, it has the ability to sample and fly 

to four channels of audio simultane-
sly, totalling about 43 seconds. This 

gave us incredibly vast and efficient ed¬ 
iting capabilities with all instruments 
and vocals. 

To facilitate moving more than four 
tracks that had to remain in perfect sync, 

live-off-the-floor bed tracks and likely 
would not have appreciated Healey's 
300dB powerhouse chording. We 
resorted to a 
direct line tol 
console connec-l 
tion via Healey'sl 
JCM800 amp-1 
lifierand SE100 
speaker emula¬ 
tor during the re¬ 
cording of guita ™ 
reference tracks. 

At first, Jeff was somewhat edgy about 
the prospect of recording guitars away 
from his amplifiers in the control room. 
He likes the physical interface one gets 

it was necessary for me to jury rig a 
relay trigger mechanism inside the 
deck's remote that would be fired via the 
Mac and the TC 2290s switch outputs. 
Thank heaven for Radio Shack stores. 
Because Fortes' board is designed to han¬ 
dle a 24 channel deck, we constantly had 
to use rhythm track comp tracks and 
switch the multi-pin connectors around 
on the rear of the deck to access all 48 
tracks. The album was recorded in two 
tracking/overdub rotations. 

Because of the relative segregation of 
the band members, with no line of sight, 
it was necessary to interconnect them 
visually via a sophisticated video sys¬ 
tem. Tom had a pair of monitors to see 
both Jeff and Joe Rockman. Joe had a 
monitor to see Tom and added a strate¬ 
gically placed mirror to see both Jeff and 
Joe Hardy through the control room 
glass. 

Finally, after all the mixing was done 
at Sounds Interchange Studio in Toronto, 
the band agreed that digital was the best 
way to go for its uncompromising sound 
quality and editing capabilities. To off¬ 
set digital's ultra-linear frequency re¬ 
sponse and add that proverbial analog 
warmth, the masters were transferred 
across to 1/2", 30 ips analog and then 
reconverted back to digital, giving the 
listener the best of both worlds. ■ 
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The “Cinderella Story” of the Leslie Spit 
Treeo began back in 1990, when the 

songwriting team of Pat Langner, Laura 
Hubert and Jack Nicholsen quickly emerged 
as a talented, unpolished gem among the 
many street artists that peppered the vibrant 
Toronto music scene. Since being signed to 
Capitol-EMI, garnering a ’91 Juno for Most 
Promising Group and having moderate suc¬ 
cess with their first release. Don't Cry Too 
Hard, the band has responded with a poign¬ 
ant, emotional sophomore effort. Book of 
Rejection. 

Book of Rejection showcases the maturity 
of the band both in terms of their playing and 
songwriting. The album is starkly personal, 
but at the same time, the vibrant, hard-edged 
quality that took them from the street corner 
to the stage has endured. 

“We learned a lot more recording our 
second album than we did with Don't Cry 
Too Hard,” says guitarist and vocalist Pat 
Langner, "We didn’t know what to learn on 
the first one. 1 think with the first songs, we 
didn't write them with the intention of re¬ 
cording them."The material from theTreeo’s 

first Capitol release had, for the most part, 
been written long before they were signed to 
the label, and allowed to develop without 
any involvement from a producer or studio 
through constant live performances on the 
street and in venues like Toronto’s Sneaky 
Dee’s. 

Producer Chris Wardman, who captured 
their soaring vocal harmonies and the raw 
energy of the Treeo’s material on Don't Cry 
Too Hard, continued on as producer for 
Book of Rejection. "I think that musically he 
(Chris) got the talent of the songs," says Jack 
Nicholsen (guitars, dobro, mandolin and 
vocals), "In fact, he nailed some of them.” 
But the Treeo hopes that the future will see 
them co-producing their own material. "You 
hear horror stories about producers coming 
in and saying You guys aren’t playing on 
the record’, and we didn’t want that," offered 
lead vocalist Laura Hubert, "That’s what we 
liked about working with Chris — he knew 
what everyone’s capabilities were.” 
Wardman also contributed some of the addi¬ 
tional guitars for the album, and brought in 
musicians Randy Bachman, who plays lead 
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Rejection 
guitar on the tracks “Redirected" and "In 
Your Eyes”, and Jason Sniderman who pro¬ 
vided keyboards for the album. The Treeo’s 
sound was further augmented by bassist 
Frank Randazzo, who has played with the 
Treeo since before their signing, and drum¬ 
mer Joel Anderson, who recently departed to 
pursue other musical interests. 

Although they had a great time working 
with engineer Joe Hardy, who recorded the 
beds at Toronto’s Manta Eastern Sound 
Studios, and mixed the album material at 
Ardent Recordings (Memphis) and Sounds 
Interchange (Toronto), studio recording is 
still an area the Treeo are rather naive about. 
"Everything affects us creatively, and every¬ 
thing stops us creatively, ” says Hubert, “It’s 
a lot more hassle actually, to sing a song with 
drums and bass — sometimes the song gets 
lost.” 

"We miss busking in the sense that we 
were on our own time,” says Langner, who 
feels that their involvement with a major 
label has taken away the simplicity of just 
making music together. Hubert agrees that 
creatively, their lives as street entertainers 

were comparatively easier. "No sound¬ 
checks, you know — if there's a sound 
problem, you take your cases and move 
down to Edward’s Bookstore (known among 
many Toronto buskers as one of Queen St. 
West’s acoustically-superior doorways)." 
She also noted that there is an element of 
atmosphere on the street that augments the 
performance. "Every space is different, and 
that affects how you play within that space.” 

While on the street, the challenge for the 
Treeo was to be heard above the traffic and 
noise — Nicholsen says that going into the 
studio presented a new set of challenges for 
them, but also uncovered a better under¬ 
standing of what each individual's musical 
contributions were. “In the studio, you have 
to learn more about everyone else’s playing, 
and how to play off of each other — so there 
are certain adjustments that have to be made.” 

Book of Rejection “appears to be a con¬ 
cept album." says Hubert, “and it does seem 
to have a certain emotional flow to it — and 
in that sense it is. But, at the same time, we 
were never planning that. I think the songs 
are darker in the sense that we’re searching 
for different kinds of emotions, saying the 
unsayable.” 

Much of that emotional searching comes 
from the songwriters' experiences in theatre 
as actors and playwrights. In fact, Book of 
Rejection was presented as a play by the 
Augusta Company, a small theatre company 
in Toronto, prior to the album ’s release, feat¬ 
uring the Treeo in performance. “I think of 
theatre and performance and writing — any 
kind of creating — in the same way,” says 
Langner, “It’s the same experience, the same 
response. Y ou write a song because of some¬ 
thing, and you write a play because of some¬ 

thing. Songs are just small plays.” Hubert 
also believes that their thespian pursuits 
have strengthened their songwriting and 
performing abilities: "When you’re acting 
you see, one of the things you have to learn 
is how to be able to draw from past experi¬ 
ences, or — if you don't have that experi¬ 
ence — to imagine that experience. I sup¬ 
pose acting has helped in that way. You 
know. I can be singing a song straight, and 
then sing a line like ‘sometimes I wish’ 
(from the album track of the same name), 
and suddenly realize that I really , really wish 
— and that shows through, especially in a 
live situation. You have to be able to share it. 
For instance," offers Hubert, ‘Book of Re¬ 
jection’ is a song that, well, you don't have 
to go very far to search for the motivation to 
sing that song.” 

Much of the lyrics contained in Book of 
Rejection seek to involve and ask questions 
of the listener by way of the tense that they 
are written in. “I think there’s some theatri¬ 
cal influence in that too,” says Langner, 
“because if it’s ‘1,1, F on the stage — it’s just 
a soliloquy. But if it’s ‘you’, it’s bouncing 
back and forth and the audience becomes a 
character too." Nicholsen offers that it also 
has much to do with the fact that their writing 
is always a collective effort: "There’s three 
of us, so it's never an ‘I" kind of thing.” 

Hubert feels that it's important to evoke 
some sort of reactionary response from the 
audience: "We’re all big advocates of listen¬ 
er’s rights, reader’s rights, and you know — 
giving them the responsibility, the respect 
— which is sometimes like a game," she 
says, of the constant action/reaction between 
the musician and the audience. “In a club 
sometimes, you send people home deaf for 
two days. Is that just rock 'n’ roll? That's 
what we're asking, ‘how do you want to 
participate, what are your limitations? Let us 
know.’ We always ask that of ourselves.” 

Book of Rejection busts through some of 
those limitations with some strong state¬ 
ments contained in the track entitled "She's 
A Slut". Touching upon the song opened a 
floodgate of insight from the band. “Ini¬ 
tially, Capitol was really, really nervous 
about it,” says Hubert, "but then they went 
‘Hey, you know what? I finally get it!” The 
band feels very lucky to have their label 
behind them on this one. “I think after they 
saw the song presented within the context of 
some shows,” added Langner, “they could 
see how the people responded to it.” 

“My mother doesn't like the song," con¬ 
tinued Hubert, “because she doesn’t like the 
word. She knows what I’m trying to say and 
she appreciates what I’m trying to do, but 
she’s afraid of the controversy.” The contro¬ 
versial word ‘slut' has been opposed to in 
certain situations, including a concert at a 
football stadium in Acadia where the band 
were told that performing the song would 
violate their contract with the venue. 

Lyrically, says Hubert, the term is meant 
to represent much more than its literal trans¬ 
lation. “I could have just as easily sung 
‘He’s a corporate businessman’, you know. 
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There’s so many levels to the song. It’s not 
just about a lady of the night, it’s about how 
we all ‘sell’ our skills and how we all ‘slut’ 
our services and how we all ‘whore’ our minds.” 

"If we’d intellectualized a little bit more,” 
says Langner, “we could say that it wasn’t a 
very intelligent choice of words for a song— 
it’s a gut response. In terms of it being a 
‘successful song' that no one will have any 
problems with, it’s not very intelligent, but 
that wasn’t the point.” 

“And it is just one word,” adds Nicholsen, 
“that’s the only word that they’re objecting 
to. There’s tons of words that surround that 
one word in the song, so why not get them 
all?" 

Can such a base level of censorship on 
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music lyrics be so clearly defined? Langner 
points out that there are many songs contain¬ 
ing no objectionable words that would be 
better deserving of that kind of evaluation. 
"We understand radio’s hesitancy, but at the 
same time, we don’t agree that there’s any 
reason why that song can’t be played when 
there are so many other songs that are vic¬ 
timizing women and are an accepted norm." 

Langner notes that another ‘shock factor’ 
of the in-your-face lyrical impact of “She’s 
A Slut” comes from the fact that it is sung by 
a woman. And Hubert’s emotional and ani¬ 
mated vocal performance intensifies that 
impact, “h’s an important song live,” she 
says, "it’s effective, and it should be heard 
. . . it’s empowering for us, as women, and 
it’s also empowering I think for all of us as 
human beings. Right now, with the issues of 
sexism and feminism and violence against 
women coming to the surface of the news, 
everyone’s a little nervous with what they 
say to each other. Men are afraid, because 
women are trying to find their way. What is 
harassment, and what is not? We have a 
tendency to cry ‘Sexism!’ because you have 
to say it out loud and point it out in order for 
it to be understandable and to identify it.” 

For Hubert, performing the song meant 
coming to terms with a personal incident 
that caused the song's creation. 

"That song took a long time to surface. 
Now I can sing it — I think I waited long 
enough to be able to sing it with humour and 
sarcasm and make a point with it. Writing 
the song was a reaction. It wasn’t a guy 
calling me a slut, it was another woman, and 
I really believe that some women don’t help 
these issues either because we're so used to 
being in competition with each other and set 
up to mistrust each other." 

Her delivery is mocking and arrogant. 
The lyric stings like a slap in the face. “A lot 
of people won’t like hearing the word,” 
predicts Hubert. “I don't like the word ei¬ 
ther. but everyone has memories about be¬ 
ing called ‘slut’. It's when women do it that 
it becomes a weapon. Once, this guy came 
up to me after a show in Buffalo and said, 
‘you know, it reminded me so much of living 
at home with my mom. and every time a girl 
would call she’d say: ‘Oh, that slut so-and-
so called, I don't want that little slut in the 
house’, so you see, it comes from both sides. 
You can’t point to these things and say 
‘guy's fault' or ‘girl’s fault’.” 

So does the Leslie Spit Treeo believe this 
song makes a difference? Says Hubert: 
“There’s so much room for celebration and 
respect. I'm not trying to change the world 
here, but in my everyday life — with being 
in a band and being on stage, and my place 
in rock ’n’ roll history — that song is really 
important. 

“The whole point is — we started it. We 
trust each other, we help each other, we have 
something between us that is unique. We 
recognized it on the street. We’re going to do 
something about this because it doesn’t go 
away, it’s not going away. But,” she adds, 
“there’s a little bit of change.” ■ 
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By TIM ARSENAULT PHOTOS: LAURA BOREALIS 
lease don't call Sloan the next Nirvana. 
The members of Halifax's premiere alternative band practically beg you to lay off the 
comparisons to Olympia, Washington's — nay. the world's — favourite practitioners 

of tuneful noise. 
For one thing, their hands are full just being Sloan. Smeared, the band's Geffen 

Records debut, has just hit stores in Canada, with U.S. and U.K. releases slated for 
January. A teaser EP entitled Peppermint was released on the band's own Murderecords 
label this past summer, but a buzz has been swirling around the band for months. That 
accumulated burden is starting to take its toll. 

"The last thing I want to see anymore is comparisons to Nirvana. We don't need that 
kind of weight on our shoulders, first of all, and it’s just such an easy target,” says 
drummer Andrew Scott, 24. “One time. I read in the paper that we sounded like the Sex 
Pistols. That's just such a base level of vocabulary," adds bassist Chris Murphy, 23. 

Today's vocabulary lesson contains band names like Swervedriver and My Bloody 
Valentine, but Scott proudly points out that Sloan is following a lengthy tradition of Halifax¬ 
based alternative rock. It's just that this time, the rest of the country and a major record 
company have been paying attention. 

"Halifax has had such a rich punk rock scene. We re part of the fifth generation of the 
Halifax music scene,” says Scott, "But the industry here is so centred around Celtic or 
more mainstream music. The fact that we got a showcase at the East Coast Music 
Awards (in February 1992) shows that times are changing. 

“It's totally timing for us. When we recorded our tape, we didn't expect for a second it 
would be picked up by any label. We just wanted to put it out ourselves, sell a couple of 
thousand copies and make our money back. It’s just that the music industry's been turned 
on it's ass with Nirvana — its been said a million times. A&R guys are going berserk 
looking for holes in jeans, flannel shirts and loud guitars." 

A few non-mainstream rock acts from the East Coast — Basic English, Jellyfishbabies 
and October Game, a band featuring a singer named Sarah McLachlan — took a stab at 
making a name for themselves on a larger scale in the '80s, but Sloan has the benefit of 
the timing Scott mentions, and the muscle and alternative marketing tactics of Geffen, a 
company that can say it's been there and done that with Nirvana. Sonic Youth and 
Teenage Fanclub. 

Hear and Now. a 1991 compilation of Halifax bands sponsored by CKDU. Dalhousie 
University’s campus radio station and Terry Pulliam of SoundMarket Recording, included 
Sloan's first release, “Underwhelmed”, a ditty that's just been released nationally to radio 
in a re-recorded version. While the version going out to radio is re-recorded, it was done 
at Pulliam s SoundMarket Recording in Halifax, NS — the same place Smeared was 
recorded in a matter of days. 

SoundMarket Recording is better known to Pulliam and his wife as 
their home on a busy street near the centre of the city. With 
guitars recorded in a bedroom and the rhythm section 
in the living room, Pulliam believes Smeared is 
one of the few internationally-released 
albums to be recorded in such 
a domestic setting. “We 
try to have a live feel 
by recording the rhythm 
section live. Then we do a 
lot of overdubs. We just 
build like crazy over top of 
that." Pulliam says. Jfl 

The varied Smeared sounds 
produced by guitarists Jay W 
Ferguson and Patrick Pentland, W 
both 23. are achieved in a variety 
of ways. Pulliam, who co-produced 
Smeared and Peppermint, is a big 
fan of signal processing: “As a person 
who worked in radio for 10 years,” 
says Pulliam, “I know it’s the out¬ 
rageous stuff that grabs the listener 



I've been a guitarist since I was a kid and I ve got tons of 
gizmos here. It’s like a toy room. 

“And contrasts are important," adds Pulliam, “By using 
dynamics, you keep it interesting. It's the same thing 
with having a gritty sound up against a soft sound.” 
Pulliam captures these moments with a Tascam MSR 
16-track recorder with DBX noise reduction and a British-
made Studiomaster 16 Mixdown Gold board. Guitars 
were usually recorded with the Shure SM57 mic or the 
new AKG D112. An AKG C414 was used for vocals. All 
these microphones, as well as a Sennheiser 421 and 
Yamaha MZ205 were used on the drums. Some of the 
guitar parts were even played on Pulliam's $90 Sears 
Clearance Centre model! 

Murphy says that Sloan went into the studio in 
December, 1991 to do as much recording as it could and 
with as many ideas as they could handle. Nine bed tracks 
were done in five hours for what would eventually be 
Smeared. "We decided to record it in about a day. Patrick 
didn't even know we were recording and didn’t have any 
money to put into it. Patrick got promoted to guitar. I got 
demoted to bass. We just played all the songs we knew. 
I don't know who does this, but we didn't really think 
about concept or anything. Everybody was in one room, 
the bass done direct, the guitar amp upstairs and 
everybody listening on headphones. Then, whenever we 
could afford it, we'd go in and do overdubs. It was done 
so that at the East Coast Music Awards we could give 
out some tapes — and we got a really good reaction.” 

Scott, a powerhouse drummer, implies that Sloan's 
combination of songwriting smarts, melodic sense and 
intermeshed abrasive guitars comes from nowhere and 
everywhere. “It wasn't until we recorded our tape that we 
really tried to develop a sound. It has its derivatives. Our 
influences shine through as much as anybody else’s, but 
I don't necessarily think that when we put it all together 
we sound like anybody in particular.” 

The band members feel Vancouver remixer David 
Ogilvie, whose credits include Skinny Puppy and Babes 
in Toyland, has taken their efforts to a more 
accomplished level with his work on the Smeared tapes 
in a Los Angeles studio. “The songs sound so much 
clearer and not as muffled,” says Scott, “The biggest 
problem with Peppermint was probably the drums. It 
was recorded on half-inch tape with 16 tracks, every 
track pretty much used up on each song, and the first 
thing to go in that situation is the drums. So, when we 
remixed it, we bounced it from half-inch to two-inch and 
just spread the tracks out more. It let the tracks breathe, 
so it sounds a lot bigger.” 

Murphy says the band was fully participant in the 
intense mixing process. “Originally, we booked five days 
thinking that was exorbitant. But we did about a song-
and-a-half a day. We'd do a mix and go out and listen to 
it in a car or on a small speaker just to see how it 
translated to different listening situations. It's just a 
process of elimination — this down, this up." 

Ferguson much prefers the sound of Smeared to the 
EP: “Peppermint was just badly equalized ..." he says 
— but if Pulliam had had his druthers, he would have left 
things a little dirtier: “They had a million dollars worth of 
gear available. They call it Smeared, but I think I would 
have smeared it a little more. It's a little crisp — but it's 
not that much different than the original.” 

Scott suggests that anybody wanting to truly get 
"smeared" should attend a Sloan gig. “We're loud and a 



lot dirtier when we play live. Every time we 
play, you get a different show." 

All Sloan songs so far have been credited 
to the group, although Murphy says this is 
mostly to allow for a friendly distribution of 

publishing royalties. “It gets collaborative. 
Somebody usually writes most of it, but then 
everybody gets to put in their two cents worth." 

“I think the next album will be a lot different. 
We all write songs and the songs we write 
individually don’t sound like anybody else's," 
says Scott, “The first tape is mostly Chris, but 
the next one will be everybody.” 

Ferguson, coincidentally wearing a Sonic 
Youth T-shirt, says he sometimes gets asked 
by guitar players about any weird tunings he 
may favour. He sounds disappointed with his 
own answer. “I don’t know ... we tune down 
to a low D sometimes. I saw Sonic Youth play 
and their set list shows a different guitar tuning 
for every song.” 

Murphy laments that much of the day for 
Sloan is now taken up with work not directly 
related to making music, regardless of tuning. 
“We were writing songs at a faster pace than 
we are now,” he admits, “We have to do a lot 
more administrative stuff and learn a little bit 
about the business. Not that we want to be 
businessmen, but there is money changing 
hands, and although I don't care about making 
money, I do care about people making money 

off of me.” 
But in a scene that one observer estimates 

might have about 60 bands of varying abilities, 
how was Sloan singled out for all this attention, 
including a bidding war between Nettwerk and 
Geffen? (Geffen tipped the scales when that 
company's Todd Sullivan heard the band in 
Vancouver on the advice of MCA Canada’s 
A&R director Cameron Carpenter.) “I think us 
touring in the spring had a lot to do with it,” 
Scott suggests, “We were playing a lot of cities 
and nobody had a clue who we were, really. I 
think word gets around from that. We did a live 
thing on MuchMusic when we were in Toronto 
at the beginning of May, which helped a lot in 
selling out our first show in Toronto." 

“When we went to Vancouver, it was a big 
gamble and we lost all kinds of money doing it. 
But now you’ve got the mountain coming to 
Mohammed. People are coming here now.” 
says Murphy. 

Consistency might also have something to 
do with it. Bands on the Halifax scene often 
make more line-up changes than an injury-
ridden sports team. “We were in that pattern 
for a while. We started in February of '91. but I 
was in Black Pool until November of that year. 
It was bizarre and it was political,” recalls 
Murphy, “I had sort of been fooling around 
with Sloan — my attitude was sort of flippant.” 

Sloan, which took its name from the 
nickname of a friend, has also steeled itself 
against all the hype and its evil twin — the 
backlash. "Anybody who’s gained as much 
attention as we have in the last six months 
knows there’s always going to be somebody 
who wants to burst your bubble.” Scott 
predicts, “I'm sure there are people out there 
who are bitter and jealous — like I would be, a 
little bit, of somebody else's success. But I 
think there are a lot of people who want us to 
do well. A bad review is not going to ruin our 
careers. Everybody can't like everything. 
We've got a lot of good songs in us that we 
haven't even played yet. I think we ll be around 
for quite a while." 

The members of Sloan hope that the 
attention they're getting will spill over to other 
East Coast acts. To an unprecedented extent, 
that's already happening. Seattle's Sub Pop 
record label has been scouting the city's two 
alternative clubs — the Double Deuce and the 
Flamingo — and the largest number ever of 
major record company talent scouts are 
expected to attend the 1993 East Coast Music 
Awards in Halifax this coming February. 

Pulliam, who works with many other bands, 
sees Sloan being important to the whole 
scene. “They're the harbingers. I think there's 
two or three other bands that could do the 
same thing." 

Murphy agrees, but also extends his hand 
in friendship to some of the traditional 
musicians. “There are people listening to 
what's happening on the East Coast — and 
not just the fiddle music. I identify with the fiddle 
music too. because it s got a real independent 
spirit. My hat goes off to people who are 
touring Nova Scotia. 

"People are listening down here. Mission 
accomplished. We've already won." 
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designed summing amplifiers, provide extremely accurate response, low 
noise, negligible distortion, and excellent immunity to magnetic fields. 
All filters exhibit true constant "Q " response, with absolute minimum ripple. 

The full-throw faders are a custom-manufactured metal-shaft type, with the 
center detented position being utilized as an "on/off" switch for that filter 
(to minimize atty possible degradation in signal noise levels.) Combine 
these features with our full Five Year Worry-Free Warranty. It’s obvious 
why ASHLY equalizers are the best solution to your equalization situation. 

Ashly Audio Inc.. 100 Fernwood Avenue Rochester. NY 14621 * Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • 716-544-5191 * FAX: 716-266-4589 
In Canada: Gerraudio Dist Inc., 2 Thorncliffe Park Or - Unit 22. Toronto. Ontario M4H 1H2 • 416-696-2779 • FAX: 416-467-5819 

Tim Arsenault is an entertainment writer with 
the Chronicle-Herald and the Mail-Star in 
Halifax, NS. ■ 



axemen 
Mcomêth! 

The Ultimate Guitar & Bass Workshop 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21,1093 

10 AM-5 PM 
The Phoenix Concert Theatre 

MORE NAMES ANNOUNCED SHORTLY 

Code/ZIp 

CREDIT CARD HOLDERS, CALL (800) 265-8481 TO REGISTER. 

City_ 
Prov/State 

410 Sherbourne St 
Toronto, ON 

REGISTRATION |UST $45.00 

For more information, call Canadian 
Musician now! (416) 641-3471 

SIGN ME UP! 
Register me for THE AXEMEN COMETH — The intimate Guitar 
and Bass Workshop 

Name_ 
Address_ 

TIPS, TECHNIQUES, AND 
PERFORMANCES FROM SOME OF THE 
HOTTEST GUITAR AND BASS PLAYERS IN 

CANADA AND THE US. FEATURING: 
G.l.T. Instructor 
ROY ASHEN 
B.l.T. Instructor 
DALE TITUS 

as well ¿is P.l.T. instructor 
DEAN BROWN 

to round out the trio! 
PLUS 

Sizzlin' new 
Triumph Guitarist 

PHIL X 

IN A TRIP TO 
HOLLYWOOD! 

Door prize draw includes 
¿drfare from T.O., week’s 
hotel, M.I. study sessions 
and more! 

Phone:_Fax:_ 

Enclosed Is my cheque/MO for $_ 
Bill my: □ VISA □ Mastercard □ American Express 
Card No._ 
Exp. Date 
Signature 



E. Farmingdale, NY 11735 USA 

EspeciaSy for something^ke^strina /hhen *hV have to wai*« ï * ® 
P-ck up a set of D'Addano's 9 chan9e* So' P’ay •> safe. 

■ f lili ' • t 



PART DUE: 
THE CHANGES. 
HIEV ARI IN TIMING 
Looking towards the future, how 
will performing change; how will 
studio work change? 

Duve ( lark-. “I believe that a live 
performance for a drummer at the 
turn of the century is going to be 
more and more visually-oriented, 
because we live in the “visual" gen¬ 
eration. Visually appealing, since 
some people can’t understand the 
kinaesthetic pleasure of the actual 
movements, or they don’t under¬ 
stand the compositional elements, 
or perhaps they’re just too young. 
From a studio point of view, the 
drummer will have to become more 
and more exact, and deliver better 
quality — the sound will have to be 
continuously refined. 
“The day of the studio drummer 

is dying, and will continue to die. 
It’s been proven for two reasons: 
first, the advent of new and mini-
technologies which saw a burst of 
drum machines and samplers over 
the past few years; and. fundamen¬ 
tally more important, recording 
technology is now becoming acces¬ 
sible to the average person. This 
second point — that anyone can 
now access recording technology, 
w ill allow them to make recordings 
w hile experimenting in their base¬ 
ments or office. The day w ill come 
w hen people w ill no longer have to 
hire session musicians.” 

Gregor Beresford: “Performance 
drumming is very emotional, and 
you can be open to let yourself go; 
there’s a real thing happening 
w here you can be improv isational, 
w hereas studio recording should be 
kept loose. There are two ways in 
which you can approach studio 
drumming: either really structured 
and having a set idea of w hat you 
want to do; or, to have a rough type 
of framework and try to come up 
with ideas on the spot. Sometimes 
this really works! It’s a surprise, but 
it can work. When you let go of cv c-
rything, things just pop into your 
head. You might find that letting 
the music flow into you helps your 
creativ ity. But you still have to be 
focused enough to hear the whole 
picture. Studio drumming also 
means that you have to be more 
precise, and be aware of how you 
hit the drum." 

Durrell Marv»: "It’s more fun to 
play in a studio. You are creating 

cominuED. .. 



something, like having a baby. Yon 
go into the studio, get together with 
some people, and the end result is a 
product that you can see, hold — 
and most importantly, feel.” 

Glenn MiLkem: “In the studio, ver¬ 
satility is really important — to be 
able to go in there and play your 
butt off from the moment you go 
in, until the moment you’re fin¬ 
ished. It's hard work — and a real 
task. You are always working under 
time constraints. A luxurious sce¬ 
nario is when we have four or five 
days to do a whole album, but I’ve 
also been in situations where I have 
one day to do the entire album. At 
any time, you have to be focused, 
intense and always remain cool. You 
put everything you hay e into it. And 
it's the same live. You can't lose your 
focus, whether you're on stage or in 
the studio — you have to give 1 10% 
all the time. If you're serious about 
drumming, then you have to be 
able to do what is expected of you. 
You have to be really dependable.” 

Bru<<- Muffel: “The demands on the 
performing drummer are starting to 
mimic those of a studio drummer. 
It’s tougher to make a living.” 

PI., I Wk.er: “In the studio, a 
drummer doesn’t have to depend so 
much on tuning, which can take up 
to several hours just to do properly. 
The drum sounds on a computer 
chip can be programmed into the 
trigger, and then sou can play the 
drums you want, and get the sound 
you want, because it's pre-record¬ 
ed; So the drummers are not so 
dependent on different conditions 
that affect the way a drum sounds 
— no more long hours of tuning." 

PHRT TWO: 
pipi: dreams 
What new technologies or devel¬ 
opments would yon like to see in 
the future to make your job 
easier? 

I).«»«- ( lark: "Environmentally-
conscious equipment from drum 
manufacturers. Recyclable drum 
heads. Drummers go through a 
phenomenal amount of drum heads 
and sticks, and they are in no way 
recyclable. I cringe at the thought 
of throwing them out and contrib¬ 
uting more garbage to our already 
garbage-infested world. There 
should be less packaging for drum 
equipment and some sort of finan¬ 
cial incentive to recycle drum 
heads." 
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Ml upside-down ice cream tubs. 

Bruce Mol lei — 
Bruce is a very versatile drummer. 
Right now he's part of Canada's 
country' giants. Prairie Oyster, but 
he’s also worker! with Corey Hart, 
Ray Lyell and the Storm, Mary 
Margaret O'l lara, and Mindstorm, 
a heavy metal outfit. 

Darrell Mayes — 
Darrell has been yvith the Colin 
James Band for six years. I Ie started 
playing the drums at nine after he 
got a small kit for ( Ihristmas ... and 
he's never looked back. Right now, 
he’s working on ( lolin James’ latest 
release. 

EnnTRbBUTbnE Druíhíhers-

Phil Wkipper — 
Phil drums for W est Coast retro-
popsters Jho Nek Bhone. He has 
played the drums for over 10 years, 
and started out in classic form, on 

Gregor B 
Gregor has been playing drums 
since he was seven, “so that means 
I’ve been at it for almost twenty 
years.” He's been with the Bour¬ 
bon T abernacle Choir for over 
four years now. anti loves every 
minute of it. 



Glenn hem 
Glenn has played with Blue Rodeo 
since December 1991, and appears 
on the band’s latest release. Lost To¬ 
gether. Ue’s been playing drums for 
almost 20 years, ami has appeared 
with the likes of \ndy Curran, 
Change of I lean and Andrew Cash. 

Nick is one of the West Coast’s 
most promising young drummers, 
performing with one of the West 
Coast's most promising young 
bands. Spiral Jetty. I he band re¬ 
cently won this sear’s Rocktoria 
concert. Victoria's respected “bat¬ 
tle of the bands". Although only 18, 
Nick has been playing drums for 
eight years. 

Vince Dilrick — 
Currently with Spirit of the West, 
Vince is a walking w bo’s who of the 
West Coast music scene. He’s 
played with everyone: BTO, Sue 
Medley, Doug and The Slugs and 
Rock & Hyde. He is a frequent 
contributor to Ctnuiditin Musician, 
and is the proud owner of the 
world's largest collection of boxer 
shorts. 

drum kit to keep him from his other 
aspirations: being either the Prime 
Minister or Bobby Orr. Now he’s 
keeping time with the Rheostatics, 
and can be heard on their latest re¬ 
lease, Whale Music. 

Dave (lark — 
Dave is 27 years old and has been 
playing the drums since he was 14. 

V ince Dilrick: “Equipment that 
moves itself. I'm just as much a fur¬ 
niture mover as I am a musician. My 
drum kit is tremendously heavy, 
bulky — and takes up a lot of space. 
It takes at least ten trips to the truck 
and back to load it. I get a sore back. 
I’m all sweaty and most impor¬ 
tantly, I’m so exhausted after mov¬ 
ing my drums around, I don’t even 
feel like playing. Realistically, 
I would like to see synthetic per¬ 
cussion instruments that can be 
played musically as opposed to just 
the samples on the sampler. What 
I would like to see is more versatil¬ 
ity w ith sampling, so it would sound 
like a real instrument. Changing the 
sound on the fly. A sampler is just a 
picture of a sound, it’s not actually a 
sound. It doesn’t have that extra di¬ 
mension." 

Darrell Mayes: “I would love to have 
a monitor small enough that it 
would fit in my ear. Right now I’m 
using a 6" x 8" box that gives me 
cowbell clicks, to monitor the 
click-track." 

Glenn Milckem: 'Td like to see some 
gear that doesn’t break! I’d like to 
find some cymbals that don’t break, 
some sticks that don’t break." 

Bruce Mollel: “There’s one thing 
that I would like to see manufac¬ 
tured. I know Ayotte has designed 
it, but I think it’s still too expensive 
to make. There’s a throw-off on a 
snare drum that enables the snares 
to be either on or off. Ayotte has 
designed a snare throw-off that is 
geared in such a way that, for exam¬ 
ple, if ON foley was at 12 o’clock 
and OEE foley was at 8 o’clock, you 
could set the lever in between 12 
and 8, and it wouldn’t move. Which 
would allow' you to go from a tight 
snare drum to a loose snare drum 
sound, or anywhere in between, 
without making adjustments — 
with just a flick of the unit.” 

NicL I relic«me: “A comfortable 
drumstool! One that isn't made of 
vinyl, so my bum isn’t soaking wet 
at the end of the night. And one 
that gives some type of support for 
my back. It seems so simple." 

Plol VV kipper: “A piece of equip¬ 
ment that allows you to tune drums 
properly, and faster! That’s really 
the only thing that I’d like to see. 
Tuning is a very difficult process, 
w hich takes years and years of ex¬ 
perience to do properly.” 

canibnuED . . . 



PART THREE: 
FUTURE... PERFECT? 

What does the future hold for 
drummers? What skills are 
important to the drummer of the 
future? 

( ircqor Beresfor.l: “Drumming is be¬ 
coming key to the whole sound of 
the song, l ime is important. To be 
musical and to play other instru¬ 
ments as well is important; to un¬ 
derstand the musical world and 
have a clear concept of other musi¬ 
cians. That’s what's becoming 
more and more important to the 
drummer — to be sensitive to the 
whole.” 

Dave (lark: “The only definite 
statement you can make about the 
future is that equipment will cost 
more. Music and drumming will 
just reflect the culture: the chaos, 
dissonance — anything can and will 
be recorded. Music tends to pre¬ 
date the society it exists in. So the 
drummer will have to grasp this 
feeling and run with it. The most 
important element for the future of 
music, musicians and drummers, is 
that each and every one of us needs 
to maintain a great sense of humour. 
No kidding — to be a musician in 
Canada is very difficult, and hu¬ 
mour is the key.” 

\ nice Dilr.ck "Strict time-keeping 
would become ever more important 
to drummers of the future; but also, 
it has always been necessary, and 
will continue to be so, that the most 
in-demand drummers are as stylis¬ 
tically versatile as possible. A lack 
of versatility will be pushed aside 
as technology expedites the crea¬ 
tion of purer and more varied com¬ 
positions, which are derived from a 
broader cultural base. 
“The future's focus will be on 

simplicity, strict time-keeping and 
textural playing. As much as tech¬ 
nology is taking over the world, 
there is still going to be a place for 
the actual, physical act of drum¬ 
ming. Something about drumming 
is so ancient and so primal that it 
will always remain. So the drum¬ 
mers who exist will have to learn 
how to play as exactly as the com¬ 
puters. Which is happening already 
— most of the successful drummers 
are accurate time-keepers.” 

Darrell Mayes: "It's important for 
drummers to be versatile enough to 
travel, which is a skill in itself. l'hc 
lifestyle of a drummer — travelling, 
gigs, setting up and taking down 

your drums — this is the mechan¬ 
ics of the job. Going on tour, being 
on call to do different sessions . . . 
so many times, other things get put 
on the back burner — relation¬ 
ships, your life. So a drummer 
should know how to travel well and 
be road-worthy. People skills are 
important, to be able to talk to peo¬ 
ple and carry yourself well, and be 
able to deal effectively with other 
musicians.” 

Glenn Milckem: "W hen the drum 
machine really started happening in 
the early '80s, I thought that every¬ 
one would have to learn to play like 
a drum machine. Drumming would 
be perfect, but also incredibly stiff. 
But, as it turned out, certain things 
have stayed the same. A drummer 
has to have good feel, has to have 
good time, has to play with a click¬ 
track in the studio as well as being 
able to push a band live. That won't 
change.” 

Nick I re li car nr “It's hard to think of 
the “future" of drumming without 
thinking of my own future. I wessons 
are perhaps the first thing on my 
agenda, I believe that lessons can 
help you feel a lot more at ease, so 
you know all the musical ins and 
outs of drumming. Lessons give 
you the background which helps 
your strength and confidence while 
drumming — and they help de-
velop you technically and profes¬ 
sionally. 

“Now, in music, there's more of 
a supply and demand criteria. 
The songs are getting more 
polyrhythmic and sophisticated, 
and that makes it harder for the rec¬ 
reational drummer. I would like to 
be more versatile. In preparing my¬ 
self as a drummer, I like to look at 
past musicians and drummers for 
guidance and inspiration." 

Pin I W kipper: “An attitude that I 
come across quite a bit is that peo¬ 
ple believe drummers don’t have a 
sense of rhythm, melody, or experi¬ 
ence with harmony. Because of 
that, drummers often get accused of 
not being musicians. Drummers to¬ 
day have to learn to be really di¬ 
verse. I play everything from coun¬ 
try to R&B, and original pop — I 
even try my hand at jazz.” 

Bruce Muffel: “I think that a more 
symbiotic relationship between 
humans and machines will become 
prevalent in the future of drum¬ 
mers' abilities. It’s funny, some-

FUTURE 
BERT-

times records arc just machines, and 
sometimes records are just players. 
And I see the future as a blending 
of the two. Drums in popular music 
arc for the most part, time-keepers. 
The history of drumming has 
proved that it can be much more 
expressive and much more of a lan¬ 
guage than strictly time-keeping. 
Look at how drums were used for 
communication — it's a shame that 
drumming is relegated to the role 
of being strictly a time-keeper in 
popular music, because it can do so 
much more.” ■ 
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MAPEX DRUM LINE 
I'he Mapex drum line is com¬ 
prised of four distinct series: the 
Orion Custom (professional maple 
series) and the Orion Studio (pro¬ 
fessional birch series); the Saturn 
Series (maple-mahogany-maple); 
the Mars Series (mahogany); and 

I'he LP Djembe is designed to be lighter in 
weight and easier to tune and maintain than 
the traditional djembe. 

I’he shell is made from Siam Oak. a wood 
that is environmentally correct in that its sup¬ 
ply is always being replenished. The LP 

cracking problems, unlike solid shells in gen¬ 
eral. I'he gracefully shaped shell has been de¬ 
signed to produce the big bass-toned sound 
that djembes are known for, yet be light in 
weight. The contour of the upper portion of 
the shell makes the instrument easy to place 
between the legs and play. 

With traditional djembes, tuning the drum 
requires that a heater be used during perform¬ 
ance, and changing the head is often complex. 
I'he LP Djembe. tuned using a shell-hugging 
traditional rim with scaled down side plates 
(similar to those used on congas), allows for 
easy maintenance and head replacement. The 
skin chosen for the instrument is thin enough 
to offer a wide range of percussive expression, 
yet durable enough for extended playing. 

For more information, contact: Efkay Musi¬ 
cal Instruments, 2165 46th Ave., Lachine, PQ 
H8T2P1 (514)633-8877. FAX (514) 633-8872. 

LATIN 
PERCUSSION 

DIEMBE 

Features offered include the 
Mapex “Freedom Lugs” (full 
length lugs mounted 4mm off the 
shell with only two contact points 
for maximum shell vibration and 
projection) and the “Zero Con¬ 
tact” tom mounts and floor tom leg 
mounts to remove any interfer¬ 

ence with shell resonance. Mapex hardware features the "Pro Lok” system of adjust¬ 
ment that allows up to 170 lbs. of hand pressure with a single lever for fast and easy 
adjustment. 

A full complement of snares is available from 3.5" piccolo to 8" deep shell (in maple, 
birch, brass or chrome) as well as rackmount systems and accessories in single or dou¬ 
ble tiered, straight or curved configurations. 

For more information, contact: Gibson Music Canada Ltd., 25 Coronet Rd., ~10A, 
Etobicoke, ON M8Z 2L8 (416) 239-6543, FAX (416) 239-6573. 
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This is your 
Sto 

juare 
Garden 

TubeMan 
4-Chanuel Tube 
AMP EXPANDER 
RECORDING AMP 
PREAMP 

EXPAND YOUR AMP 
As an Amp Expander,® TubeMan 

instantly adds four new channels 
of authentic tube tone and a full 
complement of EQ to your exist¬ 
ing rig. Presto! It’s like having 
four new amps. 

If your old amp doesn't give you 
the tone you want, don't trash it! 
EXPAND IT! 

For more info and the location of your nearest H&K dealer, contact: 

Hughes & Kettner, Inc. • 35 Summit Ave 
Chadds Ford PA 19317 • (215) 558 0345 
B & J Music • 469 King Street West 
Toronto Ontario MSV 1K4 • (416) 596 8361 
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RIGHT NOW IN THE 
IVIUSIC 
BUSINESS 
THE fl GUIDE TO CASHING IN ON YOUR KLENTS 

BOB BAKEB 
ODDER YOUR 
COPY TODAY! 

Send payment for $19.95 plus $3.00 shipping 
and handling plus $1.61 GST to: 

The Music Bookstore, 23 Hannover Dr., 
#7, St. Catharines, ON L2W 1A3 

FAX (416)641-1648. 
Credit card holders call 

(BOO) 265-B481. 

NORTH AMERICA'S LARGEST REAL-TIME 
AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATORS 

MANUFACTURERS & DUPUCATORS OF FINE 
AUDIOTAPES 

• REAL-TIME AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION • 

• OVER 250 LUXMAN K112 AUDIO CASSETTE DECKS • 

• DAT TO DAT TRANSFERS • 
• HIGH SPEED CASSETTE DUPLICATION • 

• MASTERING & EDITING • 
• DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING • 

• CUSTOM LENGTH CASSETTES • 
• NOVELTY COLOURED CASSETTE HOUSINGS • 

• CD & CASSETTE PACKAGES • 
• BULK RATES ON BLANK CASSETTES • 
• BULK RATES ON CASSETTE BOXES • 
• BULK RATES ON CD JEWEL BOXES • 

• REAL-TIME COPIES DIRECT FROM DAT • 

• WE STOCK AMPEX & 3M MASTERING TAPE • 

• BASF CrO2 & LHD NORMAL BIAS • 

• VIDEO DUPLICATION • 

• 3/4", VHSANDS-VHS* 
• PAL I SECAM I NTSC CONVERSION • 

• COMPLETE ART & PACKAGING SEFMICES • 
• COMPETITIVE RATES • 

• DEMOS • PROMOTIONAL • CORPORATE • 

• INDEPENDENT RELEASES • 

WHEN QUALITY COUNTS, COUNT ON 
ACCUDUB INC. 

THE ULTIMATE IN REAL-TIME DUPLICATION 

• 70 BATHURST ST. • TORONTO • ONTARIO • CANADA • M5V 2P5 • 

• (416) 368-1262 • 

1
Paiste has announced the creation of a com-

Gongs. 

Earth, the Moon, the Sun, and the Planets according to calculations of Hans ( lousto 
(a German Gnostic). Their sound colour is mysterious and unusual, according to 

Gongs is comparable to that of Paiste s 
Symphonic Gongs in diameters 20751cm 
through 38"/96 cm. Planet Gongs are tuned 
in conformity with the natural harmonic 

PAISTE 
PLANET 
GONGS 

SABIAN 12” 
BS PBO 
CHINA 
SPLASH 

the manufacturer. 

? 

9 
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States Robert Paiste. head of Paiste Sound Development, “with these gongs we 
not only expand our world of sounds, but we also open completely new possibilities 
and dimensions to human beings. Already, these gongs have been used in concerts 
and for the positive stimulation of the human body and psyche. Our transition to 
the 21st Century is marked by immense global problems; completely new ways of 
thinking will have to be devised and enacted to save our environment and well 
being. These gongs are a result and an expression of the ‘Zeitgeist’ that seeks these 
new ways of thinking and behaviour.” 

Planet Gongs are available in 14 models including Pluto (38”); Moon, synodic 
(26”); Platonic Year (32"); and Day, sidereal (28"). 

Eor more information, contact: Artep, 1435 St. Alexandre, -I 160, Montreal, PQ 
II3A2G4 (514) 842-1649. 
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8860Jeanne-Mance, Montreal, Que. Canada H2P2S6 
FAX: (514) 383-3576 Tel: (514) 387-7331 

Fl ■ POST GRADUATE STUDIO ACCESS 
■ PERSONAL WORKSTAI IONS 
■ PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE 
■ STUDENT FINANCING 
■ ADVANCED DIGITAL TRAINING 

SHOGUN 
WHITE 
OAK 
STICKS 

the feel and response of acoustic drums. 
T he pads deliver fully dynamic touch sensitivity with 

even response across the playing surface, and are fully com¬ 
patible with all drum machines, modules and trigger inter¬ 
faces. Pads mount with an internal indestructible steel 
mounting clamp which accepts standard 7/8" (22mm) tom 
arm and tightens with a drum key. Also included is a 
keyway for memory lock hardware. 

T he pads are available in black, white, electric blue, hot 
pink and special order mirror-chrome finishes. 

For more information, contact: Acupad Systems, P( 
488, Destin, EL 32540 (904) 654-7783, E AX 
837-0760. 

Available at weirder music stores everywhere. 
Exclusively distributed by 

ICA Programs feature more 
equipment access and 
instructional hours. Up to 50% 
more than other schools. As a 
result our grads are in demand. 

ACUPAD 
DRUM PADS 

YOU BEGIN WORK 
IN A PROFESSIONAL 

STUDIO ... IMMEDIATELY 
(604) 298-5400 

Outside Vancouver: 1-800-661-1885 

Shogun White Oak sticks are made from high quality Shira 
Kashi White Oak from Japan. T he series consists of ten 
models available in both wood and nylon tip versions. 

Shira Kashi Oak is a dense wood which provides added 
stick weight and power for full drum sound and strong 
sound projection. According to the manufacturer, the hard¬ 
ness of the oak wood rips makes cymbals sound brighter 
and pros ides excellent definition. Shogun sticks are com¬ 
puter matched for weight, pitch and density anil feature a 
distinctive grain pattern. 

Eor more information, contact: Vic Eirth Inc., 323 Whit¬ 
ing Ave., -B, Dedham, MA 02026 (617) 326-3455, FAX 
(617) 326-1273. 

A CLASS OF 
YOUR OWN 
THE ULTIMATE “HANDS-ON” 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT IS 
YOU, ONE ON ONE WITH THE 
EQUIPMENT. 

INSTITUTE of COMMUNICATION ARTS 
REGISTERED TRADE SCHOOL MINISTRY OF ADVANCED EDUCATION SINCE 1979 

3246 Beta Ave., Burnaby BC V5G 4K4 



Cymbal Discs produce clear, bell¬ 
like sounds with tightly focused and 
cutting tonal qualities reminiscent 
of a pitched (but not tuned to a spe¬ 
cific note) crotale. Available in 6", 
8" and 10" sizes, they can be posi¬ 
tioned singularly or in groups of 

Disc Holders, or mounted else¬ 
where within a drum or percussion 

SABIAN CD 
CYMBAL 
DISCS 

different sounds to augment their 
set-ups. In response, Sabían has in¬ 
troduced 'CD' Cymbal Discs, an in¬ 
expensive and easy to position alter¬ 
native effects option. 

Made from pure Sabían bronze cut 
and lathed to small, thick discs, ‘CD’ 

Special effects are finding increas¬ 
ing acceptance as both drummers 

clamped to a hi-hat rod) for use in a 
wide variety of creative accent, ef¬ 
fect and rhythm applications. 

For more information, contact: 
Sabian Ltd.. Meductic. NB KOI I 
11,0 (506) 272-2019, E AX (506) 328-
9697. 

MEINL LIVE 
SOUND 

CYMBALS 

Yorkville 

» 

CANADA & USA 

YORKVILLE SOUND LTD. 

80 Midwest Road. 
Scarborough. Ontario M1P4R2 

YORKVILLE SOUND INC. 
4600 Witmer Industrial Estate. Unit *1 

Niagara Falls. New York 14305 

Meinl Cymbals has introduced the 
Livesound line of cymbals. 

The Livesound range is manufac¬ 
tured from high quality Lierman 
Bronze, selected by Mr. Roland 
Meinl, and each cymbal bears his 
name. The range offers a 14" Classic 
or Soundwave I li-hat, 14", l(>"and 18" 
Crashes, a 12" Splash and a 20" Ride. 
Livesound marching band cymbals 
are available in 14". 15" and 16” 
matched pairs, complete with leather 
straps. 

A special introductor, set is offered 
consisting of a 14" pair of Classic Hi-
hats. 18" ( aash and 20" Ride packaged 
in a recyclable cardboard box with 
handle. 

I'or more information, contact: 
Louis Musical Ltd.. 529 Deslauriers 
St., St. Laurent. PQ H4N 1W2 (514) 
332-6907. EAX (514) 332-0255. 

REMO 

EALAMS 

I 

! 

K-SERIES 

DRUM HEADS 
The Ealams K-Series (Fabric Lami¬ 
nated System) heads combine the 
toughness of Kevlar with the stability 
and all-weather performance of Mylar 
film through Remo's patented lami¬ 
nation process. 

Ehe Kevlar material is bonded be¬ 
tween two film layers to become to¬ 
tally waterproof and virtually inde¬ 
structible. according to Rob Carson, 
marching percussion specialist. The 
14" and 15" batters are available in 
Coated. Smooth W hite. Ebony or 
Natural super weight film, with or 
without Clear Dot reinforcement. 
Snare sides are available in Smooth 
White. 

For more information, contact: 
Remo. Inc.. 12804 Raymer St.. North 
Holl Vwood. CA 91605 ( 818 ) 983-26( )( ). 



Fill your rack without emptying 
your pockets. 

We build more 

equalizers than anyone 

else in America, and 

we sell them all over 

the world. 

And now we’re 

introducing the new 

SeriesII, with 5 EQ’s 

and 5 signal 

processors. More than 

RTA Series II 
Real Time Analyzer 

and pink noise generator. 

for PA, club, or 

lounge installations, 

or for your studio 

recording projects. 

Come and listen 

to all the new 

SeriesII products at 

your favorite dealer 

today... or call or 

write us for more 

just a new look and feel, DOD 

SeriesII EQ’s are engineered 

and built “smart”, using the 

latest Computer Aided Design 

techniques, and the highest 

manufacturing standards. 

We’ve even lowered the 

price to give you more value, 

and made them the best 

performing units in their class. 

These new models offer 

12dB of boost & cut on ISO 

standard center frequencies, 

and FET switches for the low-

cut and bypass functions to 

eliminate annoying ‘thumps’. 

With a signal-to-noise ratio 

greater than -90dB, and 

harmonic distortion less than 

.006% @ 1kHz, they’re ideal 

information. 

Fill your rack with DOD 

and you can keep the change 

in your pocket. 

H A Harman International Company 
Distributed in Canada by: 
Erikson Music, 378 Isabey. St. Laurent, PO H4T 1W1 
(514) 738-3000, FAX (514) 737-5069 
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The Shure Beta 58 
Simmonds Communications Ltd 

975 Dillingham Road • Pickering, Ontario, L1W3B2 
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The Sound of the Professionals —Worldwide® 
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^^r^^^nsolutely minimal handling noise. 
gf Singular immunity to hum. 

It is the microphone to take you to and through the 
90’s—and beyond. 
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J_1<D M I I : l 
OR MOI 
TO MIDI 
m IDI technology has been considered 

a tool in aiding and enhancing the per¬ 
formance and compositions of musicians. But 
what happens when something goes wrong 
— especially after investing ( a lot ) in the lat¬ 
est and greatest MIDI “stuff’? 

Throughout the year, I have written about 
music and MIDI, starting with a system over¬ 
view and breaking down the component parts 
and touching upon them in subsequent col¬ 
umns. Hopefully, the columns have given an 
informative starting point in the terminology 
and ideas behind the use of MIDI. This arti¬ 
cle will touch upon the question of the neces¬ 
sity of MIDI, by looking at the pros and cons 
of some actual experiences of musicians us¬ 
ing MIDI. 

You can often get so caught up with all of 
the advancements in MIDI technology, that 
you forget the “music”. This is more evident 
when things go wrong. 

A musician friend of mine I spoke with not 
too long ago. Mike (keyboards for Britton), 
had the unfortunate experience of meeting the 
MIDI “ghost”. This occurs when you’re on 
stage, and your zillion-dollar set-up goes belly 
up. Fortunately for Mike, he knew what to 
do. and resorted to manual control. A few 
days later, he plugged it all in and it worked 
fine. Hmm . . . how strange this MIDI can 
be! Not only keyboardists encounter these 
MIDI “ghosts", guitarists may as well. Musi¬ 
cian friend Chris Gauthier (a guitar session 
player) was once at a gig and found out that 
his MIDI-mapping had been inverted! Luck¬ 
ily. he managed to bypass all of his MIDI 
gear, continued to play, and no one knew the 
difference. Rob (keyboards for Harem 
Scarem) once phoned me from the East Coast 
and needed parts for his board. He fortunately 
had enough time for his “specialty” MIDI 
keyboard to be repaired. 

My pals knew how to trouble-shoot, but it 
is amazing how dependent we get on a tech¬ 
nology, and only when something goes 
wrong do we see how vulnerable we are (too 
bad MIDI software programs don’t offer a 
panic button!). I have met and spoken with 
many musicians who have been under the 
impression that the latest MIDI gear(software) 
is the be-all and end-all of creating that hit 
tune. Well, sorry, but this is not so. MIDI is a 
technology that is a tool, and only that! It is 
still the songwriter and performer that gives 
existence and purpose for MIDI — not the 
other way around. A studio owner/producer 
friend of mine, Avery, told me recently, “In 
my experiences in recording, MIDI is useful 

for expanding the sound palette, but without 
a performance being there in the first place, 
no amount of hardware or software will save 
the song.” 

With all of these multi-stack racks and key¬ 
boards, one can get lonely sitting behind all 
that MIDI gear, and that situation itself in turn, 
has the potential of stifling one’s performance. 
A musician friend Gregg (keyboards for The 
Life), has taken the approach of literally tak¬ 
ing MIDI out front by using remote control. 
He finds that being able to have the freedom 
to roam the stage and groove really enhances 
his performance. The point is, that instead of 
having MIDI devices hindering the “perform¬ 
ance” aspect of playing, it is possible (with a 
little ingenuity) to allow them to add life to 
it. 

Being a MIDI consultant, I am always 
asked, “What’s the best system?” Perhaps the 
answer to that (or a better question) is, is 
MIDI a necessity in your musical endeavors 
and do you really need it? The reason why I 
am taking this approach or line of thinking, 
is that sometimes, the humanistic qualities of 
a performance can be greatly hindered by 
technology if not used in the correct way. In 
actual fact, if not used at ail. the music’s in¬ 
tegrity may well be preserved in a truer sense. 

MIDI has taken us into a realm of confus¬ 
ing simplicity. When it works, we are in 
heaven, and when it doesn’t work — we want 
to blow it up! Tom, a Macintosh computer 
specialist/musician friend of mine says on 
this subject: “Technology of MIDI and com¬ 
puters in general is of such that it gives the 
performer a very powerful tool in expressing 
his or her emotions, but at the same time, the 
technology can distort a musician’s ability to 
be a ‘basic’ or ‘root’ musician (without that 
technology).” 

The deciding factor on using MIDI 
still remains with the musician. Although 
MIDI allows us to do things quickly and 

easily, after all 
is said and done, 
music is the key 
— and the key to 
music is to enjoy 
it and have fun 
— with or with¬ 
out MIDI! ■ 

Paul Lau is a freelance MID! consultant and musician 
in Toronto. 

This is your 
connection to 

a higher power 

TubeMan 
4-Channel Tube 
PREAMP 
AMP EXPANDER 
RECORDING AMP 

EXPAND YOUR POWER 
Never before has so much tonal 

power and authentic tube 
explosiveness been harnessed 
in such a compact unit. 

Tube Man is a uniquely portable and 
professional Tube Preamp 
with absolutely classic sounds. 
With TubeMan at your side, 
you're ready for anything. 

JfcjLu 4 liklkor? |J^ 
For more info and the location of your nearest H&K dealer, contact: 

Hughes & Kettner, Inc. • 35 Summit Ave 
Chadds Ford PA 19317 • (2IS) 558 0345 
B&J Music • 469 King Street West 
Toronto Ontario MSV 1K4 • (416) S96 8361 
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I remember my first experience with multiple keyboard rigs and MIDI. I hadn’t 
been working as a live sound engineer for 
very long, so I was a little unfamiliar with 
key set-ups. I had patched in all the key lines 
in order from top to bottom and began sound 
checking. I asked the keyboard player to give 
me his first keyboard. Receiving no signal, I 
proceeded to go through the motions of 
troubleshooting the problem. 

Exhausting all the possible problems and 
still not getting a signal, I moved on to the 
next keyboard. Now, a new problem, signal 
on two channels. Scratching my head and 
becoming very distraught with all of this, I 
began discussing my problem with the 
keyboardist. Actually, 1 accused him of 
having faulty gear or tampering with the 
cables when I wasn’t looking! He assured 
me that he wasn ’t and asked i f I’d ever heard 
of MIDI? Trying not to look too stupid, I 
said “yes”, even though I had no idea what 
he was talking about. Cluing into the fact 
that I was full of shit, he proceeded to fill 
me in. I was amazed to find out he could 
play one keyboard and use the sound of 
another or combinations of all of them. 
Feeling rather embarrassed, 1 apologized for 
threatening his life and continued on with 
my sound check. 
Keyboards are probably the most 

complicated of all instruments. With 
technology advancing as fast as it does, it's 
probably the most costly of all instruments. 
With the introduction of sampling and 
sequencing, most earlier keyboards have 
quickly become obsolete. 

With the ability to sequence, many groups 
have opted to eliminate the keyboard player 
and put the money towards other things — 
more elaborate equipment, or more likely, 
in the remaining members' pockets. The 
major downfall with sequencing is the 
drummer has to wear a set of headphones, 
which can become pretty annoying and 
uncomfortable after a while. He must also 
be able to play along with the click that only 
he hears. This requires a precise sense of 
timing. Another problem commonly 
experienced is that of the sequencer 
malfunctioning. This can be the result of 
many different things. Most commonly bad 
discs or low supply voltage causing the unit 
to shut down. Once this happens, the song is 
usually finished and it's on to another. 
Remember it's only a machine! I still like to 
see music played live by musicians. 

I find keys probably the easiest instruments 
to make sound good but usually the most 

difficult to mix. The biggest reason for this 
is the vast imbalance of the individual 
patches. With some work, the keyboardist 
can match most of the outputs so that the 
levels are fairly consistent. MIDI tends to 
complicate things a little if you're unfamiliar 
with the band. You can lose your mind trying 
to figure out what sound is coming from 
where. Keyboard players are usually stuffed 
into some comer in the back, so more times 
than not you'll never be able to see which 
keyboard he's playing either. Take advantage 
of your P.F.L. (pre fader listen) feature (if so 
equipped), to help you locate the key(s) being 
utilized. Knowing how to blend all the 
different signals is another difficulty. If 
you’re unfamiliar with the songs, your best 
bet is to make yourself up a chart detailing 
the various changes. Another good thing to 
try, is to make a board tape of the show, and 
sit down with the keyboard player to make 
notes. 

One other problem often faced is that of 
hums and buzzes. This is generally the result 
of ground loops caused by having too many 
audio grounds. This can usually be easily 
corrected by lifting the audio grounds on 
the direct boxes. At no time should you ever 
lift a hydro ground. This is both very illegal 
and could cause serious damage to the 
keyboards themselves. The use of a spike 
protector and/or a power conditioning 
module will help protect the electronics 
against damage caused by bad power often 
found in some of the older clubs. 

I find that most technicians (myself 
included), from time to time will either have 
the keys too loud or not loud enough in the 
mix. It’s very important to take the time to 
really listen to the original (in the case of 
covers) or sit down with the band and a live 
board tape to discuss the appropriate levels 
required in particular songs. Some songs 
will be keyboard dominant and others guitar. 

During sound check, try to get as many 
different patches as possible and set your 
input gain to the loudest one. This will 
eliminate the possibility of distortion at the 
input stage in the event of a real strong patch. 
Watch out for low end subsonics. These will 
be very costly if you have to re-cone or 
replace low end drivers. If your mixer is 
equipped with a low end roll off (shelving 
button). I'd recommend using it. You'll still 
get an adequate amount of low end without 
chancing damage. If your keyboardist is 
using Moog Taunts pedals. I'd advise you to 
insert a compressor on that channel as well 
as the shelving feature. 

With so many different sounds, it’s very 
difficult to say how your rails will end up. 1 
usually find it necessary to give a 3 to 6dB 
boost at 10 or 12 kHz to aerate brass or 
woodwind patches. A 3 to 6dB cut in the 
low mids (around 400 Hz) will help 
eliminate a lot of the woofiness in synth and 
piano patches. With so many different 
algorithms utilized in producing the various 
sounds, most (lute parts will require boosting 
to cut. even if the output volume of the patch 
is at its fullest. 

Very little effecting is needed on keys. If 
anything at all. I'll use a little reverb on some 
solo parts just to help it cut a little more and 
give it some ambience. 

Several keyboard players will also handle 
the necessary percussion parts in songs via 
rhythm machines or samples. Be very 
careful with inexpensive machines used to 
create claps. The output volume for a clap 
is about I/10th the output of a kick drum 
pad. One slip of a finger and you could be 
dodging speaker fragments! 

Whenever possible, try to take an 
individual line for each keyboard rather than 
one line from a key submixer. You'll find 
yourself chasing that rail up and down 
forever trying to balance things out. It may 
seem simpler at first by running one line, 
but take the extra time if you have the 
available cabling and channels. 

Keyboard players have to remember that 
the engineer's job is to keep a controlled 
constant mix of the entire band, not to 
become a volume pedal for you. Take a little 
time and work with your soundman to get 
the output of the individual patches as close 
as reasonably possible. It's a little bit of work 
but they’ll love you for it. Remember, good 
sound is the key to success! ■ 

.1/ Craig is 
the owner/ 
operator 

of The 
Ontario 

Institute of 
Live Sound 
Engineering 

and 
Recording, 
and A C 

Sound and 
Lighting, 
located in 
London. 

ON. 
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■ Budgets 
• Recording 
■ Mastering 
• Packaging 
• Duplication 

• Retail Duplication 
■ Marketing 
• Promotion 
■ Publicity 
■ Success! 

Don’t miss this unique one day 
seminaron Producing & Marketing 
Your Independent Record. Industry 
experts will give you advice on: 

I BRIAN ALLEN 
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The speed and acceleration of the de¬ 
velopment of modem technology in 

recent years has been much like a steam 
engine going downhill with lots of coal and 
no brakes. There was a time in the early-
mid sixties, when bands and producers 
couldn’t believe the flexibility and sonic 
quality they were able to achieve with four-
track I " recorders. At present. 1 know more 
than a few musicians with eight-track on 
quarter-inch or cassette synced to their MIDI 
set-ups and a DAT recorder for mixing 
down. With such equipment, it is quite pos¬ 
sible — and you won’t be the first — to 
release a CD from your bedroom. 

To illustrate this a little further, listen to 
any of The Doors’ albums. Chances are. it 
was recorded on some variety of very ex¬ 
pensive and state-of-the-art four-track. In 
the final stages of their career, technology 
may have progressed to eight-track 1" or 
maybe even 16-track 2". Meanwhile, many 
of the current albums you have in your col¬ 
lection have been recorded in the artists’ or 
producer's “home studio" or some descrip¬ 
tion of makeshift recording set-up. Jethro 
Tull’s latest release. Catfish Rising, was 
partially recorded in lan Anderson's base¬ 
ment studio, and the album sounds pretty 
damn good. The contents of his studio are 
not itemized in the credits, unfortunately, 
but, considering Debbie Gibson has a really 
big SSL board, a 24-track 2" recorder, and 
vintage tube vocal mies in her basement 
studio. I'd probably be scared to find out 
what Ian has. Yanni. Jim LaMarche. Tomita. 
Robert Fripp. Brian Eno and countless oth¬ 
ers have released good-sounding albums 
recorded in their modest home set-ups. 
Chrissy Steele’s debut album. Magnet to 
Steele, was recorded — of all places — on a 
boat called Grand Marnier while boogieing 
down the Pacific Coast, and on Fostex equip¬ 
ment (what the hell was Brian MacLeod 
thinking?). When I listened to the live two-
CD Uzeb release for the first time, I re¬ 
member admiring the clarity and cleanli¬ 
ness of the recording. I checked the credits 
and was horrified to discover that they had 

simply taken a 2-mix feed from the live 
board into a portable DAT recorder and 
called it an album. Nothing wrong with this, 
of course, but is the professional recording 
studio slowly going to hell in a wheelchair 
with my job as engineer shackled to the 
handlebars? 

By far. the most common format for a 
studio is 24-track 2". Its popularity has re¬ 
mained because of its sound, reliability, and 
the fact that you can take your 2" tape any¬ 
where in the world and find a comparable 
studio in which to continue the project in 
question. This universal acceptance does 
not work in the world of digital. Not only is 
a Mitsubishi 32-track digital or Sony 48-
track digital room stupidly expensive, but 
the studio manager is laughing all the way 
to the bank because he knows that you'll be 
hard pressed to find another format-com¬ 
patible room if you feel like taking your 
project elsewhere, so he 
knows he can charge 
you these exorbitant 
rates and get away with 

it because . . . you’re trapped! So, in order 
to remain accessible to the widest range of 
clientele, a 24-track 2" recorder is a pretty 
safe shot. Dolby SR is good for shutting 
up the “well, digital doesn't have any tape 
hiss" whiners. Hell, if it’s going onto cas¬ 
sette, which is inherently noisier than rush-
hour traffic in Manhattan, they’re never go¬ 
ing to hear the difference. So. anyway, that's 
what I’ve got. A 24-track 2" recorder, a 
nice 32-input console, monitors from hell, 
and lots of pretty coloured lights in my 
outboard effects racks. 

Okay, so what? Lots of studios have that. 
Besides. Fostex and Tascam have achieved 
the ridiculous: table-top 24-track 1 " record¬ 
ers. Granted, they are definitely for The 
Rich Musician Only, because you need a 
console, mies, and outboard gear to go w ith 
it. but they are coming down in price even 
as I write this. And. realistically, a 24-track 

I" Tascam is never 
going to sound any¬ 
thing like a 24-track 2" 
Studer, no matter what 

Eric Abrahams is Chief Engineer at Cherry 
Beach Sound in Toronto. Credits include Kim 
Mitchell. Trash Gallery. Roxy Lane and 
Russian Blue, among others. 
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David vs. Goliath. 

We're not one to throw stones. However, 

big mixers with zillions of knobs and 

switches may be impressive on stage for 

rock acts, but for broadcast work, post 

production, theatrical productions and 

similar applications, they’re overkill -

and probably just a little over budget. 

When you need expandability, cost¬ 

effectiveness and a compact size consider 

the DCM-100 Digitally Controlled Mixer 

and MIXTAB1'' Controller. The DCM-100 

packs a full-featured, 8 stereo channels (16 

input) mixer in a single rack space, complete 

with EQ, muting, panning, and more. 

The DCM-100 isn’t congested with 

knobs and switches. Instead, there’s the 

MIXTAB human interface. This fully 

featured, compact remote controller (only 

10 inches square) provides eight channels 

of hardware knobs, switches, and faders 

to control one or more DCM-100. 

It works and feels like a traditional 

mixer. Editing the mix is a snap, thanks to 

LED null indicators that allow for easy 

level matching before you record new 

mixing moves. For easy automation, all 

DCM-100 parameters respond to the 

industry standard MIDI protocol. 

There’s more: 100 “scenes” that store 

all control settings at the touch of a button 

for instant recall. Exceptional sonic integrity. 

And a mercifully short learning curve. 

The DCM-100/MIXTAB combination 

cuts costs and saves space — without com¬ 

promising quality. For more information 

on how less can be a whole lot more, see 

your favorite Fostex dealer. And tell 'em 

David sent you. 

Fostex 
11»3| 

Fostex 
Distributed tn Canada: Erikson Music. 
378 Isabev. St. Laurent, PO H4T 1W1 
(514) 738-3000. FAX (514) 737-5069 



the salesman tells you. 
The point is, having The World’s 

Greatest 24-track Analog Studio ISN’T 
GOOD ENOUGH ANYMORE! There are 
too many 24-track studios out there, though 
most are. at best, mediocre and. at worst, 
too rancid to describe without getting my¬ 
self into heaps of trouble. To stay on top. 
some new ideas and new technology must 
be implemented once in a while. This is not 
to say run out and spend all your money 
converting the whole studio to a digital for¬ 
mat. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. Analog is 
far from dead, especially with Dolby SR 
and new tape formulations that are virtu¬ 
ally noiseless. But that doesn’t mean it 
couldn’t use some help . . . 

So. my boss and I put on our thinking 
caps to try and figure out how to get some 
fresh ideas happening and target a wider 
market before getting the steamroller treat¬ 
ment from the monster known as Consumer 
Affordable Technology. Discover — or bet¬ 
ter yet — create a new need in the record¬ 
ing market and fill it. Do it better than is 

necessary before anyone else catches on to 
what the hell it is we’re doing. We tossed 
ideas around, some of which were utterly 
ludicrous, and the rest just seemed that way. 
We eventually narrowed it down to three 
choices: 

1 ) Relocate to Antarctica and grab a mo¬ 
nopoly on all recording on the continent, 
particularly Department of Tourism adver¬ 
tising campaigns and naturalist recordings 
of copulating penguins. 

2) Relocate to California and develop a 
new kind of floating floor that will abso¬ 
lutely guarantee a disturbance-free environ¬ 
ment during recording sessions even if the 
entire state decides to move six feet to the 
left halfway through the session. 

3) Expand the studio into other areas of 
the musicians’ and recording market by of¬ 
fering new facilities and services that gen¬ 
erally have not been implemented together 
in such a fashion. This would result in abili¬ 
ties and flexibility that otherwise could only 
be achieved by going to two or more out¬ 
side facilities, and dealing with the incon¬ 
venience of transporting materials between 
the two, timing availabilities of the two 
unrelated facilities, technical miscom¬ 
munication between studios, etc. By sup¬ 
plying all necessary services under one roof, 
all this time-consuming b.s. is avoided, and 
the product is achieved faster and better 
than it could otherwise. 

After extensive debate, we decided to go 
with option 3. For options 1 and 2, Pizza 
Pizza delivery would have been too slow to 
satisfy musicians during late night record¬ 
ing sessions. 

The pursuit of this idea has, thus far. 
resulted in three companies co-existing in 
our building: Cherry Beach Sound, a 24-
track analog recording facility; Grooveline, 
a digital mixing, editing, and mastering 
suite: and Cherry Beach Rehearsal Studios, 
containing 24-hour access, individually se¬ 
cured and isolated rehearsal spaces. The 
eventual desired result of this idea has not 
been realized. There are thousands of square 
feet of real estate available for other com¬ 
panies wishing to join this entrepreneur¬ 
ship. 

It just goes to show that with all this 
technology bouncing around, some of us 
still think that the best recording situation 
for many musicians can be realized by of¬ 
fering decent quality, necessary and acces¬ 
sible services, and not a lot of often un¬ 
needed “status quo" technology. Things to 
consider when you're looking for the right 
recording environment. 

We bet you can’t do this in your bed¬ 
room. And. if you can. you should be work¬ 
ing for us or Quincy Jones. ■ 

The Pearl Audiophile CD Collection 

The best reason to play drums. 
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Pearl's new Audiophile Collection features some of today s top 
drummers making the music they've always wanted to make. 
No rules, no formats, just music by drummers for drummers. 

Pearl Audiophile CD's are only available at your local 
authorized Pearl dealer. 
Pearl Canada, 378 IsabeySt. Laurent, PQ H4T1W1 
(514) 738-3000, FAX (514) 737-5069 

CD TITLE DRUMMER 
Siblings Gregg Bissonette 
Big City Dennis Chambers 

No Borders Casey Scheuerell, Mona Martinez 
& Walfredo Reyes Jr 

May Microphone Omar Hakim 



most popular columns each dealing with a different aspect 
of theart of drumming. Agood balanceofauthors is given, 
with some articles written by name drummers, some by the 
average drum mer/writer with something of value to say to 
fellow drummers. 
HLI08.S9 95 

Hal Blame and the Ulrecking Crew 
(Hal Blaine with David Goggin) 
Ever wonderwhat it would be like to be the most recorded 
musician in popular music? This biography spotlights Hal 
Blame, drummer extraordinaire, and his life experiences. 
His work with PhilSpectorandthe WreckingCrew sessions, 
his touring experiences and other hit-making pressure 
sessions are amusingly revealed in this rare glimpse of a 
golden age. 
HLI09.S259S 

Great Roch Drummers of the Sixties 
(BobCianci) 
This book gives a retrospective on some of the greatest 
drummers behind the creation of rock music in the sixties. 
Presented in a biographical/photo format, the book also 
lets us know what's happened to these drummers. Some 
of the artists covered include: Keith Moon, Bobby Elliott, 
Sandy Nelson, Dino Danelli, Jerry Edmonton. Kenny 
Jones, Ringo Starr, Hal Blaine, Ginger Baker. Mitch 
Mitchell, Charlie Watts, and more. 
HLIIO.$25.95 

Speed and Endurance Studies 
(a warm-up book) 
(NickCeroli) 
Drummers can use this book to build up the speed and 
endurance needed to play in the professional world. A 
great warm-up book for both beginning and advanced 
players. 

History of the Ludwig Drum Company 
(Paul William Schmidt) 
Discover one of America's greatest contributions to the 
music world—the drumset — by exploring Ludwig. This 
unique publication uses extensive interviews with the 
Ludwigs and photos from their personal collections to recall 
the origins, development, and tools of the craft. Over 175 
photos and illustrations. 
HLOGO.$3895 

The Big Beat: Conuersations with Rock s Great 
Brummers 
(Max Weinberg) 
For an insider's view of rock music, drummer Max Weinberg 
invited 14 great drummers to take the spotlight. Comment¬ 
ing on the musical traditions they inspired and on their own 
experiences, they offer perspectives on the origins of rock 
music and its growth. Charlie Watts. Ringo Starr and Kenny 
Jones discuss their lives as "supergroup” drummers. Dino 
Danelli talks of his years with the Rascals. Johnny Bee 
offers vivid reminiscences of life on the road in the 1960s. 
Levon Helm recalls the music of The Band. 208 pages. 
BB02M.$2335 

The Billboard Booh of Bhythm 
(Steve Savage) 
The first rhythm book for all musicians—not just drummers 
— this groundbreaking volume presents the basic beat 
patterns for rock and pop, country, blues, jazz, funk, Latin 
and reggae, then explains the latest technology, including 
how to program the electronic drum machine. 192 pages. 
BB0I6.$2395 

drummers who want to program drum machines, and one 
for drummers with percussion controllers who want to 
expand their playing by using melodies and not just 
rhythms. The part for non-drummers features more than 
35 grooves and feels, and uses rhythm maps — unique 
simple reference guides used to get the "real feel". The 
section on percussion controllers gives all the instruction 
needed to play melodic and bass lines, plus chords and 
melodies. It finally frees the drummer from continually 
playing the rhythm parts. 
HLI05.$2595 

Boland Drum Blachme Dictionary 
(Sandy Feldstein) 
Acomplete rhythm dictionary for all Drum Machines. This 
newly revised edition includes rock, jazz, Latin and special 
dance rhythms as well as a section in the style of today's 
most popular rock drummers. 
nPOII.$21.95 

Blesis GRIG Quick Operations Guide 
(Bobby Maestas) 
Covers setting up; MIDI and Audio connections; saving 
your work: composing (recording) patterns: choose a 
pattern, edit a preset pattern, set the metronome/click 
volume/tempo, quantizing swing basics, more: editing 
patterns when you make a mistake: record in step time, 
add/drop notes in step time, edit drum volume from step 
time, entering rolls and fills, using offset, shift a pattern or 
part forward or back; edit the entire pattern: erase entire 
pattern, erase all notes in a pattern, erase events played 
by a drum pad. copying, composing and editing songs: 
erase a song, set the tempo, start from middle of song, 
name song, create song, using both real time and manual 
song creation, insert or delete a step, copy song, more. 
133 pages. 
RS003.$2595 

RP003 SII.95 

The hottest percussion titles are now available from The Hlusic Bookstore. Feel the beat! 
Credit card holders can order immediately by calling 1-800-265-8481 .Visa, Mastercard, American Express accepted. 

For more information on any of these books orto place an order, call; 
The Music Bookstore - Phone (416) 641 -2612, FAX (416) 641-1648, or mail coupon below 

QTY CODE TITLE 

Name_ 

Address_ 

City___ 
Prov/State____Zip_ 
Phone ( )_FAX ( )_ 
Enclosed is my payment for $_ 
Charge to my: 1 VISA J Mastercard 

Card No. _ 

PRICE 

BOOK TOTAL S 

Add 10% Shipping 
(Min. $2.00) 
Sub Total 

Add 7% GST 

TOTAL PAYABLE 

Signature_ 

□ American Express 

Expiry Date_ 

COMPLETE AND RETURN TO: The Music Bookstore, 23 Hannover Dr., #7, St. Catharines, ON L2W1 A3 
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery, Please make cheque payable to The Music Bookstore 



Two ways to get 
a killer drum sound 

Way 1 
World Class Studio Sampling, 
Drum and Rhythm Sessions 

Professional studio time $210/hr.$56,000 
A great engineer and producer..$28,000 
Rental of hundreds of superb drums 
and percussion instruments.$21,000 
Rental of exotic audiophile mies.$7,000 
Rental of professional studio reverbs, 
use of live ambience and chambers.$14,000 
16 Bit Stereo storage and playback hardware 
and sound manipulation software.$21,000 
MIDI rhythm programming hardware /software.$700 
A great drummer to play rhythms and fills 
with dynamics and feeling.$14,000 
Inspiration, creativity and years of 
sampling and studio experience.Priceless 

Easy and unlimited writing of your 
own rhythms and songs.N/A 
Write songs on the fly with a footswitch....^ 
Up to 120 Sounds available through MIDI.N/A 
TOTALS $150,000 plus 

Way 2 
ALESIS SR-16 DRUM MACHINE 
16 Bit Stereo, with Dynamic Articulation, 
233 Sounds, Stereo Samples and Preset Patterns 
Included 
Incl. 

Incl. 
Incl. 

Incl. 

Incl. 
Incl. 

Incl. 

Incl. 
Incl. 

Incl. 
Incl. 
Incl. 
$489 Suggested Retail 

Choose one. 
See your Alesis dealer 
after you’ve made your 
For more information call 1-800-343-0300 

CANADA: 14509 30th Avenue White Rock B.C. V4A9K6 USA: Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 



EffiSOKl@SS 

There are two ways to make money in the music industry if you 
are a songwriter: by selling beer or selling music. 

Selling beer is done by playing in clubs. Your success is determined 
by the cash register receipts at the end of the evening. 

Selling music is done by selling recorded product. Your success is 
measured by the amount of recorded product you sell. 

The former is commonly known as the bar band. The latter is the 
recording artist. Most songwriters prefer the latter. 

The first step you must take tow ards a recording career is to consider 
yourself a songwriter. Whether or not you can play an instrument, the 
expression of yourself in the form of a song is the art form or the prod¬ 
uct that is the backbone of the music industry. A common expression 
is: "it's the song that’s the star". Many great songs are "written in the 
head" first. They are then transposed to instruments and paper later. 

Not all artists are writers. Many successful artists rely on the compo¬ 
sitions of others for their material. These are known as interpretive 
artists. Their artistry is in the interpretation of the music. However, 
under our system of copyright, it is the author, or the writer of the 
music, who is financially rewarded for the use (sales, radio airplay) of 
the product in the market. This is because the author owns the rights in 
the music and can sell it or license it accordingly. And to whom would 
you sell or license your song? To a publisher. 

What does "publish" mean? To "publish” your song means "the is¬ 

sue of copies of the work to the public”. Once you have w ritten your 
song you have a musical work which is unpublished. Once you have 
had it performed in public (radio broadcast) or have issued copies of it 
to the public (selling recordings), you have a published work. 

Copies of the musical work can be distributed in any form by 
sheet music, piano rolls, song books, records, cassettes, DAT tapes, 
compact discs and any other material that can be used to support your 
musical composition. 

Music publishing is easily understood when compared to publishing 
a book. It is conceptually easy to understand book publishing. The 
same principles apply to music publishing. 

Book publishing is selling a book or a literary work. Music publish¬ 
ing is selling a song or a musical work. The objective is the same in 
both cases: to have the work "exploited” in the market. Copyright — 
the right to exploit the work solely by the owner — is of little value 
unless the author gives it to someone w ho has the resources to take the 
product and sell it in the market. This is the publisher. 

The author of a book w ill take his or her book to the publisher. The 
author will grant the publisher the right to do what the Copyright Act 
gives the author the right to do — to reproduce the work in any mate¬ 

rial form. 
The book publisher will make and sell copies of the book. The cop¬ 

ies will be sold in retail outlets. The book publisher will administer the 
copies, keep track of sales and account to the author. For every copy 
sold, the author will receive a royalty. A royalty is a payment. It is a 
percentage of the sale price that is contractually determined between 
the publisher and the w riter. 

The book publisher may "exploit” the work in other ways. It may 
license the work to be adapted as a movie script for a film. There may 
be rights in a sequel. The publisher will explore all potential sources of 
revenue for the book. These "income streams" earn money for both the 
author and the publisher. 

Music publishing works on the same principles. The publisher will 
ensure that copies are distributed in the market. The Publisher will sell 
the song to other potential users — for example, as movie scores, or 
commercials if appropriate. The music publisher relies on two main 

sources of revenue: mechanical income and performance income. 

MECHANICAL INCOME 
What are "mechanicals?" Mechanicals mean mechanical income, from 
the sale of the product. A "mechanical" is the actual physical support 
system which holds the song — be it a piano roll or CD . It "supports" 
the song. The right to receive payment for each record sold is a copy¬ 
right. It is granted to the owner of the copyright by the Copyright Act. 
For every record sold, there is a mechanical rate that must be paid to the 
publisher, who has been given the right to collect the mechanical roy¬ 
alty by the author. If that rate is five cents per song, and there are ten 
songs on the album, the mechanical rate is 50 cents for each album 
sold. 

Record companies (the mechanical user of the copyright) pay the 
copyright owner (the writer, but usually publisher) the right to use the 
copyright holder’s songs on the "mechanical device", such as records, 
tapes, and CDs. These are mechanical royalties. They are not to be con¬ 
fused with the royalties paid for retail sales of the record. 

PERFORMANCE INCOME 
The Copyright Act gives the owner of the copyright the exclusive 
right “.. . in the case of a musical . . . work, to communicate the work to 
the public by telecommunication . . . ". 

The performing right is thus a right to be compensated when radio 
broadcasts your copyright, or when vour copyright is performed in pub¬ 

lic. 
You receive payment from airplay in Canada from SOCAN. SOCAN 

is a collective. Most songwriters are familiar with SOCAN. It collects 
royalties for performance of the song on behalf of all copyright ow ners. 
It distributes the royalties according to its internal formula based on use 
by the radio station. 

WHY COLLECTIVES COLLECT YOUR 
ROYALTIES 
Why must a "collective" enforce your copyright this way? Simply, one 
composer cannot monitor the thousands of users in the world that may 
be using his or her song at any given time. It is impossible to enforce 
one’s copyright on an individual basis. That is why a performing rights 
society, such as SOCAN, exists. It exercises copyright collectively. 
This is why it is called a collective. 

The same principle applies to mechanical rights. If you wish to record 
a cover song, you must obtain a mechanical licence. In other words, 
while SOCAN governs the right to perform the song, you must also 
have the right to make and distribute copies (mechanical reproductions) 

of the song. 
To obtain a mechanical licence in Canada, you may apply to the 

Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency (CMRRA). IfCMRRA 
does not represent the copyright owner, and therefore does not have the 
authority to licence that work, you must apply directly to the publisher 
or copyright owner for a licence to mechanically reproduce the work. 

SUMMARY 
Music publishing consist of two main 
sources of income: mechanical income and 
performance income. If you have a product 
on the market and you own the copyright, 
you will be paid a mechanical royalty for 
each unit sold, and a performance royalty 
each time your song is played on the radio. 
Collectives exercise your copyright on your 

behalf and collect and distribute copyright 
royalties to you. ■ 



NEW 

GRIP-MASTER TREMOLOCK 
Grip-Master introduces Tremolock, a tool for keeping floating tremolo systems level while 
changing strings and cleaning or customizing your guitar. 

Constructed from high-strength, engineered plastic. Tremolock features a bevelled surface 
and a non-skid, non-scratch rubber base-pad. 

Once Tremolock is in place, the tremolo system cannot fall into its cavity. All six strings can 
be changed at once with no problems in re-tuning. Easy access is provided for cleaning, changing 
pick-ups, or customizing. 

Tremolock is ideal for all players wanting to avoid time-consuming maintenance and costly 
set-up charges. 

For more information, contact: C.M.S. Music Inc., 8660 Jeanne-Mance. Montreal. PQ H2P 
2S6 (514) 387-7331. FAX (514) 383-3576. 

TRACE ELLIOT TAB-100-15 
COMBO 

Trace Elliot have announced the official release of their latest combo for acoustic and upright 
bass. 

The TAB-100-15 is a development of the popular TAB-100-12 combo and features a 15" 
kevlar speaker for players preferring a sound w ith a warmer low bass response. The unit 
features the same preamp as the original TAB-100. 

Included are two independent channels with their ow n EQ trim controls, enabling the player 
to mix in the sound of a second piezo pick-up mounted on the fingerboard of the instrument 
to emphasize the attack of “slapped" notes if desired. Also featured are a five-band 
master EQ, a Pre-Shape facility, a notch filter to eliminate feedback and Trace Elliot’s 
patented Dynamic Correction facility to presene true acoustic tone. 

The TAB-100-15 is available in either vinyl or natural wood finish and remains highly 
portable, measuring 430mm x 340mm x 310mm. 

For more information, contact: Trace Elliot Limited. Galliford Rd.. Maldon. Essex, CM9 
7XD England 011-44621-851-851. FAX 001-44621-851-932. 

HUGHES & KETTNER 
TUBEMAN 

The new Hughes & Kettner Tubeman is a versatile tube amp expander, recording 
amp and preamp w ith four distinct channels for sonic versatility, three-band EQ 
for fine-tuning variability and Gain. Master, and Mid-Boost for optimum control. 

The Tubeman features a Line Out. for operation as a full-blooded preamp into 
a power amp; a Recording Out, for effortless studio, home recording and headphone 
use; and an Instrument Out. for driving conventional guitar amps. 

The Tubeman fits comfortably into a gig bag. making it an ideal travelling 
companion. 

For more information, contact: B&J Music, 469 King St. W.. Toronto. ON 
M5V 1K4 (416) 596-8361. FAX (416) 596-8822. 

M U 



KURZWEIL K2000R 
The K2000R is a rackmountable stereo digital sampler syn¬ 
thesizer that offers X MB of on-board sound ROM 
(expandable to 24 MB) and 16-bit sampling capabilities. 

The K2000R's sampling input option offers a wide array 
of inputs including stereo analog. AES/EBU, SPDIF and 
optical. Sample rates supported are 48, 44.1. 32 and 29.14 
kHz. The AES/EBU or SPDIF inputs are software control¬ 
lable and can be used as digital outs. 

The K2000R offers extensive MIDI capabilities. The unit 
can transmit on three MIDI channels and receive on 16. 
The K.2000R has a stereo multi-effects processor that can 
produce effects including reverb, delay, chorus, flange, ro¬ 
tary simulation and EQ. The output section has ten analog 
outs, which include four stereo pairs (or eight individual outs) and 
a stereo master pair. 

The unit offers two SCSI ports, allowing multiple units to be 
“daisy-chained” together and share common SCSI drives. Both 
internal and external drives are supported (a list of recommended 
internal drives is available), as well as the new SMD1 standard 
which allows sample data to be transferred via the SCSI port rather 
than the MIDI port. Sample RAM can be expanded to 64 Meg by 

using four 16 Meg SIMMs. Battery backed program RAM. used 
for loading and saving programs, set-ups and sequencing informa¬ 
tion is expandable to 768K. 

For more information, contact: Young Chang (Piano) Canada 
Corp., 130 Royal Crest Ct., Markham, ON L3R 0A1 (416) 513-
6240. FAX (416) 513-6252. 

FŒL THIS FGGL THIS 

The Jeff Healey Band’s newest release FEEL THIS features the great tones of Jeff Healey's electric 
guitar. Jeff’s great tone starts with great strings...Jeff Healey model JH — 10'sbyDR. As Jeff says 
“The tone lasts longer than any other string I’ve ever tried. They are very consistent and 

have a great feel”. 

Exclusive]'/ Dislnl?ule4 its LanaJat Peate Musical Supplies Ltd., 6632 Abrams, St. Laurent, PQ H4S 1Y1 
_TEL: (514) 956-0077, FAX (514) 956-0711_ 



Sony DAT Picks Up 
Everything. Perfectly. 

Picks up pins 
dropping. Picks up 

heavy metal as well. In 
fact, a Sony DAT player 

will record anything. Perfectly. 
The Sony DAT Walkman is another pocket-size piece of perfect¬ 
ion. It will record from any of your equipment and play back 
through headphones, your hi-fi or car stereo. Just like the Sony 
DAT deck, it will fast forward at 200 x playing speed and pre¬ 
select tracks in any order. 
With a Sony DAT deck, you’ve got a CD quality recording 
machine. It enables you to record and preserve all your non¬ 
digital material as well as making digital compilations 
from your CD or tuner.^^. You can have four faultless 
hours of your favourite music on a cassette the size 
of a matchbox. Have a listen to a Sony DAT. 

You’ll never pick up anything else. 

SONY 

Digital AudioTape 

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION OR 
AN ACTUAL DEMONSTRATION, CONTACT: 
SONY OF CANADA LTD., 405 GORDON-BAKER ROAD, 
WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO M2H 2S6 
TELEPHONE: (416) 499-1414 FAX: (416) 499-7147 
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DIGITECH 
RP-1 GUITAR 
EFFECTS 

CONTROLLER 
PROCESSOR 

The Digitech RP-I guitar effects control-
ler/processor is a single foot-controlled unit 
that offers high-quality effects, user pro¬ 
grammability and a MIDI controllable 
preamp processor. 

The RP-1 has 23 different effects, with 
up to nine available at one time. The unit 
comes equipped with a total of 128 pro¬ 
grams: 64 user-definable patches and 64 
presets. Each patch and preset offers a pro¬ 
grammable master volume and seven band 
graphic equalizer. In addition, the unit fea¬ 
tures a 20-bit VLSI, providing the guitarist 
with strong processing capabilities while 
maintaining transparent, natural sound. The 
RP-1 offers a 20 Hz-18 kHz bandwidth, 
combined with a 90dB signal-to-noise ra¬ 
tio and THD of less than 0.08%. 
The RP- 1 also functions as a preamp with 

a programmable speaker simulator for both 
live and studio applications. Three MIDI 
jacks, as well as effects send and return al¬ 
low other pedals and effects to be used si¬ 
multaneously. Both stereo and mono am¬ 
plifier channels are offered. The unit is en¬ 
cased in a rugged steel chassis for protec¬ 
tion. A super-twist LCD screen displays 
program titles and effects during play and 
parameters during programming. Program 
number and headroom are both displayed 
by LEDs. 

For more information, contact: Erikson 
Music. 378 Isabey, St. Laurent. PQ H4T 
1WI ( 514 ) 738-3000. F AX ( 514 ) 737-5069. 
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by Billy Gibbons of ZZ Top. 

»hort for bod tone. 

Tube Works 
A Division of Keynote Industries. Inc JL 
8201 E. Pacific Place, *606, Denver. CO 811231 
Available in 1x12, 2x12 & Head versions. L_*J 

Made in die USA [ ‘1 

led the \los\ahc driven 

bill-Mze spring reverb through the 
'' /v 1- speaker with British 

<̂)ne- diking awesome footswitchable 
power with ultimate control — you get separate drive 

and stack controls on the overdrive channel, an adjustable send 
and receive effects loop, and an effects mix control that takes you from 

bone dry to soaking wet. 
When you pack a Real Tube Pre-Amp and a 

MosValve Power Section in tire same case, you've got 
rous combination. 

If you're hungry for the "Glass Groove*" 
- that tme, powerful sound you only 
get from a tube amplifier — you’ve got to 
taste the sound of the MosValve Combo 
Amp. It combines a Twin Tube Dual 
Channel Pre-amp with a 100 watt 
MosValve Power Section. 

Sure, it'll give you pure, warm 
sound at d-ny volume, bi,t 

is % „ 
you er^L



HAMER REISSUES SPECIAL MODEL 
Hamer has reissued the classie Special model, first introduced in 1980. The Special is being made in 
limited quantities at Hamer's Chicago-area workshop and is available without options in four colours 
only: Vintage White: TV Blonde; Cherry; and Two-Tone Sunburst. 

Each Special is crafted from a single piece of Honduras mahogany with a three piece mahogany neck 
and rosewood fingerboard. 

Of interest to blues-rock players is the distinctive tones produced by the Special's P-90 soapbar 
pickups. These matched pickups provide an alternative to the Humbucker/single coil syndrome. 

For more information, contact: Hamer Guitars. 835 West University Dr.. Arlington Heights. IL 60004 
(708) 255-6112. FAX (708) 255-6150. 

SANSAMP BASS DI 
The SansAmp Bass DI offers the benefits of a direct box for studio recording and live perform-

L anees without sacrificing the warmth, presence and punch of a properly miked bass amp system. 
* The SansAmp Bass DI features trimmable internal controls to adjust clarity, tonality and gain 

structure, which can be tailored to individual taste levels ranging from crystal clean to full-tilt 
overdrive. 

Internal controls include Presence Drive, Drive, Blend and Volume. External features include 
1 input, parallel output, balanced XLR output, ground connect switch and active XLR switch. SansAmp 

Bass DI can also be used as a transparent active DI. The unit is powered by a 9V battery. 
For more information, contact: Tech 21, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York, NY 10019(212)315-

1116, FAX (212) 315-0825. 
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PromoSon L.G. Inc. 
Quality french music sheets 

and french music books 

French methods: 
- Easy piano 
- Vocal and guitar 
- Easy keyboard 
- Guitar 

Popular music books 
Rock Voisine 
Patrick Bruel 
Les B.B. 
Kashtin 

( pi ano/song/ guitar) 
Claude Dubois 
Johanne Blouin 
Joane Labelle 
Francis Cabrel 

Mitsou and more ... 

European & Canadian french books 

We publish and distribute the largest selection and 
most requested french music publications. 

For dealership inquiries 
Call or fax for our catalogues 

Sales Manager MICHEL DE BLOIS 
PromoSon L.G. Inc. 

C.P. 772, Victoriaville, Quebec G6P 7W7 
Phone: (819)758-5073 Fax: (819) 758-4787 

For English service (Diane or Michel) 
Phone: (514)446-3399 Fax: (514) 464-8024 

•Real-time duplication 
•TDK SA-X tape 
• Printing on cassette 
•One-stop full-service 

(514) 878-TAPE (8273) 
211 St-Antoine W. #100 
Montreal QCH2Z1H4 
©PLACE D'ARMES 

• CD & Vinyl 
pressing 

•Graphic design 
•Blanktape 

High-qualiti| cassette duplication 
Ini ANALOGUE maltes a difference you can 
HERR at a price you mon t even FEEL 



CHAPMAN GRAND STICK 
Stick Enterprises has introduced the Grand Stick, a 12-stringed 
model of their touchboard instrument. Both their standard 10-string 
and new 12-string Grand now feature a universal, omni-adjustable 
bridge/tailpicce unit (patent pending) which allows both height and 
vibrating length of individual strings to be set and fixed in place. 

An exposed, rear-adjustable truss straightens the fretboard in¬ 
stantly. The nut sets the height of each individual string at one end 
of the board, as does the bridge at the other end. The pickup assem¬ 
bly is height adjustable for fullness of tone, as are the individual 
pole screws of the coils, which control individual string volumes. 
The belt-hook now has four settings for elevation of the Stick on 
the player, while the shoulder strap buckle adjusts the playing an¬ 
gle. 

The extra width of the Grand Stick, 3 5/8" versus the standard 
3 1/4". poses no unusual difficulties for the player, according to its 
inventor Emmett Chapman. The extra weight of the Grand is also 
minimal — 7 lbs. versus the standard 5 1/2 lbs. The lightweight 
hardwood, one-piece sculpted construction, along with tension truss¬ 
ing on the rear surface and large stainless steel Fret Rods™, all 
make for smooth, unhampered playing. 

For more information, contact: Stick Enterprises, Inc., 

6011 Woodlake Ave.. Woodland Hills. CA 91367 (818) 884-2001. 
FAX (818) 883-0668. 
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ENSONIQ KS-32 
MIDI STUDIO 

The Ensoniq KS-32 is a 76-key weighted ac¬ 
tion synthesizer with velocity and channel pres¬ 
sure response for true piano action in a MIDI 
controller keyboard. 

The KS-32 is 32 note polyphonic, with up to 
three oscillators per Sound. There arc 3 MB of 
mostly 16-bit wave memory, comprising 168 
different multi-sampled waveforms. The 180 
onboard sounds cover a wide range of acoustic 
and electric pianos, jazz, rock and classical 
organs, clavinet, harpsichord, orchestral and pop 
instruments, as well as 20 dedicated drum kits with support for 
both the Ensoniq and General MIDI methods of drum mapping. 

An onboard 24-bit dynamic processor provides 13 different ef¬ 
fects algorithms, including reverbs, chorusing, flanging, phasing, 
distortion and combination effects. Up to 16 internal and external 
sounds can be combined in split and layered set-ups to create a 
Performance Preset, with control over volume, panning, transposi¬ 
tion. key range, effects bussing and other parameters. For MIDI 
control, any track can be used to control both internal and external 
sounds, or can be set to transmit over MIDI exclusively. A special 
"Make Default Preset" button makes working with external MIDI 
gear easy — with one button push the user can go from playing a 

single internal sound to having an instant Performance Preset, with 
sound layering and split points already defined. The KS-32 holds 
up to 100 Performance Presets in internal memory. 

The KS-32 also features a 16-track sequencer with 96 PPQ reso¬ 
lution, with 8,500 note memory standard, expandable to 58.000 
with the optional SQX-70. Real-time and step-entry recording is 
supported, and extensive editing control is provided with the abil¬ 
ity to audition every edit before saving. The KS-32 holds up to 70 
sequences and 30 songs, and sequences can be saved to RAM cards 
or via MIDI System Exclusive. 

For more information, contact: Kaysound Imports, 2165 46th 
Avc„ Lachine. PQH8T2P1 (514)633-8877, FAX (514) 633-8872. 

leer^MIDI Mute on larger, more expensive consoles. But never You've 

ON L4Z 2C2 (416) 

mpaat mixers. Until now. 
3 8-bliss M2500 Series also features FLIP, a front panel dual signal 

path control button which allows you to double 
flWWlmbêr of sources available at mixdown 
with no repatching required. That's 32 inputs 
fgé tha M29T6 and 48 for the M2524, giving 
ylu npre flexibility to meet your expanding 
plodultion needs. 
I The! Tascam M2500 Series with MIDI Mute 

Living ’proQÍataí* sometimes, it's what you 
don't hear that really counts. 

“Hl TASCAN 
M*«, ■ EAC|Cana|a Ltd.^340 Brunel Ro^i, Mississaiif 

ONE OF THE PRIMARY INSPIRATION! 
BEHIND OUR MIDI MUTE. - (

I Thd MIDI Mute feature on our new M2500 Series Mixing Consoles does 
far so jrce noise what acoustic foam does for external noise. 
Bbth the 16-channel M2516 and the 24-channel M2524 enable you to 
automatically mute any channels not being used to create the 



MAKING A RECORD? 
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We Can Provide You With 
Compact Discs 

Digitally Duplicated Cassettes 
& Cassette Singles 

Marketing Consultation 

MUSIC 

Manufacturing 
Services 

67 Mowat Ave., Ste. 241, Toronto, Ont. M6K 3E3 
Tel: (416) 516-8751 Fax (416) 516 9448 

Contact: Aaron Zon 
East Coast: Tel: (902) 492 1818 Fax (902) 422 2929 

THE INDEPENDENT SPECIALISTS 

The Amazing 

CALL 
OUR 24 HOUR 
DEMO LINE 

(213) 625-EBOW 

The Electronic Bow For Guitar 
The E Bow is a hand-held synthesizer for 

guitar featuring Direct String Synthesis '* 
There's no hook up, no installation and it 

comes ready to play Call our 24 hour demo 
line and hear what you can do with this unique 
device 

•Hot New Model** Easier to Play, More 
Versatile. New Player's Guide and Cassette 
Lesson Included 

FAC TORY DIREC T PRICES / 

I o Order Call (213)687-9946 Visa/MC/MO 
lleet Sound Products 611 Ducommun Street 

lx>s Angeles, CA 90012 USA 

HEAR THE 
EBOW RIGHT 

NOWI 

: YOU SING THE HITS 

Professional backing tracks. 
Owr 4000 songs in every 
style from Clint Black thru 
Mariah Cany to Rap 

BASF chrome cassettes or 
CD's with removable vocals 
plus lyrics and full stereo 
backing tracks. 

For a FREE catalogue write: ft 

MAYFAIR MUSIC 1 
2600 John St. Unit 220, 
Markham, Ontario. L3R 3W3 <Jb-. © 

EDUCATION 
GUITAR CONSTRUCTION 
SEMINARS — Learn as you 
build during our 7 week 
seminars. Housing included. 
Phone (306) 759-2042. 
TIMELESS INSTRUMENTS 
PO Box51,Tugaske, SKS0H 
4B0. 

Jazz, Rock, Pop Lessons: 
guitar, flute, sax, clarinet and 
vocals. Reasonable rates, 
currently performing music¬ 
ians. (416) 269-8109. 

HELP WANTED 
Female fiddle player/ singer 
for new-age folk-rock trio. 
Room & board available. 
Please send bio in confidence 
to: LADLO PRODUCTIONS 
Box 1319, Gibbons, Alberta 
T0A 1 NO. 

Songwriter looking for Pop/ 
Country and rock vocalists 
for various projects within 
Ontario. Send demo and 
resume to 96 Dundas St., 
Kingston, ON K7L 1N6, Attn: 
Scott McCabe. SERIOUS 
INQUIRIES ONLY. 

Busy Vancouver children's 
performer wishes to expand 
across Canada. Seeks com¬ 
petent manager familiar with 
Children’s Market. Call (604) 
266-3644. 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Velvet Records is looking for 
artists for international com¬ 
pilation CD and live concert 
venues. Call (416) 891-3314 
or write 205A Lakeshore Rd. 
E., Mississauga, ON L5G 
1G2. 

COUNTRY SONGWRITERS 
— Let me make a profes¬ 
sional demo of your song for 
a reasonable price. Send 
$4 cheque or money order for 
my “Before and After" 
sample cassette. REEL-TIME 
PRODUCTIONS. Inc., 42 
Music Sq. W., Suite 224, Nash, 
TN USA 37203-3234. 

RUN YOUR OWN BUSI¬ 
NESS. Available immediate¬ 
ly established music lesson 
business. Teach and be self¬ 
employed. Includes 8 part-
time teachers and approxi¬ 
mately 200 students. An 
excellent opportunity in a 
growing market. Call Frank 
D. Avsenik, sales rep.. 
COLDWELL BANKER — 
LEE REAL ESTATE Ltd. 
(416) 477-223. 

PRODUCTS 
LOWEST PRICES ON 
BRAND NAME INSTRU¬ 
MENTS, AMPS, EQUIP¬ 
MENT, AND ACCESSOR¬ 
IES. FREE CATALOGUE. 
FACTORY MUSIC. DEPT. 
CM, 18 EAST WATER ST. 
ROCKLAND, MA02370 (617) 
871-0005, FAX (617) 871-
5951. HOURS M-F2-8 p.m., 
SAT 12-6 p.m. 

WIND PLAYERS: GET 
MORE OUT OF YOUR 
HORNS: Give yourself 
the advantage with unique 
ACOUSTI-COIL instrument¬ 
al bore inserts. Improved 
range, projection and endur¬ 
ance... or your money 
back! 16 models; only $35 US 
each. FREE INFORMATION: 
AAIIRR ACOUSTICS. 1234 
S. Quince Wy., Denver, CO 
80231 (303) 751-0673. 

WIRELESSGUITARTRANS¬ 
MITTER. Build your own for 
$39.95! (shipping and taxes 
extra) ULTRA QUIET 
DESIGN. Kit includes PCB 
and all electronic components. 
For “Experienced kit-builders” 
only! Order TOLL FREE 
24 hours/day. RadioActive 
TRANSMISSIONS 1-800-
263-9221 Extension 2587. 
LIMITED TIME OFFER! 

DOUG THOMPSON GUI¬ 
TARS offers 20 years of 
expertise in restorations, 
repairs and custom orders. 
New, used and vintage 
guitars. T rades welcome. Box 
841, NELSON, BC V1L 6A5. 

PEDAL STEEL GUITARS -
FACTORY DIRECT, acces¬ 
sories, parts, instructional 
material, strings for all fret¬ 
ted instruments, contact: 
Emmons Guitar Co. Inc., Box 
1366, Burlington, NC 27216 
(919) 227-2782. 

VINTAGE FENDER SPE¬ 
CIALISTS. Killer prices on re¬ 
placement speakers, vintage 
catalogues, guitar and amp 
parts. Send S.A.S.E. for stock 
list or call FIRST PICK MU¬ 
SIC. Box 20033. 3908 118th 
Ave. Edmonton, ABT5W 5E6 
(403) 477-2144. 

PUBLICATIONS 
ROAD MANAGER’S HAND¬ 
BOOK — Send $10.00 cash 
or money order to Chris 
Newman, 59 McGill Avenue, 
Charlottetown, PEI C1A 2J7. 

Want to keep up with 
the ever-changing music 
industry? Need a one-stop re¬ 
source guide for companies, 

names, numbers, facts? 
Order MUSIC DIRECTORY 
CANADA. Only $26.95 plus 
shipping & handling. Canadian 
residents add 7% GST. To 
order contact THE MUSIC 
BOOKSTORE. 23 Hannover 
Dr., #7, St. Catharines, ON 
L2W 1A3 (416) 641-2612. 
VISA, Mastercard, Amex 
accepted. 

If you’re serious about a 
career in music, get SOME 
STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT 
THE MUSIC BUSINESS by 
Mona Coxson, a no-non¬ 
sense, step-by-step guide to 
the music industry. Order 
today (see ad this issue) 
and get the inside track on 
making it in the music busi¬ 
ness. Only $19.95 plus ship¬ 
ping & handling. Canadian 
residents add 7% GST. To 
order contact THE MUSIC 
BOOKSTORE. 23 Hannover 
Dr., #7, St. Catharines, ON 
L2W 1A3 (416) 641-2612. 
VISA, Mastercard, Amex ac¬ 
cepted. 

RECORDINGS 
Adrian Davison: Recordings, 
MENS REA and BASS 
SYMPHONY available on 
(cassette $10.99, CD $19.99) 
+ $2.50 P/H. Adrian Davison 
Instructional Video — $49.99 
+ $6.00 P/H. Send cheque or 
M/O to: PRODIGY MUSIC. 
PO Box 572, Stn. R, Toronto, 
ONM4G4E1 (416)778-7954. 

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC -
free flyer featuring B.B.I. 
Squidhead & Squiddly. 
S.A.S.E. to RJE INTERNA¬ 
TIONAL. 2004-3160 Jaguar 
Valley, Cooksville, ON L5A 
2J5 FAX (416) 588-8168. 

80 ANADIAN MUSICIAN 



SERVICES 

STVDIOS 
The most comprehensive se¬ 
lection of music-related mail¬ 
ing lists in Canada. In-house 
computer allows up-to-date 
contacts. We can provide in¬ 
formation on computer print-

$250 complete. DAT master¬ 
ing. Satisfied customers from 
Medicine Hat to Montreal. 
Etobicoke studio. Call or write 
for info & free sample tape, 
and list of other services. PO 
Box 676, Station U, Etobicoke, 
ON M8Z 5P7 (416) 233-0547. 

IF JUST HAVING TUBES 
WERE ENOUGH, you'd use 
any OLD amplifier! BUT, for 
the most OUTRAGEOUS 
sounds — EXPERTUBE's 
Fender/Marshall modifica¬ 
tions have DISTORTION/FX/ 
SWITCHING! EXPERTUBE. 
#16-55 Hargrave Street, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C1N3. 

AUGUST NIGHT MUSIC -
Professional quality, mail¬ 
order songwriters' demos. 

PYRAMID RECORDING 
PRODUCTIONS 16 & 24-
track analog recording. 96 
MIDI tracks. Large control 

RECORD IN LOS ANGELES! 
24 Track digital from $1200/ 
week US, including accom¬ 
modations, pro studio and en¬ 
gineer. Call (818) 508-4582. 

out or labels, or give us the 
materials and we will do the 
mailing for you. For more in¬ 
formation and brochure con¬ 
tact NORRIS PUBLICA¬ 
TIONS. 23 Hannover Dr., #7, 
St. Catharines, ON L2W 1A3 
(416) 641-3471, FAX (416) 
641-1648. 

room. 5 isolation booths. 
Digital mixdown. Post audio 
facility. 3/4 inch video lock. 
Film and TV music. Ins¬ 
tructional classes. Mobile 
recording and digital editing. 
Professional atmosphere. 
Attractive block rates. Call 
(416) 891-0336. 

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED 

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR 
HIGH QUAUTY PROFESSIONAL SOUNDS 
AS ONLY SOUND SOURCE CAN DO 

PH.: 705-527-1919 
FAX: 705-527-1920 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED FAX OR 
PHONE FOR DETAILS DON'T WAIT !!! 

FOR ATARI ST 

• OnStage MIDIFile Player continuous 
MIDIFile playback without monitor 

• 16* add 16 more MIDI channels 
• Editors for Sound Canvas & TG100 

Major credit cards accepted 

TRAN TRACKS. INC. 

350 5th Ave «3304. NY. NY 10118 
Phone 201 -383-6691 FAX 201 -383-0797 

III TRAN TRACKS 
m m °1

Premiere Source of 
PRO MIDI SEQUENCES 

Quality service, great prices & a large 
selection of popular songs All computers 
& most dedicated sequencers supported 

BOLDBUYER$QANADA 
547 BAY ST. - MIDLAND • ONTARIO - L4R - 1L4 

FINALLY AVAILABLE IN CANADA 

SUPER 

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR AN INEXPENSIVE WAY TO ADVERTISE 
YOUR SMALL BUSINESS TO A LUCRATIVE MUSIC MARKET 

LOOK TO OUR MARKETPLACE SECTION OF 
C A^N A D, I ¿V N 

Rates: S.90 per word. Minimum S15.00. Frequency discount: 
3 ads-4%, 6 ads-8%, 12 ads-12%. 

Payment In Advance. 
Visa, MasterCard & American Express accepted. 
Contact Penny Campbell, Canadian Musician, 

23 Hannover Dr., #7, St Catharines ON L2W 1A3 
_ (416) 641-3471, FAX (416) 641-1648 _ 

Tommy Campbell 

FFS Snare Drum 
"An unbelievable sound with unmatched versatility. The Free 

Floating System is as close as you get to the perfect snare drum.1' 

Carbon Fiber FFS 

The best reason to play drums. 
The newly designed Free Floating System Snare Drum is available in various 

depths and various shell materials See your local Pearl dealer for more details 

Pearl Canada. 378 Isabey. St. Laurent. PQ H4T 1WT (514) 738-3000. 

FAX (514) 737-506y. 

on the now 
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If you are unsigned and would like to be a part 

of “Showcase”, send us a complete bio, glossy 

black and white photo (no colour, no photocopies), 

and a cassette of your music. Also include an 

address and phone number where you can be 

reached. Some artists appearing in “Showcase” 

will be featured on Canada's New Rock, a 

syndicated national radio show that also 

features unsigned artists. Send your complete 

package to: Showcase, Canadian Musician, 23 

Hannover Dr., #7, St. Catharines, ON L2W1A3. 

Kathleen YEARWOOD 
Style: Alternative Folk 
Contact: General Deliverv. Redwater, AB TOA 2IVO (403) 
398-2151 
Dead Branches Make A Noise, the 10-song release from 
Alberta singer/songwriter Kathleen Yearwood, is probably one 
of the most beautiful, yet most disturbing records I have received 
this year. Her Celtic influenced blend of traditional folk music 
and politically-charged lyrics draws the listener in, transfixed. 
Yearwood's superb soprano vocals and immaculate production 
is in haunting contrast to the jolting lyrical content of her songs. One reviewer commented "This is 

what happens when angels and demons collide". Songs like “O’Kanada”. “Well f ed White People" 
and the frighteningly honest "Gynécologue" bring the listener face-to-face with the ugly truths and 
grim realities of the human condition that we try to ignore in order to live with ourselves. Listening 
to this record is sort of like driving by a fatal accident on the highway. You don't want to look, but 
at the same time, you can't turn away. Yearwood's songs draw you in. the music lulls you into a 
state of serenity. Then, her passionate — at times angry and provocative words slap you back into 
reality. This record is a brilliantly-executed sample of folk music for the '90s. a return to the '60s 
activist tradition of Joan Baez, with a contemporary sound and feel for today’s culture and political 
environment. I'm keeping this one in my collection. 

CHOCOLATE BUNNIES FROM [J E [I 
Style: Punk/Meta! 
Contact: Coalition Entertainment Group. 155 Torvork Dr., #15. 
Weston. ON M9L 1X9 (416) 744-7473. FAX (416) 744-7883 
What do you get when you put together five slightly off-the-wall indi¬ 
viduals from Manitoba together with a basically straight ahead pro¬ 
ducer from Toronto? You get Profligate Wisdom the independent CD 
release from Chocolate Bunnies From Hell, a collection of very cool, 
ironic, humorous and very original tunes. The Bunnies teamed up with 
producer Arnold Lanni I Frozen Ghost. Wild T & The Spirit) two years 
ago, and the collaboration has proved very successful. The production 
is clean and clear, as is Lanni's style, which on one hand gives the 
record a great sound, but on the other hand, takes away some of the 
wonderful "grunge" that the music should have. The Bunnies' sound 
at times is reminiscent of early Queensryche or Iron Maiden (vocalist 
PJ. Burton can match tonsils w ith Geoff Tate or Bruce Dickinson eas¬ 
ily). Guitarist Alfie Católico provides some tasty guitar work on tracks like "Pale Green Skin” and the 
best track in my opinion. "I'm A Pig", which, given the success of bands like Ugly Kid Joe and Nirvana, 

should do well on college radio. Two tracks have been serviced to radio independently — a w icked cover 
of the Animals classic "We've Gotta Get Outta This Place” and “Answer The Francophone", a cynical 
and humourous plea for Canadian unity. It's refreshing to sec a Canadian band that's not afraid to write 
songs about Canada, to hit home on political issues one minute, and worry about getting laid the next. It's 

certainly enough to have scared off the ultra-conservatitve Canadian music industry execs, who probably 
wouldn't take a chance on a band this unique. The Bunnies are making an impact at college radio as well 
as some major AORs in Canada, but would probably fair well in markets like England or Germany, 
w here originality and wit in music are better understood and accepted. 

ŜS BIKINI 
Style: "Alterna-funk 
Contact: Gabrielle Roddv, Split Inc. Records. 
(416) 947-110! 
I had to steal a quote from Brass Bikini's press package 

to figure out how to describe their delectable debut CD 
entitled Tastes Like Chicken. The five-piece Toronto band 
(six if you include Pete the bagpipe guy) has become a 
hot property, getting favourable press and radio airplay 
across the country. Their blend of funky rhythms and 

provocation and witty lyrics are a real treat for the ears, and the band is a very tight, very talented unit, 

obviously having honed their craft well playing in live situations. But the driving force of Brass Bikini is 
lyricist and lead vocalist Gabrielle Roddy, who possesses a knockout voice and a sharp, sardonic wit that 
comes through in her lyrics. The songs on this CD range from funky to country, ironic to poignant, 
political to hysterical, all delivered with equal "punch”. Also noteable is the guitar work of Rob Kemp 
and the drums of Matt Dematteo. who also doubles as producer. I'm sure people will hear a lot more from 
Brass Bikini. They definitely are hard to miss! ■ 
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performing professionals. 
Contact us at 

Mark IV Audio 
Canada Inc. 
(613) 382-2141 
for information on 
how you can join 
the ranks of 
first class sound 

i companies 
I worldwide.* 

Since their debut five 
years ago, Electro-Voice 
MT-4 and MT-2 
concert systems have 
become the most popular 
"off-the-shelf” touring 
cabinets in the world. 
It’s easy to see why. 

EV's patented Manifold 
Technology® design pro¬ 
vides a superb combina¬ 
tion of high output and 
wide-bandwidth sound 
from a modular package 
that’s easily stacked 
or flown. 

Around the world, 
Electro-Voice MT sys¬ 
tems are the choice of 

FLY FIRST CLASS 

Mark IV Audio Canada, Inc., • 345 Herbert Street, • Cananoque, Ontario K7C 2V1. • Call 613-382-2141 






